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Abstract

The autonomous ordering and assembly of atoms and molecules on atomically well-defined
surfaces combines ease of fabrication with exquisite control over the shape, composition and mesoscale
organization of the surface structures formed. Once the mechanisms controlling the self-ordering
phenomena are fully understood, the self-assembly and growth processes can be steered to create a
wide range of nanostructures with exotic and desirable properties, synthesised from the bottom-up,
on an industrial scale from metallic, semiconducting and molecular materials. The work of this
thesis aims to address questions concerning molecular self-assembly on graphene.

Firstly, techniques for fabricating graphene membranes for electron microscopy (EM) are
outlined. The complete fabrication process is described, beginning with the growth of CVD
graphene, followed by the transfer of graphene from chemical vapour deposition (CVD) foils to
a transmission electron microscope (TEM) support, and finishing with the cleaning steps involved
to produce pristene regions of graphene. Strategies to chemically functionalise graphene through
covalent and non-covalent means are detailed, as well as methods to fabricate more specialised
graphene TEM membranes consisting of stacked and sandwiched graphene layers.

With the methods used to fabricate and modify graphene EM membranes described, atten-
tion is next focused on specific microscopy techniques developed in order to study organic materials
that readily damage when exposed to the electron beam in an electron microscope. Strategies to
mitigate the damage arising due to beam exposure are investigated for a range of different organic
molecules, and the effects of using a range of detection devices are also studied.

Next, the growth of two very similar overlayer systems on graphene are studied. Trimesic
acid (TMA) and terephthalic acid (TPA) thin films are grown on both freestanding and CVD
graphene substrates for a range of thicknesses, and the resulting structures are probed using a range
of microscopy techniques. For TMA, van der Waals epitaxy results in two preferred orientations of
the assembly structure that grows in a layer-by-layer Frank-van der Merwe fashion, up to a height
of ≈ 20 nm. In stark contrast, TPA assembles into a 2D monolayer before rapidly transitioning
to its bulk-like structure as further layers are deposited, following a layer-plus-island, or Stranski-
Krastanov, growth mode.

Continuing the investigations into the structure of self-assembling molecular films on
graphene, a pair of porphyrin-based molecules of the octaethyl porphyrin (OEP) class are studied.
A monolayer film of OEP molecules is deposited either side of a freestanding graphene membrane,
and the resulting assembly structure is driven by a remote interaction across the graphene between
the two OEP films. The remote interaction is shown to diminish on the length scale of two graphene
layers.

Finally, the structure and motion of individual metal nanoclusters (M-NCs) deposited
on freestanding graphene is studied using high-resolution TEM. Computational routines involving
cross-correlation techniques are developed in order to better study the dynamic behaviour of M-NCs
in atomically-resolved time-series image sequences. The strategies developed provide a means for
accurately studying more complex systems, structural changes, and chemical reactions at atomic-
resolution and in real-time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“But I am not afraid to consider the final question as to whether, ul-

timately - in the great future - we can arrange the atoms the way we

want; the very atoms, all the way down! What would happen if we could

arrange the atoms one by one the way we want them? ... What would

we do with layered structures with just the right layers? What would

the properties of materials be if we could really arrange the atoms the

way we want them? They would be very interesting to investigate theo-

retically. I can’t see exactly what would happen, but I can hardly doubt

that when we have some control of the arrangement of things on a small

scale we will get an enormously greater range of possible properties that

substances can have, and of different things that we can do.”

- Richard P. Feynman, “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”, 1959

1.1 Background

In 1959, Richard Feynman presented a lecture to the American Physical Society

in which he described some of the challenges and potential applications of probing

and manipulating materials at the nanoscale; if you have not read it already, you

should interrupt this introduction to read it now. “There’s plenty of room at the

bottom” commonly forms the basis of people’s first impression of Nanoscience, due to

the amazing technological developments Feynman described, although Nanoscience

extends far beyond technological applications. The world of the atom is dominated

by quantum mechanics, and nanosystems typically contain tens to tens of thousands

of atoms. Nanosystems lead to the convergence of atomic physics with the statistical

behaviour of complex physical and chemical systems, from which many new and
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interesting phenomena emerge. These phenomena arise for a range of system sizes,

from the smallest nanoscale objects through to biological processes. What makes

these systems even more attractive for study is the relatively small number of total

atoms contained - within the realms of modern computational simulation techniques.

In addition, nanoscale phenomena transcend the specific scientific field in which they

are studied, be it physics, materials science, chemistry, or biology. This provides a

remarkably diverse and wide-ranging field of research, with ample opportunity for

collaboration and fresh scientific developments.

During Feynamn’s legendary talk, he predicted several technological inno-

vations, along with descriptions of how they could be achieved. Many of these

predictions have already been realised to great success, including: electron beam

lithography, focused ion beam etching, nanostructure stamping, biological motors,

miniaturising computer components to build supercomputers, using quantum phe-

nomena in electronic devices, making atomic scale structure by evaporating layers

of atoms, and performing analysis of complex chemical and biological molecules by

direct imaging. These final two predictions, fabricating atomic materials through

evaporation and directly imaging complex molecular structures, are central to the

work presented in this thesis.

In 2004 and 2005, two revolutionary papers were published by Novoselov et

al. [8, 9] that led to the awarding of the Nobel prize for physics in 2010 to Sir

Professor Andrei Geim and Sir Professor Kostya Novoselov, from the Manchester

University, for their ‘ground-breaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional ma-

terial graphene’. Through their work, Novoselov and Geim successfully managed to

isolate, manipulate, and measure the properties of a single sheet of graphite only

one atom thick - called graphene. These investigations ignited the field of graphene

research, which has grown and evolved significantly, and has led to the discovery of

many other types of exotic two-dimensional (2D) materials [10–12].

The great interest in 2D material research stems from the exotic phenom-

ena they exhibit, arising due to quantum effects, and subsequently their vast and

significant technological potential [11, 12]. Not only are the fundamental proper-

ties and behaviour of such materials interesting, but also their integration to form

complex heterostructures along with molecules and other materials. Following on

from the words of Feynman, it is now possible to produce with great precision and

repeatability complex material structures consisting of individual layers of atoms in

different arrangements. As well as forming heterostructures using layers of atomic

materials, the integration of molecular materials adds even further depth to the

material properties that can be engineered with atomic precision [13–16].
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The autonomous ordering and assembly of atoms and molecules on atomically

well-defined surfaces combines the ease of fabrication with exquisite control over the

shape, composition and mesoscale organization of the surface structures formed.

Once the mechanisms controlling the self-ordering phenomena are fully understood,

the self-assembly and growth processes can be steered to create a wide range of

nanostructures, synthesised from the bottom-up, on an industrial scale from metallic,

semiconducting and molecular materials.

The work of this thesis aims to address some of the questions on the mech-

anisms controlling self-ordering phenomena involving graphene. Specifically, it ex-

plores how graphene interacts with a range of atoms and molecules. The influence

of graphene on self-ordering behaviour, and the mechanisms involved in such pro-

cesses, are studied in detail. Understanding these phenomena allows the engineering

of useful and exotic nanostructures with great control, and enables further complex

physical, chemical, and biological processes to be studied.

1.1.1 Graphene

Graphene is a structural form (allotrope) of carbon consisting of a single layer of

carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb arrangement [17], as shown in figure 1.1.

Graphene forms the basic structural component of several other carbon allotropes,

including graphite, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and charcoal. The structure of

graphene can be described using a real-space lattice with vectors:

a =
(√3a

2
,
a

2

)
and b =

(√3a

2
,−a

2

)
(1.1)

where a =
√

3a0 (a0 = 0.142 nm, the carbon-carbon bond distance) and the lattice

angle separating a and b is γ = 60◦. The graphene lattice has an associated basis

consisting of two carbon atoms separated by a0 = 0.142 nm.

Each carbon atom possesses four bonds, due to its valency of +4. These

are divided between its three neighbours in the form of σ bonds, leaving a single

π−bond, as shown in figure 1.1. The σ bonds arise due to the hybridisation of the 2s,

2px, and 2py orbitals to form three sp2 hybridised orbitals (σ bonds). The remaining

2pz orbital overlaps between carbon atoms and delocalises, forming a continuous π

orbital above and below the entire graphene sheet. This free movement of delocalised

electrons across the entire graphene layer is what drives the high conductivity of

graphene.

As well as a real-space lattice, graphene possesses a corresponding reciprocal-

space lattice:
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Figure 1.1: Graphene real-space and reciprocal-space lattices (Top) and orbitals and
bond formation of carbon atoms within the graphene lattice (Bottom).
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)
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( 1√
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,− 1
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)
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( 1√
3a
, 0
)

(1.3)

The high-symmetry points (Γ, K, K ′, M) of the reciprocal lattice are illustrated in

figure 1.1. The relation between real-space and reciprocal-space lattices is described

in detail in chapter 2. The first Brillouin zone is a uniquely defined primitive cell in

reciprocal space, and is highlighted in green in figure 1.1.

By Bloch’s theorem, the wavenumber of electrons in a crystalline solid are
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defined within the first Brillouin zone; the relation between their energies and mo-

menta describes the electronic structure of a material. In this context, the two

reciprocal-space points K and K ′, also referred to as the Dirac points, are of sig-

nificant importance [18]. At the Dirac points, the conduction and valence bands

touch (figure 1.2), categorising graphene as a semi-metal (zero bandgap material).

In addition, the dispersion relation at the Dirac points exhibits linear behaviour [9],

as shown in figure 1.2. The dispersion relation for graphene may be described by:

E±(k) = ±t
√

3 + f(k)− t′f(k) (1.4)

f(k) = 2 cos
(√

3kya0

)
+ 4 cos

(√3

2
kya0

)
cos
(3

2
kxa0

)
(1.5)

where k is the electron wavevector, t (≈ 2.8 eV) is the nearest−neighbour hopping

energy (hopping between different sublattices), and t′ is the nearest−neighbour hop-

ping energy (hopping in the same sublattice) [18]. The band structure described by

Equation 1.4 is plotted in figure 1.2.

kxky

kz

Figure 1.2: Graphene band structure, illustrating the linear dispersion existing
around the Dirac point.
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The zero-band gap and linear dispersion about the Dirac points gives rise to

the unique electronic properties of graphene. The charge carriers behave like Dirac

fermions, quantum mechanically described by the relativistic Dirac equation [9],

which produces an extremely high intrinsic carrier mobility. As a result, graphene

provides an ideal candidate for application in molecular electronics [17].

As well as high electrical conductivity and atomic thinness, graphene pos-

sesses several other remarkable properties. The extremely high thermal conductivity

of graphene has been measured in the range ≈ (4.84 ± 0.44) ×103 to (5.30 ± 0.48)

×103 W mK−1, suggesting that graphene can outperform carbon nanotubes in heat

conduction [19]. Graphene also possesses an unrivaled intrinsic strength of (42± 4)

Nm−1 and an effective Youngs modulus of (1.0 ± 0.1) TPa, which makes graphene

the strongest material ever measured [20]. In addition, graphene sheets are very

flexible. They can be suspended over trenches micrometres across, indented with a

sharp cantilever tip to great extension, and still return to their original shape [20].

Sheets suspended in this manner could be used as resonators with a very low noise

floor, suitable for extremely low mass and force detection [21].

Another key property of graphene is its optical transparency. It has an opac-

ity of (2.3±0.1) % that is almost independent of the wavelength, and a reflectance of

< 0.1% [22]. Additional layers of graphene add 2.3 % to the total opacity, making

graphene ideal as an electrode for opto-electronic devices such as photodetectors

or photovoltaics. The close-knit honeycomb network of carbon atoms also makes

graphene completely impermeable to almost everything bar hydrogen and protons;

not even Helium can pass through a single layer of graphene [23, 24].

Combined, each of these exquisite properties show promise for many applica-

tions, and this potential is enhanced with graphene’s 2D nature. With the ultimate

surface area of 2630 m2g−1 [25], graphene is ideally suited for use as a contact sen-

sor in chemical detection [26, 27], with its low noise levels ideal for single-molecule

sensitivity [28]. The large surface area of graphene is also conducive to energy stor-

age [25], and as already mentioned, its high carrier mobility enables high-frequency

electronics applications such as 100 GHz transistors [29, 30]. Finally, the optical

transparency of graphene makes it suitable as a replacement for transparent con-

ducting electrodes used in photonics, providing a route to flexible light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) and other photovoltaic devices [31]. These examples only scratch

the surface of the full potential of graphene, and there are numerous other current

technological applications that graphene is at the centre of [12].

There are several methods available for the fabrication of graphene, includ-

ing mechanical exfoliation, chemical exfoliation, bottom-up synthesis from molecular
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precursors, and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) using a variety of different sub-

strates [12, 17]. Each strategy has its own benefits and limitations with respect to

quality, affinity for scaling, and ease of graphene isolation. The growth of graphene

on metal substrates via CVD is one of the most popular synthesis routes, if not

the most popular. CVD graphene has significant potential for scaling up to indus-

trial fabrication sizes, with 100 m long 0.21 m wide roll−to−roll growth already

demonstrated [32, 33].

The basic premise of CVD graphene growth involves passing a carbon feed-

stock over the surface of a catalyst substrate (typically a transition metal) at elevated

temperatures. The catalyst then catalytically decomposes the feedstock to provide

a supply of carbon, which may then assemble on the substrate to form graphene.

Although the basic experimental procedure is simple, our understanding of the dy-

namics of carbon deposition and domain growth remain somewhat limited. The

CVD parameters that most affect the graphene outcome are cooling rate, carbon

exposure time and concentration, flow rate and carbon feedstock (source). In addi-

tion, the geometry of the reactor can affect the flow and deposition characteristics.

Moreover, the role of impurities can also play a negative role in the final growth of

the desired graphene [17].

1.1.2 Epitaxial Thin film growth

The basic reaction kinetics driving the growth of graphene during the CVD process

can be better understood using the basic theory of epitaxial thin film growth. The

term epitaxy stems from the Greek words epi (ὲπι), meaning ’above’, and taxis

(τὰξισ), meaning an ’ordered manner’, and can be translated as ’arranging upon’.

In a scientific context, epitaxy refers to the deposition of a crystalline overlayer on

a crystalline substrate.

For many technological applications, particularly in the semiconductor indus-

try, it is desirable to deposit a crystalline overlayer with a well−defined orientation

with respect to the crystalline substrate, referred to as single−domain epitaxy [34].

Films may be grown on substrates of the same composition (homoepitaxy) and of a

different composition (heteroepitaxy). In addition, the overlayer does not necessarily

have to deposit with a well−defined orientation with respect to the substrate. An

overlayer growing with a random orientation is referred to as non-epitaxial growth.

The different modes of growth result in a rich variety of overlayer−substrate

relationships, and can produce overlayer films with varying degrees of strain, dislo-

cations, and exotic lattice structures based on the crystal structure and composition

of substrate and depositing material [35]. As shown in figure 1.3, the presence of
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dangling bonds between a lattice mismatched overlayer and substrate can induce

strains within both the overlayer and substrate, as well as structural defects [36].

The lattice mismatch can be characterised by [37]:

f =
as − a
a

(1.6)

where as is the lattice parameter of the substrate and a is the lattice parameter of

the overlayer. For even small lattice mismatches, the strain induced on the films

can significantly degrade the interface’s properties [38]. Lattice mismatches greater

than 5% will typically induce dislocations and stacking faults, which again degrade

the interface’s performance significantly [39].

Re
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rConventional epitaxy 

van der Waals epitaxy

Quasi van der Waals epitaxy

3D

3D

2D

2D

2D

3D

Figure 1.3: Interfaces connected by dangling bonds (left), van der Waals gap (upper
right) and quasi van der Waals gap (bottom right).

van der Waals Epitaxy

In addition to standard epitaxy involving covalent bonding between the overlayer

and substrate, epitaxial films can be grown with weaker non-covalent van der Waals

interactions between overlayer and substrate [40]. As shown in figure 1.3, this can

occur at the interface between a 2D material and another 2D material (van der

Waals epitaxy), or at the interface between a 2D material and a 3D material (quasi

van der Waals epitaxy). Van der Waals interface growth again can involve epitaxial

and non−epitaxial growth modes, and is typified by the following conditions: 1)
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The lattice planes at the interface are incoherent (no lattice matching of interface

lattice vectors at any point) and incommensurate (irrational relationship between

interface lattice vectors). 2) The interface shows no excessive strain induced by the

epitaxy even for large lattice mismatches (f > 50%). 3) The epitaxy persists even

for large lattice mismatches and different symmetries.

Films deposited with only weak van der Waals interactions with the substrate

typically exhibit a consistent orientation relationship with the substrate, although

this is not always the case [1]. Relaxing the requirement of matching lattices and

symmetries between overlayer and substrate allows a much greater freedom in choice

of depositing and substrate materials, including molecular self−assemblies and other

organic films [6, 40, 41].

10 μm20 μm

Figure 1.4: hBN preferential growth on Cu(111) crystal surface. hBN islands, visible
as dark triangles, grow preferentially on the Cu(111) surface, as visible in both
images. The difference in contrast of the Cu(111) microstripe is also visible. In
addition, the hBN islands have a much stronger van der Waals interaction with the
Cu(111) surface, producing epitaxial islands with a stricter orientation with respect
to the Cu(111) surface [42].

The relaxation of matching lattice requirements can also result in a difference

in growth rates of the overlayer in different regions of substrate, depending on the

substrate crystallography [42–44]. This is illustrated in figure 1.4, which shows

SEM images from a CVD−prepared sample of hexagonal boron−nitride (hBN), a

2D analogue of graphene comprised of alternating boron and nitrogen atoms, which

grows preferentially on the Cu(111) surface. For the case of graphene grown on

Cu substrates, there is an apparent structural feedback between the graphene and

copper surface, whereby the graphene induces and stabilises restructuring of the Cu

surface to form (n10) facets, and in turn these facets play an important role in the

nucleation and growth of the graphene [44].

With the key concepts of epitaxial growth now introduced, the atomic pro-
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Substrate atom Monolayer �lm atom Bilayer �lm atom

Figure 1.5: Typical atomistic processes occurring during epitaxial growth.

cesses that occur during growth can now be described. The typical processes that

occur during growth of a crystal on the surface of a substrate are as follows [35]:

a) adatoms (surface-adsorbed atoms) can adsorb onto a surface. b) adatoms can

diffuse across the surface with a diffusion constant D. c) adatoms can meet other

adatoms to form a dimer. d) dimer adatoms can detach. e) adatoms can attach to

existing islands. f) adatoms can detach from island edges. g) adatoms can diffuse

along island edges. h) adatoms can deposit on top of islands, and can diffuse onto

the surface. i) adatoms can meet other atoms on top of islands, forming a dimer.

Subsequent secondary layer processes can then occur. j) adatoms can desorp at high

temperatures.

These processes are illustrated in figure 1.5. The time-evolution of mean-

field quantities, such as the density of islands ns of size s, can be described by a set

of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) known as rate equations (REs).

Atoms arrive with a flux F or rate R and adsorb onto a surface to become adatoms.

Adatoms (islands of size s = 1 with density n1) can get captured by islands of
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size s with a capture efficiency σs. Adatoms can also meet another adatom with a

capture efficiency σ1 to form a dimer (an island of size s = 2). At high substrate

temperature, these adatoms can re-evaporate. If the adsorption energy Ea is low,

then the evaporation time τa is short, and this evaporative quasi-equilibrium is

quickly established at low adatom density, with n1 = Fτa. These processes are

illustrated in figure 1.6. Within the literature, there are two main types of RE

model. These emphasize either the role of the critical nucleus of size i, or the

attachment and detachment rates for islands of all size [45].

Arrival (F or R) Evaporation (ta)

Capture (tc)Nucleation (tn) n1

ni

nx

Figure 1.6: Critical size in nucleation and growth models.

Classification of growth modes

The difference between bulk crystal growth and epitaxial growth is of purely ther-

modynamic nature [45]. The overlayer possesses a different chemical potential to its

isolated counterpart due to the interactions across the overlayer/substrate interface,

and also to mismatch in the lattice parameters induced by the substrate epitaxy.

These differences produce a chemical potential for the first layer of atoms in the

overlayer that may be higher or lower compared to the isolated crystal. In addition,

the overlayer may relax if it is strained as its thickness increases, which may lead to

a chemical potential that varies with overlayer thickness. The alteration of chemical

potential due to the presence of a growth substrate leads to several different modes

of growth, as shown in figure 1.7.

For an overlayer A deposited on a substrate B, the overlayer will grow ac-
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cording to:

γA

< γB − γ∗ Frank-van der Merwe (FM)

> γB − γ∗ Volmer-Weber (VW)

where γA,B is the surface energy for growth on A (overlayer) and B (substrate)

respectively and γ∗ is the interface energy between A and B. The energetics favour

growth on A when adatom-adatom interactions are stronger than those of the

adatom with the surface, leading to the formation of three−dimensional adatom

clusters or islands [46]. This is referred to as Volmer-Weber (VW) growth. Con-

versely, if the adatoms attach preferentially to surface sites than to other adatoms,

then this results in layer−by−layer growth, whereby complete 2D films form prior

to the growth of subsequent layer [34, 46]. This is referred to as Frank−van der

Merwe (FM) growth. There is a third and final class of growth that bridges be-

tween VW and FM growth, referred to as Stranski−Krastanov (SK) growth. Char-

acterised by both 2D layer and 3D island growth, SK growth involves a transition

from layer−by−layer growth to island−based growth beyond a critical thickness,

which is highly dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the overlayer

and substrate [34, 35, 46]. For small thickness t, the surface energy growth condition

is γA < γB − γ∗ (FM growth). For large thickness (beyond the critical thickness),

the surface energy growth condition is γA > γB − γ∗ (VW growth)

Organic film growth

As well as describing the epitaxial growth of inorganic crystals on a substrate, the

same processes outlined above can be applied directly to the growth of organic thin

films [40, 41, 47]. Organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) is the process by

which molecular precursors are heated in vacuum, producing a beam of molecules

that can be directed towards a target surface on which the molecules can assemble.

Through a variety of intermolecular bonding mechanisms, and interactions with

the surface, many different molecular lattice structures can form. Again, organic

thin films can be grown both with [6, 48, 49] and without an epitaxial relationship

with the underlying substrate [1]. The growth of organic molecular films often

leads to non−equilibrium structures due to the growth kinetics, as can be seen from

significant post−growth re−organisation [50–52]. This is due to irreversible atomic

scale processes occurring during OMBD [45, 53, 54].

OMBD growth differs from standard inorganic film growth due to the ex-

tended nature of molecules, and their associated internal degrees of freedom. The
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the three growth modes for different levels
of coverage θ, in units of monolayer coverage. Blue represents substrate material,
and red represents overlayer material.

internal vibrational energy can impact the interaction with the substrate and also the

molecule’s thermalisation upon adsorption, particularly as the translational energy

of a molecule can be converted to vibrational energy. Additionally, conformational

degrees of freedom within the molecule mean that the molecular unit can change

within the film, in order to compensate for lattice strain. The conformation of the

organic semiconductor rubrene has been found to change during growth [55], which

may influence the film morphology [56]. Another key difference not accommodated

for in conventional growth models is the orientational degrees of freedom a molecule

possesses, which can give rise to tilted domains and thereby an additional source of

disorder, or may even give rise to ’standing-up’ and ’lying-down’ structures [56, 57].

For the case of molecular film growth, weak van der Waals forces typically
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play a much bigger role in directing growth. When integrated across all constituent

atoms within a molecule, the weak interaction energies sum to a substantial molecu-

lar binding energy in the eV range, and can have significant influence on the resulting

molecular lattice structure [58, 59].

The inherent size of molecules, and consequently the size of the molecular

unit cell, is typically much larger than that of inorganic crystals. The interaction

potential is therefore spread over a much greater area, weakening any effective sub-

strate corrugation experienced by individual molecules. This is because the small

length scale of the substrate corrugation is averaged to some extent over the size

of the molecule, which generally has constituent bond lengths different from the

substrate. Finally, the differences in unit cell size between molecular layer and sub-

strate, and the relatively weak intermolecular bonds involved, can produce many

more orientational and translational domains than would be expected for two in-

organic layers with differences in unit cell sizes [40]. This introduces additional

disorder, and a plethora of interaction phenomena that are ideal for investigating.

In the timeless words of Carl Sagan: “The beauty of a living thing is not the atoms

that go into it, but the way those atoms are put together”. The same can be said

for organic materials and thin films, and there is still much to be learnt about how

their constituent atoms and molecules are put together.

1.2 Scope of this thesis

In this thesis, molecular materials are studied in combination with graphene, heavily

utilising graphene’s role as a low−contrast support for electron microscopy. The use

of microscopy techniques and associated simulations allows a better understanding

to be gained of the physical, chemical, and electronic structures of molecular materi-

als, and the interactions that drive their structural arrangements. The wide variety

of intermolecular and interatomic forces involved result in a rich tapestry of growth

phenomena and resultant film structures.

Firstly, in chapter 3, techniques for fabricating graphene membranes for elec-

tron microscopy (EM) are outlined. The complete fabrication process is described,

beginning with the growth of CVD graphene, followed by the transfer of graphene

from CVD foils to a TEM support, and finishing with the cleaning steps involved to

produce pristene regions of graphene. Strategies to functionalise graphene through

covalent and non−covalent means are detailed, as well as methods to fabricate

more specialised graphene TEM membranes consisting of stacked and sandwiched

graphene layers.
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With the methods used to fabricate and modify graphene EM membranes

described, attention is next focused on specific microscopy techniques developed in

order to study organic materials that readily damage when exposed to the electron

beam in an electron microscope. Strategies to mitigate the damage arising due to

beam exposure are investigated for a range of different organic molecules, and the

effects of using a range of detection devices are also studied.

Having outlined methods for fabricating graphene membranes, and the best

strategies for gathering information on beam−sensitive organic specimens using EM,

the growth of two very similar overlayer systems on graphene are studied. Trimesic

acid (TMA) and terephthalic acid (TPA) thin films are grown on both freestanding

and CVD graphene substrates for a range of thicknesses, and the resulting assembly

structures are probed using a range of microscopy techniques. For TMA, van der

Waals epitaxy results in two preferred orientations of the assembly structure that

grows in a layer−by−layer Frank−van der Merwe fashion, to a height of ≈ 20 nm. In

stark contrast, TPA assembles into a 2D monolayer before rapidly transitioning to its

bulk−like structure as further layers are deposited, following a layer−plus−island,

or Stranski−Krastanov, growth mode.

The structure of self−assembling molecules on graphene is further investi-

gated using a pair of porphyrin−based molecules of the octaethyl porphyrin (OEP)

class. A monolayer film of OEP molecules is deposited either side of a freestanding

graphene membrane, and the resulting assembly structure is driven by a remote

interaction across the graphene between the two OEP films. The remote interaction

is shown to diminish on the length scale of two graphene layers.

Finally, the atomically-resolved structure and motion of individual metal

nanoclusters (M−NCs) deposited on freestanding graphene is studied using

high−resolution TEM. Computational routines involving cross−correlation tech-

niques are developed in order to better study the behaviour of dynamic M−NCs

in time−series image sequences. The strategies developed provide a means for accu-

rately studying more complex systems, structural changes, and chemical reactions

at atomic−resolution and in real−time.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Film Growth

Chemical Vapour Deposition

For the work presented in this thesis, graphene samples were prepared by chemical-

vapour deposition (CVD) using a methane precursor gas and a copper foil substrate.

The first demonstrations of CVD-grown graphene were presented by Li et al. [60],

and there have been many developments in the methodology since [17, 43]. The

procedure described here is the culmination of those evolutions in methodology.

The CVD system used for this work comprises of an outer quartz tube and

movable inner quartz tube, used for loading copper foils into (figure 2.1). Once

loaded, the system is evacuated using a combined turbo/backing pump, achieving

a base pressure of ≈10−3 mbar. The outer quartz tube is housed within a furnace,

and connected upstream to a series of mass-flow controllers (MFCs). The MFCs are

linked to separate methane and hydrogen gas bottles, and the flows are controlled

via an integrated LabVIEW programme. The temperature of the furnace is also

linked to the LabVIEW programme, allowing complete automation of the growth

process, providing optimal controllability and reproducibility of samples.

The standard growth method for complete sample coverage, ≈ 90% mono-

layer, involves flowing hydrogen at 5 standard cubic centimetres per minute (sccm)

whilst the furnace is heated to 1000◦C at a rate of 15◦C min−1, raising the pressure

to ≈2×10−2 mbar. Once at 1000◦C, the copper foil is annealed for 10 minutes.

Methane is then introduced at 3 sccm, and the hydrogen flow rate adjusted to 10

sccm, for a growth period of 30 minutes. The furnace is then cooled, with the flow

rates adjusted to 2 sccm methane and 5 sccm hydrogen until 600◦C is reached, after

which the methane flow is stopped. The hydrogen flow is continued until 150◦C, at
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of graphene CVD setup and corresponding schematic.

which point the system is vented and the copper foil is removed. Scanning electron

microscope images, figure 2.2, reveal the presence of graphene on the foil through

observation of wrinkles in the film and multilayer islands [61]. In addition, the lack

of surface contamination reveals the high levels of cleanliness.

In order to achieve clean CVD samples, the copper foils must first be prepared

using electropolishing [62]. The copper foils (Alfa Aesar, product no. 13382, purity

99.5%) arrive from the manufacturer with an anti-corrosion protective coating that

must be removed, along with any surface contaminants present [43]. To do this, the

copper foil is immersed in an electrolytic solution (50 mL orthophosphoric acid, 1 g

urea, 50 mL ethanol, 50 mL isopropanol, and 10 mL deionised water) and attached
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Graphene wrinkles
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Figure 2.2: CVD graphene SEM images. The CVD-prepared foils are clean, with
only small areas of multilayer graphene (darker contrast patches). The presence of
monolayer graphene is evident from dark wrinkles in the film as well as the visible
copper faceting [61].

to the anode of a power supply (figure 2.3). Another piece of copper foil is attached

to the cathode of the power supply, and also immersed in the solution. Applying a

current of ≈ 2 A and potential difference of ≈ 5 V for 10 seconds causes the surface

atoms of the anode foil to migrate towards the cathode foil through the solution.

This removes several hundred nm from the anode foil surface, along with the anti-

corrosion coating and any other contaminants. Once electropolished, the anode foil

is rinsed using deionised water and isopropanol, before sonicating in acetone for 5

minutes. The foil is once again rinsed in isopropanol before drying using a nitrogen

gun.

Organic Molecular Beam Deposition

Much of the work featured within this thesis involved the growth of molecular films

on graphene-based substrates using OMBD. This is the process by which a crucible

containing solid organic material is heated under high vacuum. The process of

heating causes the organic material to sublime, producing a beam of molecules that

is directed towards the choice substrate, resulting in molecular film growth [40, 41,

47]. In order to monitor the film growth, the system used included a quartz-crystal

microbalance (QCM), which monitors the mass variation of the substrate to high

precision. Through precise measurement of the deposition rate, molecular films of a
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Figure 2.3: Electropolishing copper foils for CVD growth. The current and applied
potential difference cause surface ions to migrate from the anode foil (centre) to
the cathode foils through the electrolytic solution (blue), as indicated by the red
arrows. This causes the removal of several hundred nm of surface, along with any
contaminants, producing a clean foil ideal for CVD growth.

specific thickness can be grown with good reproducibility. The apparatus used for

OMBD growth in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

In addition to OMBD film growth, several studies were conducted as part

of this work using liquid-phase deposition. For these, a specific molecular species

was dissolved in an organic solvent and the substrate of choice was then immersed

briefly. Molecules in solution adsorb onto the substrate surface, and upon removal

and rinsing with additional solvent, monolayer molecular films can be formed with

high uniformity and controllability [63], as shown in Figure 2.4

2.2 Molecular Crystallography and Diffraction

2.2.1 Atomic and Molecular lattices

When studying the properties of a material, one immediately recognises that a

macroscopic material contains very many atoms (1023). Thus, describing the ma-

terial properties directly using every constituent atom proves impossible. However,

many materials possess intrinsic periodicities in their atomic structure arrangements,
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Figure 2.4: OMBD system schematic.

allowing a quantitative description of the material using the crystal symmetries

present. The same holds true for a vast array of molecular materials, which pos-

sess innate symmetries in the arrangement of constituent molecules, even if the

constituent molecules are non-symmetric.

In order to describe the periodic atomic and/or molecular structure of a

material, the Bravais lattice is introduced, as shown in Figure 2.5. The Bravais

lattice describes the tiling of the smallest possible periodic unit within the atomic
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structure, and the volume of material encompassed by a single periodic unit is

referred to as the primitive unit cell. For a full description of the crystal, the basis

is introduced, which describes the relative positions of atoms or molecules within

the unit cell.

b

a

Bravais lattice

Primitive unit cell

Basis
Crystal lattice

Figure 2.5: Description of a crystal lattice using a Bravais lattice and corresponding
basis. The volume occupied by a single unit of Bravais lattice vectors is the primitive
unit cell.

Formally, the Bravais lattice is described by a set of position vectors [64]:

R = ua + vb + wc (2.1)

where (u, v, w) are integers; R can be expressed as a matrix in Euclidean space:

R = (ua, vb, wc)(êx, êy, êz)
T =

uax uay uaz

vbx vby vbz

wcx wcy wcz

 (2.2)

where the vector unit r̂ = (êx, êy, êz) in Euclidean space allows the matrix expression

of R in its Euclidean components. For 2D crystal systems, as studied for the

majority of the work presented in this thesis, the Bravais lattice and unit cell may

be restricted to two dimensions, as shown in Figure 2.5.

As well as defining the atomic/molecular lattice with an atomistic descrip-

tion, it is possible to define the related electron density function ρ using an identical

Bravais lattice:

ρ(r) = ρ(r + R) (2.3)
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where r = (u′a, v′b, w′c) is an arbitrary vector expressed in the basis of R and the

electron density ρ is invariant under translation between unit cells. As a continuous

function, it is convenient to express the electron density function ρ by means of

a Fourier series. Fourier series expansion is particularly useful as a means of ap-

proximating periodic functions using a finite series, with the level of approximation

improving as the number of terms in the Fourier series is increased. Using Eulers

formula, the Fourier series expansion of a function f(x) may be expressed as:

f(x) =
∑
n

Cne
−i2πnx (2.4)

where n is an integer and Cn is the nth expansion coefficient. Applying this to the

electron density function ρ then gives:

ρ(x, y, z) =
∑
h

∑
k

∑
l

F (hkl) exp [−i2π(hx+ ky + lz)] (2.5)

where the expansion is performed over a triple series, corresponding to the three

spatial dimensions of the crystal. Here, F (hkl) is defined as the structure factor of

the crystal:

F (hkl) =
N∑
j=1

fj(hkl) exp [i2π(hxj + kyj + lzj)] (2.6)

where f(hkl)j is the atomic scattering factor of the jth atom within the unit cell,

described in more detail in section 2.3.1. The crystal structure factor F (hkl) is a

complex function comprising of amplitude and phase terms, and is dependent on

the species of atoms contained within the unit cell and their relative positions. In

order to evaluate the expansion coefficients F (hkl), the following integration may

be performed:

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
ρ(x, y, z) exp [2πi(hx+ ky + lz)]dx dy dz = F (hkl) (2.7)

where a scaling factor V has been ignored which represents the unit cell volume.

Equation 2.7 may readily be interpreted as the Fourier transform of the electron

density function, F{ρ(x, y, z)}. Therefore, one may readily calculate either the elec-

tron density function through Equation 2.5 with knowledge of F (hkl), or conversely,

may calculate F (hkl) through Equation 2.7 with knowledge of ρ(x, y, z).
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2.2.2 Diffraction and reciprocal space lattices

A wave of radiation (this mathematical formalism holds true for both photons and

electrons) may be described with an amplitude A, wavelength λ, wavevector k with

magnitude k = 1/λ, velocity v, and angular frequency ω = 2πv/λ. The wave may

be expressed as [64, 65]:

E(r, t) = A exp [i(2πk · r− ωt)] (2.8)

Assuming elastic scattering (described in greater detail in section 2.3.1) from a dis-

crete periodic lattice, the emergent wave will propagate with an altered wavevector

k′, whilst maintaining its wavelength λ. Measuring at an observation point r′, the

wavevector scattered from an atom at location r is:

E′(r′, t) = A′ exp [i(2πk′ · r′ − ωt)] exp [i2π(k− k′) · r] (2.9)

which accommodates the phase shift induced by the atomic scattering event. As-

suming the point of observation r′ is sufficiently far from the discrete lattice in

order that all scattered k′ from all atoms in the lattice are in the same direction

(Fraunhofer diffraction [65]), then the total scattered wavevector may be calculated

by summing over all lattice points r:

Etotal(r
′, t) = A′ exp [i(2πk′ · r′ − ωt)]

∑
all atoms

exp [i2π(k− k′) · r] (2.10)

This may be expressed in the form of a volume integral over the entire lattice:

Etotal(r
′, t) = A′ exp [i(2πk′ · r′ − ωt)]

∫
all space

ρ(r) exp [i2π(k− k′) · r]dr (2.11)

Here, ρ(r) represents the electron density function already encountered. This func-

tion is non-zero anywhere in the lattice that has some electron density, and zero

elsewhere. The expression in Equation 2.7 relates the Fourier transform of the elec-

tron density function to F (hkl), allowing the interpretation of Etotal(r
′, t) as F (hkl)

less some scaling factor.

In order for Etotal to be maximised in Equation 2.11, exp [i2π(k− k′) · r] = 1,

which occurs when (k− k′) · r = n, where n is an integer. The spatial vector r may

be re-expressed as the Bravais lattice R, and the wavevector difference (k−k′) may

be re-expressed as some vector G:
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G ·R = n (2.12)

Thus, for a crystal described by the Bravais lattice R, the scattered wave of radiation

will be most intense when the wavevector difference is equivalent to positions in the

lattice G. This is equivalent to the condition of Bragg diffraction:

nλ = d sin(θ) (2.13)

where dhkl is the crystal lattice spacing and θhkl is the scattering angle. The condi-

tions of Bragg diffraction are depicted in Figure 2.6.

k
k’

Wavevector Scattering

θd

n=1
n=2

n=3

...

Constructive interference of 
scattered wavevectors

Figure 2.6: Elastic scattering of wavevectors by crystal lattices.

The lattice G may be expressed as:

G = ha∗ + kb∗ + lc∗ (2.14)

where (h, k, l) are integers and G can be expressed as a matrix in Euclidean space:

G = (a∗,b∗, c∗)(êx, êy, êz)
T =

a
∗
x a∗y a∗z

b∗x b∗y b∗z

c∗x c∗y c∗z

 (2.15)

In order to satisfy Equation 2.12, the constituent vectors i and j∗ of the lattices R

and G, where i, j = a,b, c must satisfy the relation:
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i · j∗ = δi,j

0, if i 6= j

2π, if i = j
(2.16)

which is equivalent to the matrix equation:

RG = (a,b, c)(a∗,b∗, c∗)T =

a · a∗ a · b∗ a · c∗

b · a∗ b · b∗ b · c∗

c · a∗ c · b∗ c · c∗

 =

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 = I (2.17)

In summary, the matrix forms of R and G satisfy the following relations:

RG = I, R = IG−1, G = R−1I (2.18)

Due to the inverse nature of the lattice G with respect to the Bravais lattice R, G is

referred to as the reciprocal lattice. The constituent vectors of the reciprocal lattice

G can be defined explicitly using the constituent vectors of the Bravais lattice R:

a∗ =
b× c

a · (b× c)
b∗ =

c× a

b · (c× a)
c∗ =

a× b

c · (a× b)
(2.19)

In addition, the angles between reciprocal lattice vectors (α∗, β∗, γ∗) can be defined

directly with respect to the Bravais lattice vector angles (α, β, γ):

α∗ = π − α, β∗ = π − β, γ∗ = π − γ (2.20)

The relations between real and reciprocal lattices, including lattice angles, are de-

picted in Figure 2.7.

2.3 Microscopy

In order to investigate the structure and properties of materials, it is necessary to use

a variety of microscopy tools in order to establish a clear and extensive description

of the material. Here, the key microscopy tools utilised for the work presented in

this thesis are introduced.

2.3.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) is a powerful tool for the study of

inorganic, organic, and biological specimens. Similar in principle to the typical

optical microscope, an electron illumination source is focused onto a specimen using
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Figure 2.7: Real-space and reciprocal-space lattices.

a series of lenses. The incident beam interacts with the specimen, and the emerging

wave is focused using another set of lenses onto an electron detector, producing an

image (Figure 2.8).

Light
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Condenser
Lens

Object
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Lens

Projector
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Image

Objective
Aperture

Intermediate
Image

Figure 2.8: Ray diagram for basic microscope setup.

Fundamentals of Electrons

There are several significant differences between TEMs and optical microscopes. In

accordance with the Rayleigh resolution criterion, the minimum resolvable distance

for a wave with wavelength λ, passing through a medium with refractive index µ,

with semi-angle between source and lens α is:
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r =
d

2
=

0.61λ

µ sinα
(2.21)

Clearly, the resolution of an imaging system is limited significantly by the

wavelength of radiation used. For electrons accelerated through a potential differ-

ence V , the relativistic wavelength is:

λ =
h√

2emeV
(

1 + eV
2mec2

) (2.22)

where h is Planck’s constant, e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass, and c is

the speed of light in vacuum. Electrons are typically accelerated to between 60 - 300

keV within the microscope, reducing their wavelength in accordance with Equation

2.22. At such accelerating voltages, the wavelengths are below 5 pm (Figure 2.9),

allowing length scales on the atomic level to be probed. The first 2D EM lattice

images with useful information on crystal chemistry and defects were obtained from

a thin crystal of Ti2Nb10O29 by Iijima (1971) [66], with a resolution of 0.4 nm.

As well as having much smaller wavelengths in comparison to visible light

and X-rays, electrons differ as a source of illumination due to their much stronger

interactions with matter and their mass me. Electrons are negatively charged, and

so interact with the electrons and nuclei of atoms via Coulomb forces, compared to

X-rays that only interact weakly with the electrons of atoms [64]. The scattering

amplitude for X-rays [67] can be expressed as:

AX(k) =
e2

4πε0mec2

∫
ρ(r) exp(2πik · r)dr =

e2

4πε0mec2
fX(k) = 2.82× 10−15fX(k)

(2.23)

whilst the scattering amplitude for electrons [68] can be expressed as:

Ae(k) =
2mee

2

4πh2ε0k2

(
Z − fX(k)

)
≈ 3.8× 10−11

(
Z − fX(k)

)
(2.24)

where k is the length of the scattering vector k. Taking an example of d = 0.2 nm

= 2×10−10 m then k = 1/d = 5×10−9 m−1, then the ratio of scattering amplitudes

for electrons and X-rays is Ae(k)/AX(k) ≈ 104 [64]. As will be shown, the intensity

of an image is proportional to the square of the scattering amplitude (I ∝ A2), and

so electrons can be used to gather information on much thinner samples compared

to X-rays due to the much stronger interactions between electrons and matter.

However, this also produces complications when dealing with thick samples.
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Figure 2.9: Relativistic wavelength of electrons accelerated through a set potential
difference.

Firstly, due to the strong interactions between electrons and matter, electrons can

undergo multiple scattering whilst traversing a sample, complicating image inter-

pretation. In addition, for samples of thickness >≈ 200 nm containing predomi-

nantly light atoms, all electrons will be scattered to such an extent that there is

no detectable signal arriving at the detector. Fortunately, the samples investigated

throughout this thesis are particularly thin, and so multiple scattering effects do not

need to be considered.

When interacting with an atom, if the kinetic energy of the incident electron

is conserved then the scattering process is considered to be elastic. Here we describe

elastic scattering in detail as it is responsible for the formation of conventional and

diffraction images. Processes that result in inelastic scattering are discussed in

chapter 4 due to their role in specimen damage.

The Mott-Bethe formula for atomic scattering factors for electrons describes

the probabilities that an electron will be scattered through a specific direction when
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passing near an isolated atom [64]:

fe(θ) =
2mee

2

4πh2ε0

( λ

2 sin θ

)2(
Z − fX(θ)

)
= 0.023934

( λ

sin θ

)2(
Z − fX(θ)

)
(2.25)

where Z is the atomic number, θ is the scattering angle relative to the optical axis,

λ is the wavelength of the incident electron, and fX(θ) is the scattering factor for

X-rays. The electron scattering factor fe(θ) is plotted for a number of different

atoms in figure 2.10. As can be seen, the scattering factor is largest for θ = 0 and

falls off rapidly with scattering angle. Also, for a set scattering angle, the scattering

factor falls rapidly with decreasing wavelength, due to the reduction in cross-section

σ. In addition, the scattering factor grows rapidly with atomic number Z, driving

the significant contrast variations seen in TEM images of different atomic materials.

For the work presented in this thesis, TEM is applied to the characterisa-

tion of molecular materials. Constituent atoms of molecules interact with the fast

electrons of the electron beam via their valence electrons or the atomic nuclei. The

energy transferred to valence electrons can result in a number of secondary effects

such as ionisation, heating, and direct electron attachment [69], and may be ex-

pressed as:

ET (b) =
e4

(4πε0)2Eb2
(2.26)

where e is the electron charge, b is the distance between incident and valence elec-

trons, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and E is is the energy of the electron

beam.

Interactions between the electron beam and atomic nuclei can result in the

displacement of atoms from molecules, and the energy transferred to the atom due

to momentum transfer can be expressed as:

ET (θ) =
2maE(E + 2mec

2)

(ma +me)2c2 + 2maE
sin2

(θ
2

)
(2.27)

where ma is the mass of the atom and θ is the electron scattering angle. For

thin specimens, such as single molecules suspended on a graphene monolayer, the

dominant source of energy transfer is expected to be due to atomic displacement

from momentum transfer [69].
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Figure 2.10: Electron scattering factor fe(θ) data obtained from the International
Tables for Crystallography, Volume C [68].

Electron Sources

The illumination source in a TEM provides a stream of electrons that are acceler-

ated to the operating voltage of the microscope before entering the main column.

Typical electron sources consist of two parts: an emission system and an acceler-

ating system. Different sources can provide electron beams of varying quality, and

contribute significantly to the ultimate performance of the microscope. The key pa-

rameters dictating the quality of an electron source are the brightness, source size,

and energy spread. An ideal source will have high brightness (large current density

per solid angle), small source size (high spatial coherence), and low energy spread

(high temporal coherence) [65].

There are several types of illumination sources that can provide an electron

beam for the TEM. These can be divided into two main groups: thermal emission

and field emission sources. The most common thermal emission sources include

tungsten (W) hair pin filaments and LaB6 single crystal filaments. Both sources

operate via resistive heating, producing an emission of thermal electrons that can

then be accelerated to operating voltages. Field emission sources emit electrons via
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quantum tunneling, whereby a high-density electric field is applied to a sharp metal

tip, allowing electrons to tunnel out of the tip material and be accelerated into the

main column. The standard properties for all three sources are summarised in Table

2.1, and are illustrated in figure 2.11.

W Filament LaB6 Filament Field Emitting Tip

Figure 2.11: Illustrations of typical electron sources used in TEM. W hairpin fil-
ament and LaB6 crystal are both resistively heated to produce thermal electrons,
whilst the field emission gun (FEG) relies on dense electric fields to allow quantum
tunneling of electrons out of the sharp metal tip.

Table 2.1: Typical values for the three main types of electron sources used in TEM.
Values obtained from [64].

Source Temperature Brightness Source size Energy spread
- (K) (A/cm2 sr−1) (µm) (eV)

W 2800 4x104 50 3.0
LaB6 1900-2000 4x106 1 1.5

Schottky FEG 1800 4x105 0.015 0.7
Cold FEG 293 4x108 0.005 0.4

The sharp tip and strong electric field in a field emission gun (FEG) provides

a source with very high brightness and low spatial/temporal coherence, making them

ideally suited for high-resolution work. For the work described in this thesis, three

main TEMs were used, each armed with a different electron source. High-resolution

imaging was carried out on a JEOL ARM200F (Schottky FEG source), electron

diffraction imaging was carried out on a JEOL 2100LaB6 (LaB6 thermal source),

and low-magnification imaging was carried out on a JEOL 2000FX (W thermal

source).
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Magnetic lenses and aberrations

Due to the strong interactions between electrons and matter outlined in section

2.3.1, it is not possible to fabricate a material lens in order to focus electron waves

akin to the glass lenses used in optical microscopy. Instead, the charged nature of

electrons is exploited through use of the Lorentz force:

F = qE + qv×B (2.28)

where F is the force on the charged particle, q is the particle charge, E is the

electric field present, v is the particle velocity, and B is the magnetic field present.

A force may therefore be applied to a charged particle using both an electric field

and a magnetic field. For electron microscopes, magnetic lenses are used due to the

greater practicality and stability of magnetic fields for influencing the trajectories

of electrons [65].

Magnetic lenses consist of a series of windings (typically copper) contained

within a magnetic material (typically an iron alloy) as shown in figure 2.12. The

windings are subject to a large DC current flow, which produces a magnetic field in

accordance with the Biot−Savart law at an arbitrary position R = (x, y, z):

B(R) =
µ0I

4π

∮
dL×R

R3 (2.29)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space, I is the steady-state current within

the current loop, and dL is a length element along the current loop path. The

magnetic material is designed with a gap, allowing the magnetic field to extend

out towards the electron beam near the optical axis (figure 2.12). The size, shape,

and strength of the magnetic lens may be engineered in order to provide optimum

focusing conditions of the electron beam in a fashion similar to the glass lenses used

in optical microscopy.

A simple circular current loop model can be evaluated using the Biot−Savart

law in order to visualise the magnetic field produced by a magnetic lens (figure 2.13).

From equation 2.29, the vector components of B can be calculated by dividing

a circular current loop into N equal length approximately-straight sectors, with

direction tangential to the current-loop sector. Neglecting the constant terms and

choosing a unit current for simplicity, the magnetic field B(R) can be split into

radial Br and azimuthal Bz components, which vary in magnitude in relation to

the distance along the optical axis from the lens centre (figure 2.13). The magnetic

field B(R) at an arbitrary position r can be calculated through a summation:
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Figure 2.12: Circular magnetic lens schematic. Windings (red) containing a steady
current I are embedded in a magnetic material containing a pole piece gap. This
produces a strong localised magnetic field (green field lines) that acts to focus the
electron beam.

B(R) =

N∑
i=1

(êx cos (2πN )− êy sin (2πN ))×R

R3 (2.30)

where the current loop is located in the (x, y) plane. From the summation in equa-

tion 2.30, it is possible to separately evaluate the radial and azimuthal magnetic

field componentsAs shown in figure 2.13, the strength of the radial field component

increases with both distance along the optical axis, and radial distance from the

centre of the optical axis; optical glass lenses follow similar principles of greater

focusing strength with distance from the lens centre [70].

Image formation in Transmission Electron Microscopy

With the key components of a TEM introduced, as featured in figure 2.14, the

process by which the electron beam forms an image of a specimen can be described

mathematically. The electron wave ψ(R) acting as a source illumination obeys the
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Radial Field vector Br

Figure 2.13: Circular magnetic lens field diagrams. (Left column) Azimuthal field
component Bz at different positions along the optical axis (z=0, 1, 2 a.u.). (Centre
column) Radial field component Br at different positions along the optical axis (z=0,
1, 2 a.u.). (Right column) vector plots of the radial field component Br at different
positions along the optical axis (z=0, 1, 2 a.u.).

same Fourier optics theory that can be used to describe optical microscopes. The

electron wave propagated to a new position R’ = (x′, y′, z′) can be calculated:

ψ′(R′) = Aψ(R′)⊗ Pδz(R′) = A

∫ +∞

−∞
ψ(R)Pδz(R′ −R)dR (2.31)
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Figure 2.14: TEM ray diagram for conventional-imaging mode.
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where A is a complex constant, the wave propagates along the z axis (optical axis)

to a new position z′ = z + δz, and

Pδz(R) = exp
(
− iπ(x2 + y2)

λδz

)
(2.32)

is the Fresnel free-space propagator. As well as being able to apply free-space

propagation operations to electron waves, the effect of a specimen interaction can

be calculated using a transmission function φ(R):

ψexit(R) = φ(R)ψ(R) (2.33)

where ψexit(R) is the electron wave exiting the specimen (referred to as the exit-

wavefunction), ψ(R) is the electron wave incident on the specimen, and φ(R) is

an approximation of the complex specimen transmission function neglecting focus

variation (Fresnel diffraction) within the sample [71]:

φ(R) = exp(−iσV (R)) (2.34)

where σ is the scattering cross section of the specimen material:

σ =
2πmeλ

h2
(2.35)

and m is the relativistic electron mass. For the case of thin, weakly-scattering

specimens, as dealt with in this thesis, the phase changes induced in Equation 2.34

are small (φ(R)� 1), and can be approximated using the weak phase object (WPO)

approximation [65, 71]:

φ(R) = exp(−iσV (R)) ≈ 1− iσV (R) (2.36)

The TEM satisfies the conditions of Fraunhofer diffraction [65], meaning that the

electron wavefunction in the back focal plane (diffraction plane) can be obtained by

taking the Fourier transform of the exit-wavefunction:

ψ̃exit(K) = F(ψ(R)φ(R)) (2.37)

where F denotes a Fourier transform. This is illustrated in the ray diagrams illus-

trating the TEM in an imaging setup in figure 2.14. The wavefunction in the image

plane ψ(R)image can be obtained by applying an inverse Fourier transform to the

diffraction-plane wavefunction ψ̃exit(K):
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ψimage(R) = F−1(ψ̃exit(K)) = F−1(F(ψ(R)φ(R))) = ψ(R)φ(R) (2.38)

where F−1 denotes an inverse Fourier transform. The final image Iimage(R) that

is recorded is then obtained through the square modulus of the image-plane wave-

function:

Iimage(R) = |ψimage(R)|2 = |ψ(R)|2 (2.39)

Aberration Correction and High-Resolution Imaging

The mathematical formalism outlined in Equations 2.37, 2.38, and 2.39 lacked a

vital component: the presence of microscope aberrations. Although the presence of

aberrations can hinder image resolution as will be shown, the case of perfect imaging

free from aberrations results in zero contrast being imparted on the electron wave

by the specimen, in accordance with Equation 2.39.

Aberrations are commonplace in electron microscopes, arising due to imper-

fections in the magnetic lenses, the finite size of objective lens apertures, and the

partial coherence of the electron source. These aberrations can be described using

an aperture function [71]:

A(K) = H(K) exp[−iχ(K)] (2.40)

where H(K) described the effects of the objective lens apertures and the partial

coherence of the electron beam, and χ(K) is the wave aberration function describing

the objective lens aberrations. The addition of an aperture function modifies the

final image-plane wavefunction accordingly:

ψimage(R) = F−1{ψ̃exit(K)A(K)} = ψ(1− iσV (R))⊗ Ã(R) (2.41)

giving a final image intensity:

I(R) = ψimage(R)ψ∗image(R) = 1 + 2σV (R)⊗F−1{H(K) sin(χ(K))} (2.42)

where terms of the order σ2V 2 have been neglected. It is clear from Equation 2.42

that only the imaginary contributions of the aperture function A(K) affect the final

image intensity, and so this is referred to as the phase contrast transfer function
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(PCTF):

PCTF (K) = H(K) sin(χ(K)) (2.43)

As already described, the wave-aberration function χ(K) represents the per-

turbations introduced to the wavefront due to imperfections in the objective lenses.

This produces a phase change exp[−iχ(K)] in the exit-wavefunction ψexit(R), as

illustrated in figure 2.15.

Perfect 
Wavefront

Aberrated
Wavefront

z x

y

z x

y

z x

y

z x

y

Figure 2.15: Perfect vs aberrated wavefront cartoon depictions. Top row: azimuthal
projections. Bottom row: perspective views.

The wave-aberration function may be expressed as a Taylor-series expansion
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as a function of the spatial frequency vector K:

χ(K) = <

(
2π

λ

(
C0,1λK∗ +

1

2
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1

2
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1

3
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3
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1

6
C5,2λ
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))
(2.44)

where the coefficients Ci,j denote the aberration contribution with radial symmetry

i and azimuthal symmetry j, as listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: The name, radial symmetry i, and azimuthal symmetry j for the aber-
ration coefficients Ci,j .

Aberration Krivanek Uhlemann and Radial and Azimu-
Coefficient notation Haider Notation thal symmetry (i,j)

Image shift C0,1 C0 i = 0, j = 1
Defocus C1,0 C1 i = 1, j = 0

Two-fold astigmatism C1,2 A1 i = 1, j = 2
Axial comma C2,1 B2 = C∗2,1/3 i = 2, j = 1

Three-fold astigmatism C2,3 A2 i = 2, j = 3
Spherical aberration C3,0 Cs = C3 i = 3, j = 0
Axial star aberration C3,2 S3 = C∗3,2/4 i = 3, j = 2

Four-fold astigmatism C3,4 A3 i = 3, j = 4
Fourth-order axial comma C4,1 B4 = C∗4,1/5 i = 4, j = 1

Three-lobe aberration C4,3 D4 = C∗4,3/5 i = 4, j = 3

Five-fold astigmatism C4,5 A4 i = 4, j = 5
Fifth-order spherical aberration C5,0 C5 i = 5, j = 0
Fifth-order axial star aberration C5,2 S5 = C∗5,2/6 i = 5, j = 2

Fifth-order rosette aberration C5,4 A5 i = 5, j = 4
Six-fold astigmatism C5,6 R5 = C∗5,4/6 i = 5, j = 6

The individual phase profiles of the aberrations listed in Table 2.2 can be

calculated and plotted, as shown in figure 2.16. Both the perspective and azimuthal

projections are shown, indicating the shape and symmetry of each aberration.

For uncorrected instruments, the dominant sources of aberration are defocus

C1,0, two-fold astigmatism C1,2, and spherical aberration C3,0. For instruments with

aberration correctors installed, higher order aberrations become dominant. In order
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Figure 2.16: Perspective (top) and azimuthal projection (bottom) of the sources
wave aberration presented in Table 2.2.
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to correct for any wave-aberrations present, the wave-aberration function χ(K), and

the specific contributions from each term in Table 2.2, must be measured.

Using the methods of Zemlin [72], the changes induced in the final image by

the successive tilting of the beam relative to the specimen can be analysed in order to

measure the wave-aberrations present. Diffractograms (power spectra) are measured

from an amorphous region of material for a number of specified tilt positions, as

shown in figure 2.17. Through analysis of the shape of the diffractograms at each

tilt, the wave-aberration function may be measured [72], as shown using simulated

measurements in figure 2.17.

a b

44 mrad

20 mrad

-100nm
400pmA1:

C1: 

B2:
A2: 

A3:
C3: 

A4:
S3: 

40nm
30nm
-1um
2um

800nm
300um

Figure 2.17: Measuring the wave-aberration function using the Zemlin tableau
method. a) Multiple diffractograms taken at different beam tilts showing the pres-
ence of significant aberrations. b) Measured wave-aberration profile shown in az-
imuthal projection. Aberration coefficient values used for the simulation are also
listed.

With the wave-aberration function measured, along with the specific contri-

butions from different aberration sources, it is possible to apply the necessary beam

correction using a series of multipole lenses contained within a corrector-lens stage.

Multipole lenses comprise of a number of magnetic poles aligned perpendicular to

the optical axis, as shown in figure 2.18. This has the effect of producing a magnetic

field predominantly perpendicular to the electron beam, differing to the case for

circular magnetic lenses that produce a field predominantly parallel to the electron
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beam. Multipole lenses allow a desired deflection to be imparted on the electron

beam, as shown in figure 2.18.

Dipole Quadrupole

OctapoleSextupole

Figure 2.18: Multipole lens schematics formed from different north (red) and south
(blue) pole configurations. The electron beam (blue) is directed out of the page, and
the magnetic field lines (grey arrows) are perpendicular to the beam. The resulting
Lorentz forces on the electron beam are indicated by the pink arrows, producing a
change in shape of the electron beam (green).

With the main sources of objective-lens-induced aberration corrected for, the

effects of source coherence must be addressed. These additional effects combine to

form a partial coherence envelope, which acts to dampen the PCTF at large spatial

frequencies (high resolution). The spatial coherence envelope Es(K) results from

the finite size of the electron source, meaning that the specimen receives illumination

from a range of directions:
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Es(K) = exp
[(−α2

4λ2

)(∂χ(K)

∂K

)2]
(2.45)

where α is the semi-angle subtended by the illuminated source aperture and focused

spot on the specimen. The partial temporal coherence envelope Et(K) originates

from fluctuations in the accelerating voltage, objective lens current, and the finite

energy spread in the electron source:

Et(K) = exp
[
−1

2
(πλ∆)2K4

]
(2.46)

where ∆ is the standard deviation of the distribution in Gaussian-distributed foci

resulting from the fluctuations in accelerating voltage (∆V ), source energy (∆E),

and objective lens current (∆I):

∆ = Cc

√(∆V

V

)
+
(∆E

E

)
+ 4
(∆I

I

)
(2.47)

Together, these coherence envelopes combine to form the overall PCTF:

PCTF (K) = Es(K)Et(K)H(K) sin(χ(K)) (2.48)

As shown in figure 2.19, the combined partial coherence envelope suppresses the

PCTF signal at high spatial frequencies, limiting the resolution of the instrument.
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Figure 2.19: Simulated Phase Contrast Transfer Function (PCTF). Line profile
(yellow) taken from PCTF image shows the total PCTF (blue) and also the partial
coherence envelope function (red) as a function of spatial frequency.
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Image Simulation

For phase contrast imaging in TEM, phase shifts induced by objective lens aberra-

tions strongly affect the final image intensity. Difficulties therefore arise in the direct

interpretation of images, due to contrast reversals under certain imaging conditions.

It is therefore necessary to simulate images for comparison against, in order to aid

interpretation.

There are several techniques available for simulating TEM images [65]. One

such method is the multislice method, first proposed by Cowley and Moodie in 1957

[73] in order to describe the dynamically diffracted intensities from crystals. Their

work was further adapted by Goodman and Moodie in 1974 [74] into a numerical

procedure that could yield simulated TEM images and diffraction patterns using

an atomic structure model as an input. With the development of the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) algorithm [75], the method was further developed by Ishizuka and

Uyeda in 1977 [76], leading to dramatically reduced computational efforts for mul-

tislice calculations. There have been several further refinements since, and the work

of this thesis adopted the refinements made by Dr Adam Dyson and Dr Jonathan

Peters, who developed the clTEM multislice simulation package [77–79]. Key addi-

tions to the basic calculation include graphical-processing unit (GPU) accelerated

computations, enabling more complex simulations to be carried out with reduced

effort, as well as a more precise modeling of the atomic potentials of specimen atoms.

The basic premise of the multislice method involves the modeling of a speci-

men using a number of thin slices, described using the specimen transmission func-

tion t(x, y, z). Using the Fresnel free-space propagator (Equation 2.32), the wave-

function resulting from propagation through a thin specimen slice of thickness δz

can be calculated:

ψ(x, y, z + δz) = Pδz(x, y)⊗ [t(x, y, z)ψ(x, y, z)] +O(δz2) (2.49)

For a specimen that is divided into N slices, this may be applied recursively to yield

the final exit-wavefunction emerging from the specimen:

ψn+1(x, y) = Pδz(x, y)⊗ [t(x, y, z)ψn(x, y)] +O(δz2) (2.50)

where n = 0, 1, 2, ...N . The application of the multislice method for simulating the

exit-wavefunction is illustrated in figure 2.20. With the exit-wavefunction simulated,

it is trivial with the application of Equation 2.41 and simulation of the aperture

function A(K) to arrive at a noise-free intensity image. Finally, the effects of the

detection device are accommodated for using the following formula [80]:
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Figure 2.20: Multislice simulation method. (Top) Atomic model is sliced into N
thin transmission function elements t(x, y, z) of thickness ∆z. The wavefunction
ψ0(x, y, z) is recursively Fresnel propagated between slices and the transmission
function of each new slice applied, in order to generate the final exit-wavefunction
ψexit(x, y, z) leaving the specimen. (Bottom) Graphene atomic model and corre-
sponding multislice simulations for noise-free and limited-dose imaging conditions.
Additional image artifacts at the centre of each graphene hexagon have been intro-
duced due to approximations made in the programme.
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I(r) = Irn + Idc + CF · F−1
[
F

[
Poiss

(

φe · F−1
[
I0(q)

√
DQE(q.N)

])]
·NPSout(q,N)

] (2.51)

where I(r) is the final image with limited electron dose and I0 is the Fourier trans-

form of the noise-free image arriving at the detector. The other functions included

within the equation relate to various properties of the detection device, and are

described in greater detail in chapter 4.

In order to simulate an image of a specimen using the multislice method, it is

necessary to construct an accurate atomic model of the specimen. Typical multislice

image simulation software packages, including clTEM [77], require a .xyz file format

input, which consists of a list of atom types and their respective (x, y, z) co-ordinates.

The simplicity of this file type enables complex structures to be constructed with

relative ease, without the need for direct manipulation of atoms using software

such as CrystalMaker®, which necessitates image rendering of the .xyz file during

manipulation which can prove to be highly inefficient.

For the work presented in this thesis, a short Java programme was developed

to enable complex atomic/molecular structures to be constructed [81]. In addition,

the various structures can be rotated, duplicated, displaced, and cropped along de-

fined axes. An example of a molecular crystal constructed using a single molecule

of vanadyl-oxide phthalocyanine (VOPc) is shown in figure 2.21, alongside experi-

mental and simulated TEM images. The power spectra of both images show good

correspondence between lattice-plane distances.

Electron Diffraction

In addition to direct imaging, electron diffraction is another powerful tool in the

transmission electron microscopist’s arsenal. As outlined in section 2.2, elastically

scattered waves from a real-space crystal lattice R will produce a set of diffraction

(Bragg) peaks at the locations of the reciprocal-space lattice G. For the case of the

TEM, an illuminated specimen will produce a set of diffraction peaks within the

back focal plane, as shown in figure 2.22. As shown, the intermediate lens strength

is varied in comparison to figure 2.14, allowing a diffraction pattern to be formed at

the image plane.

Electron diffraction allows large areas (defined by the selected-area aperture)

to be sampled in the formation of an image, providing crystal structure information
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Figure 2.21: VOPc molecular crystal model and multislice simulations. (Top) Molec-
ular model of single VOPc molecule and molecular crystal constructed along the
[13̄2̄] direction with 2◦ tilt. (Bottom) Experimental and simulated multislice TEM
images of VOPc molecular crystal, with good correspondence shown between images
and FFTs.
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Figure 2.22: TEM ray diagram for electron diffraction mode.
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over much larger length scales than direct imaging. In addition, the much larger

sampling area exposes the specimen to a much lower local dose of electrons, allowing

very beam-sensitive materials to be studied. The concept of low-dose diffraction as

a means of studying beam-sensitive materials is investigated in detail in chapter 4.

As outlined in Equations 2.7 and 2.11, the scattered wave in the back focal

plane (diffraction pattern) is equivalent to the crystal structure factor (equation

2.6). However, due to the nature of the image detection in TEM, the actual image

obtained contains information on the diffraction peak intensities I rather than the

diffraction peak amplitudes and phases:

I = E(r, t)∗E(r, t) = |E(r, t)|2 ∝ F (hkl)∗F (hkl) = |F (hkl)|2 (2.52)

meaning that the phase information in F (hkl) is lost. This is referred to as the

phase problem in crystallography, and arises because the lost phase information pre-

vents a direct image of the crystal lattice being obtained from an inverse Fourier

transform of the diffraction pattern.

Although a direct image of the crystal lattice cannot be obtained from a

diffraction pattern, valuable information can still be gathered. The positions of

the diffraction peaks are not affected by the loss of phase information, and so the

unit cell dimensions can be obtained to high precision and accuracy. In addition,

differences between peak intensities are affected by the relative positions between

atoms/molecules within the lattice. It is possible to use the multislice method

outlined in section 2.3.1 to simulate diffraction pattern images which can be com-

pared against experimental data. Figure 2.23 shows a simulated diffraction image

of graphene alongside an experimental image, as well as an FFT from a real-space

atomic-resolution image. As shown, the simulated and experimental diffraction pat-

terns show good correspondence. The experimental diffraction pattern also contains

a central bright hue resulting from inelastically scattered electrons that do not con-

tribute to the elastically scattered diffraction peaks.

2.3.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a technique capable of imaging surfaces

at the atomic level and was invented by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer in 1981,

earning them the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986 [82]. With use of coarse motors and

piezoelectric transducers for fine movement, a sharp metallic tip is brought into close

proximity with a surface, normally at only a few angstroms separation, allowing the
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Figure 2.23: Comparison between multislice-simulated diffraction (left), experimen-
tal diffraction (centre), and experimental FFT (right) patterns for graphene.

overlap of tip and surface wavefunctions. Applying a voltage bias between the tip

and surface results in electrons tunneling through the vacuum barrier between tip

and surface, or surface and tip depending on the direction of voltage bias. This

tunneling of electrons gives rise to a measurable tunneling current of the order

10−12−10−9A (pA - nA), which is used as an input signal for a feedback loop. This

feedback loop acts to maintain a constant tunneling current as the tip is scanned

across the surface. The feedback loop sends an output signal to the z-piezoelectric

transducer, resulting in movement either away from or towards the surface by a

certain amount, in order to maintain a constant current (the current set point).

This process is repeated continuously as the tip is raster-scanned across the surface

(figure 2.24).

The tunneling concepts exploited in STM imaging can be described using el-

ementary theories of electron tunneling through a one-dimensional potential barrier.

A particle of mass m, with energy E, experiencing a potential U(z) must satisfy the

time-independent Schrödinger equation:

− ~2

2m

d2

dz2
ψ(z) + U(z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z) (2.53)

at a position z. The STM environment can be simplified to the one-dimensional

model shown in figure 2.25, with a sample wavefunction ψs, tip wavefunction ψt,

and with a potential barrier of height U > E modeling the vacuum barrier.

As the square modulus of the wavefunction |ψ(z)|2 represents the probability

density of the particle, it must be everywhere finite. The wavefunction ψ(z) must

therefore also be everywhere finite, along with E and U(z). In order to satisfy

Equation 2.53, d2ψ(z)/dz2 must also be finite. Therefore, using the condition that

both ψ(z) and d2ψ(z)/dz2 must be everywhere continuous functions of z, regardless
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Figure 2.24: Scanning Tunneling Microscope layout. A feedback loop is used to
maintain a constant tunneling current between tip and sample. Any change in
tunneling current triggers a change in z position as the tip is raster-scanned across
the sample surface. The resulting map of z-positions is output to the console.
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Figure 2.25: One-dimensional tunnel junction. The sample-tip separation is s, and
the wavefunctions ψs, ψst, and ψt represent the sample, barrier, and tip wavefunc-
tions respectively.

of discontinuities in U(z), Equation 2.53 may be solved:

ψ(z) =


eik1z + re−ik1z, z < 0

Aeik2z +Be−ik2z, 0 < z < s

teik1z, z > s

(2.54)

where k1 =
√

2mE
~2 and k2 =

√
2m(E−U(0))

~2 . Here, r denotes the reflected ampli-

tude of the incident wavefunction and t denotes the amplitude of the transmitted

wavefunction. The coefficients r, t, A, and B may be obtained by matching the

wavefunctions and their derivatives dψ(z)/dz at the two interfaces between sample-

barrier and barrier-tip due to their continuous nature:

t =
2k1k2e

−ik1s

2k1k2 cos (k2s)− i(k21 + k22) sin (k2s)
(2.55)

The transmitted wavefunction coefficient t is of interest as this relates di-

rectly to the probability of a particle tunneling through the potential barrier. The

transmittivity T gives the transmission probability of tunneling through a finite
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barrier:

T = |t|2 =
1

1 + 1
4

(
k1
κ2
− κ2

k1

)2
sinh2(κ2s)

(2.56)

where k2 = iκ2 is pure imaginary. For κ2s�1 (the weak tunneling limit, appropriate

for a strongly attenuating barrier), the transmittivity becomes:

T ' 16k21κ
2
2

(k21 + κ22)
2
e−2κ2s (2.57)

Although basic, this simple model provides insights into how the important

features of metal-vacuum-metal tunneling can be explained. The decay constant

magnitude can be evaluated using the work function Φ (the minimum energy re-

quired to remove an electron from bulk to vacuum level) primarily if the tunneling

electrons lie close to the Fermi energy of sample and tip. For simplicity, the sample

and tip work functions are assumed to be equal (Φs = Φt = Φ), and the potential

barrier height U is replaced by the work function Φ. For a gold surface/tip, with

a work function of φ = 5 eV, the transmittivity exponent becomes −0.1821z Å
−1

.

Plotting the exponential decay factor for T in figure 2.26, it can be seen that an

increase in barrier width of 1 Å results in a reduction in tunneling current by an

order of magnitude. This rapid decay of tunneling current with small changes in

tip-surface separation is what is responsible for the atomic resolution that may be

achieved using STM.

There are several more extensive models in the literature, including the

Tersoff-Hamann first-order approximation [83, 84], and the extended versions pre-

sented by Baratoff [85], Chen [86], and Green [87]. Importantly, these models show

that constant tunneling current contours are in fact contours of constant local den-

sity of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level, rather than total charge density, and so

z(x, y) does not necessarily provide a faithful representation of the topography of

the surface. However, in most cases z(x, y) does provide a very close image of the

surface topography at a scale where LDOS variations are small. In addition, the

metal tip used in the microscope is assumed to terminate at a single atom, as shown

in figure 2.27. It is therefore important to fabricate atomically sharp tips in order to

facilitate high-quality STM imaging. For this work, PtIr tips (GoodFellow, product

no. PT045120/19, Pt 80% Ir 20%) were mechanically cut to provide immediate

atomic resolution (figure 2.27). For the work presented in this thesis, STM im-

ages were acquired by Zachary Laker using a Bruker Multimode STM with Nanonis

controller.
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Figure 2.26: Normalised transmittivity T as a function of tip-surface separation z.
The transmittivity T decays rapidly with separation, providing a means for atomic-
resolution STM imaging.
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100 μm

a b c

Figure 2.27: Mechanical cutting of PtIr wire (red) to produce sharp STM tips. a)
Wire cutters are used to simply cut the wire into a sharp conducting tip. b) SEM
image of prepared tip. c) Magnified cartoon of boxed region in a) showing the
termination of the tip with a single atom.
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Chapter 3

Graphene Membranes for

Electron Microscopy

3.1 Introduction

Since the first published report on the isolation of a graphene monolayer in 2005 by

Novoselov and Giem [9], there has been widespread fascination in developing novel

graphene-based materials and technologies with enhanced properties. Progress is

being made in realising graphene’s potential in several fields, although some tech-

nologies such as graphene DNA sequencers and supercapacitors are still likely at

least a decade away from being available commercially [12]. One area of technology

that graphene has been applied successfully to is in the fabrication of TEM grid

support membranes. Graphene’s ultimate thinness, combined with the low atomic

number of carbon, results in graphene films having very low contrast when imaged

in a TEM [88]. In addition, the unchallenged strength of graphene allows it to lie

across a TEM support window several microns in diameter without collapse (al-

though this can be influenced by the presence of grain boundaries and defects in the

graphene film, originating from the method of graphene synthesis) [89]. The third

major benefit of graphene when used as a TEM support membrane derives from its

incredible electrical and thermal conductivity [9].

In TEM, samples must be made conductive in order to prevent the build up

of charge, which can influence the trajectories of electrons incident from the beam

due to the high electrostatic fields generated (known as ‘charging’), and can also de-

grade samples [65]. Even though graphene is only a monolayer thick, it can readily

dissipate charge and heat when exposed to the electron beam. Traditionally, non-

conductive samples would need to be coated in a thin layer of amorphous carbon in
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order to protect them during imaging, although this carbon film reduces image con-

trast, particularly for high-resolution imaging of low-mass atoms (high-mass atoms

provide sufficient contrast to be visible against an amorphous carbon background).

Combining graphene with insulating samples allows sample contrast to be preserved

whilst still preventing charging effects [88, 90].

a b c

d e f
0.4 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

10 μm 10 μm 30 μm

Figure 3.1: Optical images of different TEM grid supports. a,d) Quantifoil ®

perforated amorphous carbon membrane. b,e) Holey amorphous carbon membrane.
c,f) Silicon-Nitride perforated membrane.

The high conductivity and strength of graphene allows a range of different

TEM support grids to be used. These include holey carbon, Quantifoil®, and

perforated Si3N4 (silicon-nitride) grids, as illustrated in figure 3.1. Holey carbon

grids consist of a thin mesh of amorphous carbon spanning a metal support grid,

with a range of hole sizes averaging 100 nm - 5 µm in diameter.

The carbon mesh is conductive and can be subject to heating to approxi-

mately 400 ◦C. Quantifoil® grids consist of thin amorphous carbon film containing

an array of perforated holes, with diameters 1 - 2 µm and a variable pitch of several

µm. The thin perforated carbon film is conductive and can be subject to heating to

approximately 400 ◦C. Finally, silicon-nitride grids consist of a 200 µm thick silicon

oxide outer frame, with a 200 nm silicon-nitride membrane lying across the frame.

The centre portion of the silicon-nitride membrane contains a perforated array of
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holes, with diameters 3, 6, and 9 µm, with a variable pitch of several µm. The

silicon-nitride grids are not conductive under the electron beam, and can survive

heating to over 1000 ◦C.

Although graphene is a useful support membrane, the process of transferring

graphene to a TEM grid in an efficient, high-yield, and clean manner has proven

difficult [12]. The problem stems from the fact that the key routes to synthesising

graphene (CVD, mechanical and chemical exfoliation, and SiC sublimation) do not

lend themselves to the easy transfer of graphene. This has led to widespread interest

in the fabrication of graphene-oxide (GO) TEM grids, due to the easy preparation

and deposition of GO onto a TEM grid support.

GO gained attention as a method of chemically exfoliating graphene from

graphite in a process that could be scaled to industrial sizes [12]. The most widely

used technique involves the oxidation of graphite in order to form graphite-oxide,

which may then be dispersed into water [91]. In order to separate individual GO

layers the dispersed graphite-oxide is exfoliated by stirring or sonicating, producing

a colloidal suspension of GO, as shown in figure 3.2. The GO is then reduced in

order to return to a graphene-like state, although current methods fail to reproduce

a product with a similar pristine structure, conductivity, and strength to that of

graphene [92].

However, GO has found widespread use in TEM studies [88, 93, 94]. Its

colloidal nature facilitates easy deposition by placing a drop of the GO suspension

onto a support grid and allowing it to dry in air, as shown in figure 3.2. This process

may be carried out on large scales in an efficient and repeatable manner. The GO

grids offer a low-contrast support that is hydrophilic and able to withstand mod-

erate levels of electron dose without degradation [88]. For HRTEM uses, however,

graphene is still the ideal substrate of choice due to its much higher conductivity

and robustness to the electron beam [95].

In addition, the pristine structure of graphene offers a better understood

surface for the deposition of molecular systems [1, 6, 43, 96]. Graphene has been

utilised for the deposition and study of molecular self-assemblies [1, 6], individual

nanoclusters [2, 7, 97], and individual molecules [96, 98, 99].

CVD has become the most popular method for cheap, high-quality, and

large-area graphene production, with the end product being a sheet of monolayer

graphene grown on a transition metal foil, commonly either copper or nickel [12,

100, 101]. In order to transfer graphene from the transition metal catalyst on which

it was grown, however, it must be coated in a thin layer of polymer before the metal

is dissolved using acid. The polymer acts to support the graphene whilst the metal
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Bulk Graphite

Graphite Oxide

Graphene Oxide

Chemical processes
oxidise graphite

Sonication in water
exfoliates single
layers of GO

a b c

Figure 3.2: Graphene-oxide (GO) TEM grid fabrication. a) GO sheets are isolated
in solution through sonicating graphite-oxide in water. b) Graphite-oxide (left) and
GO emulsion (right). c) GO TEM grid fabricated by drop-casting GO emulsion
droplets onto a TEM support grid.

is removed, to prevent it from breaking, and is removed once the graphene has been

transferred to the TEM support.

The act of removing the polymer is itself complex, involving solvent washes,

drying using a critical point dryer (CPD), and several heat treatments. This polymer

removal process does not lend itself to the production of large batches of grids, and

has an associated low yield (≈ 50%). The low yield results from the fact that the

polymer coating must be made thin enough to allow its easy removal with solvents

and heat treatment, but not so thin as to become too weak to support the graphene.

It is common for polymer-coated graphene films to break apart during the initial

metal-removal steps as a result of the polymer coating being too thin.

In addition to studying pristine graphene membranes, there is interest in

modifying graphene’s surface functionality in a controllable manner; graphene’s sim-

ple and robust structure presents difficulties in the selective adsorption of bioma-

terials [102, 103], making sensors based on pristine graphene unselective in their

response, and leads to compatibility issues for aqueous processing routes. This ne-

cessitates chemical modification which should be done in such a way so as to retain

the beneficial physical properties of graphene and in as thin a modified layer as

possible so as to maximise the contribution of graphene to the hybrid material.

Even low-level covalent functionalisation rapidly degrades the electronic properties

of graphene [104–106], so non-covalent functionalisation which retains the −sp2

graphene structure is preferred.

In order to measure the effect of a functionalisation method on the mechan-
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Figure 3.3: AFM Nano-indentation procedures. a) 1. Tip is positioned at centre
of film aperture. 2. Tip is depressed into film up to a specified force, with the tip
deflection measured. 3. The tip either breaks through the film, or returns to its
initial z-position if the film is strong enough to withstand the applied force. b1,b2)
Height and phase maps from tapping-mode images of a graphene film suspended
over a circular aperture. c) Force response curve for the suspended film imaged in
b), with the trace and retrace curves showing elastic response.
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ical strength of graphene, AFM nano-indentation can be used. This involves the

measurement of the Young’s modulus from the deflection of an AFM cantilever as it

is extended against a freestanding region of graphene. Specifically, the freestanding

region must lie across a circular aperture of diameter a. The force-displacement

relation for a suspended 2D film is given by:

F = σ2D0 (πa)

(
δ

a

)
+ E2D

(
q3a
)(δ

a

)3

(3.1)

where F is the applied force, δ is the deflection at the centre point, E2D is the 2D

Young’s modulus of the film, σ2D0 is the pretension in the film, ν is Poisson’s ratio

(0.165 for graphite in the basal plane), and q = 1/(1.05 - 0.15ν - 0.16ν2) = 1.02 is

a dimensionless constant [89]. This may be rearranged to give E2D:

E2D =

(
F − σ2D0 (πa)

(
δ
a

))
(q3a)

(
δ
a

)3 (3.2)

Thus, with knowledge of the aperture diameter a, applied force F , and mea-

surement of the deflection δ at this force, E2D may be calculated. Figure 3.3 illus-

trates the process of AFM nano-indentation, as well as an example deflection curve

for graphene showing elastic behaviour under force loading. In order to compare to

bulk materials, the 2D Young’s modulus is divided by the interlayer spacing of the

material (h =0.335 nm for graphite) [89]:

E =
E2D

h
(3.3)

3.2 Chapter Outline

This chapter describes refined graphene TEM grid fabrication processes as well as

methods to produce double-layer graphene membranes. In addition, methods to

encapsulate samples within two monolayers of graphene are outlined, which are

utilised in the following chapter.

A new approach to fabricating monolayer graphene TEM grids is presented,

which provides a fabrication route with much higher throughput and yield than the

standard method. This involves coating CVD graphene with a perforated polymer

film that is used to support the graphene when the metal support is removed. The

simple method produces graphene with equivalent cleanliness and pristine areas as

the standard method.

Finally, two methods to funtionalise graphene without detrimentally affect-
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ing its mechanical properties are introduced. The first method involves gas-phase

thermochemical functionalisation, and relies on the functionalisation of pre-existing

defects in the graphene film. No further defects are induced in the film, prevent-

ing any additional mechanical deterioration, as shown by AFM measurements. A

non-covalent functionalisation method is also described, involving the deposition of

a self-assembled monolayer of pyrene molecules with associated positive or negative

charge. The pyrene molecules make the graphene surface hydrophilic, and induce

either a net positive or negative charge to the surface. The charged nature of the

surface is exploited through the electrostatic attachment of positively and negatively

charged nanoparticles.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 High-quality single-layer graphene membranes

In order to study graphene using TEM it is necessary to transfer it from the copper

foil growth substrate to an appropriate TEM support. This process is carried out

using a number of steps, with a central focus on achieving the highest levels of

cleanliness possible (least contamination). A step-by-step schematic of the transfer

process is shown in figure 3.4. Firstly, the CVD-grown graphene must be coated

by a uniform thin film of polymer. The polymer film prevents the graphene from

collapsing or tearing once the copper substrate has been dissolved, and is removed

at a later stage. The polymer support is spin-coated (0.1 s ramp, 3000 rpm, 45

s dwell) using a solution of 0.1 mg ml−1 poly(bisphenol A carbonate) dissolved in

chloroform.

Next, the copper foil is dissolved, using an aqueous solution of 20 mg ml−1

ammonium persulfate. The foil is first placed onto an etching solution for 2 hours,

before it is removed, rinsed with DI water, and dried. It is then floated onto a

fresh solution of etchant and left for 8 hours, allowing the copper foil to completely

dissolve. Using an initial partial etch allows the graphene film grown on the un-

derside of the foil to be removed. Using a glass slide, the polymer/graphene film

is transferred to a petri dish of DI water and left for 30 minutes. This removes

etchant/copper residues from the graphene; the process is repeated 3 more times

(for a total of 4 DI water washes).

With the polymer/graphene film floating on the surface of DI water, an

appropriate TEM support is used to scoop and lift out the film. This is left to dry

for 8 hours, in order to ensure complete adhesion of the graphene to the support

without the presence of water pockets.
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CVD-grown graphene on copper foil.

A thin polymer �lm is spin-coated on
the CVD graphene.

Copper foil is etched away and washed
away with water to remove residues.

The polymer-coated graphene �lm is 
deposited onto a TEM support mem-
brane containing perforated holes.

Organic solvents and atmospheric/
vacuum heating are used to remove
the polymer coating, leaving a clean
graphene membrane.

Figure 3.4: Fabrication steps for transferring CVD-grown graphene onto a TEM
support grid in a clean manner.
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Figure 3.5: Graphene TEM membrane summary. a) TEM image of monolayer
graphene suspended over 3 µm diameter hole in silicon-nitride support grid. b)
SAED pattern taken from the hole imaged in a), showing a single-crystal graphene
lattice. c) Profile taken from the SAED pattern in b), verifying the presence of
monolayer graphene due to the relative intensity of inner and outer reflections. d)
TEM image showing remaining contamination after thorough cleaning. e) TEM
image showing at atomic-resolution the pristine graphene lattice.
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With the film now sitting on a TEM support, the polymer coating is no longer

necessary to provide structural integrity to the graphene membrane. It is therefore

removed using a combination of organic solvents and heating. Three successive

15 minute washes in chloroform are used to dissolve the majority of the polymer.

However, due to the rapid evaporation of the solvent, any freestanding regions of

graphene will tear/collapse under drying as a result of the surface tension [43]. To

circumvent this, a critical point dryer (CPD) is used, whereby drying can occur

around the critical point of a solution such that no surface tension is induced on

the graphene. Liquid CO2 is used due to its practically achievable critical point (37
◦C and 1072 psi) [107]. With the grid dried, a combination of 2 hour heating at

200 ◦C on a hot plate, and 4 hours heating at either 800 ◦C for SiN grids, or 400
◦C for other grids, under vacuum (1 bar) with a hydrogen/argon gas mixture flow,

removes any major remaining contamination.

These steps allow graphene to be transferred in a clean enough manner to

produce pristine regions≈ 20 nm in width, as shown in figure 3.5, which are sufficient

for HRTEM studies. In addition, the average grain size of the graphene film is ≈ 20

µm, which is sufficient to provide single crystal graphene coverage over the majority

of the 3 µm diameter apertures present in the TEM support. This is revealed by

SAED as shown in figure 3.5. In order to verify that this is indeed monolayer

graphene and not multilayer, the relative intensity of outer (10) and inner (01)

reflections can be compared, as shown by figure 3.5 c. The ratio (10)/(01) ≈ 1,

confirming the presence of monolayer graphene [93].

3.3.2 Double layer graphene membranes

For certain experiments (see chapter 6) it was necessary to create a double layer

graphene membrane consisting of two graphene monolayers oriented randomly with

respect to each other. In order to achieve this, the above fabrication process was

modified. In figure 3.4, steps 1 - 3 are followed normally, but instead of scooping and

drying the polymer/graphene film onto a TEM support, a new CVD graphene foil is

used. This results in the following film structure: polymer/graphene/graphene/copper

foil. The standard fabrication process is then followed from steps 3 - 5 as normal,

with the final membrane consisting of two randomly oriented graphene monolayers

suspended across the TEM support. Figure 3.6 shows a SAED pattern with two

sets of graphene reflections, along with a HRTEM image and corresponding FFT,

again demonstrating the presence of two graphene monolayers.
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Graphene on Cu foil

Polymer-coated graphene
from previous CVD graphene

Double-layer graphene membrane
suspended across TEM grid aperture

Plan view

Orientation 1

Orientation 2

Polymer-coated double-
layer graphene following

Cu etching
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Figure 3.6: Double-layer graphene membranes summary. a) Summary of double-
layer membrane fabrication. A pre-made polymer-coated graphene membrane is
scooped onto a new CVD foil. The copper foil is dissolved and the polymer-coated
double-layer graphene membrane is scooped onto a TEM grid. The polymer is then
removed to leave a membrane consisting of two rotationally-mismatched layers of
graphene. b) Example SAED pattern of double-layer graphene membrane, reveal-
ing two distinct sets of graphene reflections. c) HRTEM image of a double-layer
graphene membrane, revealing two superimposed graphene lattices as shown in the
FFT. d) The FFT reveals two distinct graphene lattices, as well as the presence of
minor image astigmatism.

3.3.3 Graphene-encapsulated films

It is necessary in some instances (see chapter 4) to encapsulate samples such as

molecular films and nanoparticles between two monolayers of graphene. This presents

some unique challenges in achieving cleanliness due to the organic nature of the sam-

ples encapsulated and their response to heating.
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Figure 3.7: Graphene-encapsulated films summary. a) Schematic of the sample
created by depositing molecules on graphene and then coating in another layer of
graphene. b) Example SAED pattern of graphene-encapsulated pyrene assembly,
revealing two distinct sets of graphene reflections as well as the inner molecular
reflections.

Standard high quality single-layer graphene TEM grids are initially fabri-

cated using the procedures already outlined. Once sufficiently cleaned, the molecu-

lar system of choice is deposited onto the graphene. A fresh CVD graphene sample

is prepared up to step 3 in figure 3.4, and instead of being scooped onto a new TEM

support, it is scooped onto the pre-prepared molecule/graphene coated membrane.

The structure of the film is then: polymer/graphene/molecule/graphene/support

grid. The standard cleaning and hot-plate heating procedures are then followed in

order to remove the polymer coating, leaving a clean film consisting of two graphene

monolayers encapsulating the molecular system of choice. The use of heating to

200◦C in air does however limit the types of organic systems that can be encap-

sulated. An illustration of the final graphene-encapsulated system, along with an

example SAED pattern for graphene-encapsulated pyrene, is presented in figure 3.7.

Pyrene assemblies and pyrene-functionalised graphene are discussed in more detail

in section 3.3.5.

3.3.4 Holey-formvar graphene membranes

Although graphene TEM grids can be successfully fabricated with high levels of

cleanliness, as described in section 3.3.1, this requires the use of specialist critical

point drying (CPD) equipment, and is a very low-yield process (≈ 25 % success).

In addition, the fabrication process does not lend itself to high volume throughput.

Here, a new high-yield, high-volume method of creating clean graphene TEM grids

is described.
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Figure 3.8: Fabrication steps of holey-formvar graphene membranes. a) Steps to
produce a holey-formvar film on glass slide. b) Steps to coat CVD graphene in holey-
formvar film and transfer to TEM grid support. c), d) Tapping-mode AFM images
of CVD graphene once coated in the holey-formvar film showing the individual holes.
e) Schematic of the sample imaged in c), d).

To begin with, a glass slide is coated in a thin film consisting of formvar

with small glycerol droplets dispersed throughout, as described by Baumeister and

Seredynski [108]. The formvar/glycerol film is deposited by dipping the glass slide

in a colloidal suspension consisting of formvar solution (100 mL chloroform and 0.35

g formvar powder) and 50 µL glycerol. The dipping process involves a 1 s immersion

in the suspension before allowing the film to dry. Once dry, the film is then placed

above a steam bath for 20 s, before drying again. The slide is then immersed in

acetone for 20 s, and is dried for a final time. The film is removed from the glass

slide by scoring the edge of the film and then immersing the slide in distilled water.

The entire film may be floated off as a whole, and then ‘scooped’ onto a piece of

graphene-coated copper foil. This results in a perforated formvar film of thickness

40 nm coating the CVD graphene, with many small holes of average diameter 1 µm,

as shown in figure 3.8.

In order to remove the copper foil, the same etching steps described in 3.3.1
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are used. With the holey formvar/graphene film floating on the surface of DI water,

standard copper grids may be placed onto the film surface, and the entire film then

lifted from the water using a wire mesh and left to dry, as shown in figure 3.8. The

grids may be removed with ease from the dried film, producing a large quantity of

high-quality graphene TEM grids with low failure rates.

10 nm

4 nm-1

4 nm-1

5 nm

10 μm

0.5 μm

a c

db

Figure 3.9: Electron Microscopy of holey-formvar graphene membranes. a) SEM
image of TEM grid showing distribution of holes. b) TEM image of individual hole.
c) HRTEM image of suspended graphene revealing standard contamination residues.
d) HRTEM image of suspended graphene revealing pristine lattice regions.

The holey film acts as a supporting exoskeleton to prevent the graphene from

collapsing whilst suspended across the TEM grid, and also provides areas of the film

where pristine graphene can be found that has not been contaminated at all during

the transfer. A summary of electron microscope images of the final grids is presented

in figure 3.9. Low-magnification SEM reveals the average size and distribution of

the holes, whilst HRTEM shows the freestanding graphene areas to be as clean as

that produced via the previously outlined method (Section 3.3.1). These holey areas
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are therefore ideal for study to the user.

3.3.5 Functionalised graphene membranes

Non-covalent modification: Pyrene coatings

When functionalising graphene, there are two strategies available: covalent and

non-covalent functionalisation. Covalent functionalisation of graphene involves co-

valently bonding specific functional groups to the graphene lattice and can degrade

its electronic and mechanical properties [104–106]. Non-covalent functionalisation

involves adsorbing specific molecules to the graphene lattice through non-covalent

mechanisms such as van der Waals interactions, allowing the graphene to retain its

electrical and mechanical properties.

Molecules with planar-delocalised π systems are often chosen for non-covalent

functionalisation of graphene [106], as these can interact with the extended electronic

system of the graphene surface by van der Waals or electrostatic interactions, com-

monly referred to as π stacking [109]. To this end, layers of small molecules on

graphene, such as perylenebisimides [110–112], phthalocyanines [1, 113] or pyrenes

(pyr) [114–117], have been investigated. Pyr derivatives are particularly interesting

as their chemical versatility has been widely exploited to create carbon-based hybrid

materials through π stacking [98, 118–120], and to assist the exfoliation of graphite

to graphene [98, 121]. Hence, they provide an easy and flexible route to modifying

the surface properties of graphene.

In a collaboration with Dr Jon Rourke and Dr Concha Bosch-Navarro, whom

synthesized the materials, pyrene derivatives were designed that would non-covalently

bind to the graphene surface, but would remain non-reactive [2]. Non-coordinating

charged moieties were attached via a flexible linker to a pyrene core, as shown

in figure 3.10. The pyr-carrying ammonium cation (trimethyl-(2-oxo-2-pyren-1-yl-

ethyl)-ammonium bromide; pyr+ ) and pyr-carrying sulfonate anion (sodium (2-oxo-

2-pyren-1-yl-ethyl)-sulfonate; pyr−) were synthesized [2]. During deposition from

solution, the hydrophobic π-conjugated pyrene core should bind strongly to the

graphene surface by π stacking, whilst electrostatic repulsion between the charged

moieties should self-limit the film to monolayer coverage. The charged molecular

layer turns the graphene from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and enables controlled

macro-molecule adsorption through electrostatic interactions [2].

As shown in figure 3.11a, diffraction analysis of the pyr modified graphene

membranes showed the characteristic hexagonal diffraction pattern of graphene, but

also an inner hexagon of diffraction spots, aligned to those of graphene, with a cor-
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Figure 3.10: Pyrene± molecule and charged nanoparticle illustrations

responding lattice parameter of 0.28 ± 0.01 nm, similar to previously reported for a

pyrene derivative on graphene [118]. These inner spots decayed rapidly with expo-

sure to the electron beam, figure 3.11b, with a characteristic dose of 10 e−Å
−2
s−1, as

to be expected for a molecular overlayer with only weak, non-covalent, intermolec-

ular bonds. Further details on the measurement of characteristic dose are outlined

in chapter 4. The diffraction thus shows the presence of the pyrene and indicates

that it is forming an ordered layer.

Due to the low characteristic dose of the pyrene derivatives, HRTEM imaging

of the molecular overlayer is not viable. However, the presence of the pyr overlayer

can be inferred from the selective adsorption of anionic clusters on pyr+, and cationic

on pyr−, modified graphene, as verified by HRTEM. For the anionic and cationic

clusters, two oppositely charged inorganic clusters of defined atomic structure were

chosen. Each is readily identified by HRTEM: the anionic polyoxometalate (POM)

phosphotungstic acid [W12O40P]3−, and the cationic nanocluster [Au9(PPh3)9]
+
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(abbreviated henceforth as Au9). Both have been studied by TEM before [7, 97],

both are of interest in their own right for applications such as catalysis, but most im-

portantly here, both can be positively identified by HRTEM due to their distinctive

atomic geometries (see figure 3.10).

Graphene TEM grids were functionalised by immersion overnight in solutions

of pyr± dissolved in ethanol for pyr+ and methanol for pyr−. The pyr±-graphene

TEM grids were incubated for 3 min in a solution containing either the POM (0.1

mg/mL) or Au9 (1 mg/mL), dried and then analysed by HRTEM. The pyr+ modified

graphene showed a strong affinity for the negatively charged POM with average

coverage measured to be (500 ± 10) molecules µm−2 , identified by their signature

atomic arrangement (figure 3.11d). By contrast, no POM was observed on pyr− -

or un-modified graphene [2]. Consistent with its cationic nature, the pyr− modified

graphene showed a strong affinity for the Au9 with average coverage measured to be

(100 ± 10) molecules µm−2 (figure 3.11c). Measurements of molecule coverage was

carried out by analysing HRTEM images and identifying the number of molecules

present in the image area. In addition, the presence of Au and W was identified via

energy-dispersive X-ray analysis of the respective samples. By contrast, no Au9 is

observed on pyr+ - or unmodified graphene [2]. Coupling together these HRTEM

studies as well as additional AFM measurements [2], this clearly demonstrates how

control over the electrostatic interactions enables control over the adsorption of a

variety of macro-molecules. As a result, these pyr-derivatives are expected to be

widely effective for surface modification of graphene based materials.

Covalent modification: Gas-phase thermochemical functionalisation

Although covalent functionalisation of graphene can degrade its electronic and me-

chanical properties [104–106], it is still possible to maintain its unique qualities using

certain covalent functionalisation methods. This can be achieved through the ther-

mal decomposition of pre-existing defect groups to generate surface radicals which

are then able to graft several different reagents. Additional damage to the graphene

lattice is avoided since only the existing defect sites are activated [122]. Provided the

grafting reagent is volatile enough to be introduced by vacuum, the whole process

may be carried out in the complete absence of solvents, minimising additional con-

tamination or damage. The gas-phase thermochemical functionalisation (GPTF)

method is illustrated in figure 3.12.

Working in collaboration with the group of Professor Milo Shaffer, whom car-

ried out the GPTF experiments, pristine graphene TEM grids were functionalised.

The aim of this investigation was to determine the degree of functionalisation and its
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Figure 3.11: Pyrene TEM summary. a) TEM low-dose diffraction of CVDGr-pyr+

b) Diffraction spot intensities plotted as a function of time for graphene at a dose

rate of 4 e−Å
−2
s−1 for CVDGr-pyr+ and CVDGr-pyr− demonstrating their beam-

sensitive nature. c) and d) are HRTEM images showing Au9 clusters attached to
CVDGr-pyr− and POM clusters attached to CVDGr-pyr+ respectively, with in-
set FFT showing the characteristic hexagonal pattern of graphene monolayer. A
magnified view of the boxed areas, c1 and d1, are shown alongside corresponding
multi-slice simulations, c2 and d2, and atomic models, c3 and d3.
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Figure 3.12: Reaction schematic for thermochemical functionalisation of graphene.
The graphene is heated under vacuum in order to radicalise pre-existing defects
on the graphene surface. The radicalised graphene is cooled whilst maintaining
vacuum, and a grafting reagent R is introduced in order to functionalise the radical
sites.

influence on the mechanical properties of graphene, as the effects of functionalisation

on chemical processing had been previously investigated [122, 123].

Graphene TEM grids were processed by heating under vacuum (≈ 100 mbar)

to 850 ◦C. Thermochemical activation is usually performed at 1000 ◦C [122–124].

However, a lower temperature was used in order to avoid damaging the graphene and

silicon nitride support membrane. The activated membranes were then allowed to

cool to room temperature, before exposing them to grafting agents. A small, rigid,

volatile species was selected for graphene grafting: 1,1,1−trifluoro−2−iodoethane

(TFI). In order to monitor whether heating−induced effects were minimised, a set

of control samples were heated under vacuum and allowed to cool without expo-

sure to the grafting reagent, referred to here as thermally-treated control graphene

(TTC−G). The TFI−G and TTC−G membranes were then probed using a combina-

tion of HRTEM and AFM, to inspect individual functionalities and the mechanical

properties of the functionalised graphene.

The HRTEM images of TFI−G show distinctive features, as presented in

figure 3.13. These features were seen to remain in a fixed position on the graphene

lattice, whilst undergoing a continuous change in contrast attributed to rotation of

the functionality about a bond site. Comparison to multislice TEM image simula-
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Figure 3.13: HRTEM time series showing presence of functionalities on graphene.
The functionality remains in a fixed location with time, indicating a bond with the
graphene. The change in contrast with time indicates the functionality is rotating
about its bond site.

tions [73] allows these features to be attributed to the grafted TFI molecules (figure

3.14). Interestingly, the imaged functionalities did not degrade or move laterally

across the graphene during moderate exposure to the beam. Instead, some mo-

tion (likely rotation) about the bonding site was visible. This behavior suggests a

covalent bond at a defined site.

The features appeared on the TFI−G surface with an approximate concen-

tration of 1×10−3 nm−2, but were not observed on the TTC−G. The equivalent

grafting concentration, defined by the graphitic carbon to TFI site ratio (C/R),

can be estimated to be 38,000:1, by normalising the grafting site concentration to

atomic areal density of graphene (5.246×10−2nm2 per two carbon atoms). This

value is seemingly low, compared to previous results on multi−walled carbon nan-

otubes (MWCNTs, 1000:1) [122] and carbon black nanoparticles (CB NPs, 250:1)

[123]. However, the high quality of the graphene used means that the concentration

of initial defect sites available for activation is low. Furthermore, the functional

groups could only be clearly identified when present as individual species against

clean, perfect regions of the graphene lattice. Thus, the contribution from grafting

occurring at larger defects, grain boundaries, or in clusters are not included. The

lower activation temperature (850 ◦C) can also reduce the grafting ratio slightly but

is unlikely to be the dominant effect, since the grafting ratio previously reported on

CNTs was only halved by this change in temperature [125]. Overall, the low graft-

ing density on the highly perfect graphene surface, and high quality of the structure

after grafting is consistent with the proposed defect-initiated mechanism.
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Figure 3.14: HRTEM results showing presence of functionalities on graphene. a), b)
HRTEM images show localised high−contrast functionalities on graphene surface.
c), f) Model used for multislice simulations in plan and perspective views. d), e)
Multislice simulations of TFI functional group modelled using perfect and experi-
mentally measured noise. g), h) Magnified regions of interest from a), b) displaying
similar appearance and contrast to the realistic multislice simulation presented in
e).
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AFM nano−indentation was used to measure the mechanical properties of

the functionalised graphene sheet, using the methods of Lee et.al. [89]. As shown in

Table 3.1, neither the thermochemical treatment (TTC−G) nor the functionalization

(TFI−G) changed the Young’s modulus measurably in comparison to a pristine

as−produced graphene (AP−G) grid. The number of holes used for measurements

for each graphene type are presented alongside the Young’s modulus in Table 3.1.

In addition, the Young’s modulus measure for graphene-oxide (GO) [92] is added

for comparison, showing the significant degradation in mechanical strength resulting

from the strong functionalisation applied to GO.

Table 3.1: A summary of mechanical properties of AP−G, TTC−G, TFI−G, and
graphene-oxide (GO) [92].

Sample Young’s Modulus (TPa) Measurements

AP−G 1.2±0.4 75
TTC−G 1.4±0.1 72
TFI−G 1.3±0.2 76

GO 0.2076±0.0234 -

In addition to successfully applying thermochemical functionalisation to single-

layer graphene, these methods were further demonstrated when applied to bulk

commercially-available graphene nano-particles (GNPs) [3], illustrating the versatil-

ity of the functionalisation. The solvent-free methodology provides an alternative,

generic, clean, robust and versatile strategy to functionalise graphene and related

materials, providing enough functional groups to change the solubility, complement-

ing the existing liquid-phase and plasma processing approaches.

3.4 Conclusions

Methods for the clean transfer of graphene from as-grown CVD foils to TEM sup-

ports have been described, including a new, simpler methodology for high volume,

high yield fabrication. In addition, techniques to fabricate double-layered graphene

membranes and samples encapsulated with two monolayers of graphene were pre-

sented.

A method to alter the surface functionality of graphene using a self-limiting

monolayer film of pyr-modified ions was outlined. These enable control over elec-

trostatic interactions in solution to selectively bind charged macro-molecules, and

similarly should be effective for other charged species. This approach is expected

to be generically applicable to graphene on any surface or indeed free-standing
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membrane, making it useful in a wide variety of fields including biomedicine, elec-

trochemical sensors or catalysis, as well as for selective adsorption to supported

graphene membranes for cryo- and HRTEM imaging

Finally, thermochemical functionalisation was successfully applied to single-

layer graphene. Functionalisation of pre-prepared graphene TEM grids allowed

direct imaging of the covalently-grafted functional group attached to an other-

wise highly crystalline layer, revealing the grafting density of the 1,1,1-trifluoro-

2-iodoethane functionality to be 1×10−3 nm−2. AFM nano-indentation analysis of

the single layer graphene confirmed there is no significant damage to the carbon

framework during the thermochemical processing.
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Chapter 4

Low-dose molecular microscopy

4.1 Introduction

Since the invention of the transmission electron microscope by Max Knoll and Ernst

Ruska in 1931, improvements in electron microscope technology have been relentless.

With the correction of spherical aberration that is commonplace in many transmis-

sion electron microscopes (TEMs), sub-angstrom resolution imaging is now possible,

allowing samples to be routinely imaged at the atomic level [126, 127]. One of the

main issues that now encumbers resolution improvements is the radiation damage

suffered by the sample during exposure to the electron beam [128]. This is espe-

cially problematic when dealing with soft-matter samples, as a result of the weak

bonding, poor conductance, and large population of light atoms in such systems

[90, 129]. Damage can also occur in inorganic specimens, predominantly through

the knock-on displacement of atoms [130].

The process of beam-induced damage in soft-matter specimens occurs through

a combination of primary, secondary, and tertiary damage effects [130]. Knock-

on displacement and radiolysis are the dominant primary damage effects, whereby

chemical and intermolecular bonds are broken through electron-atom and electron-

electron scattering, generating ionisation interactions [65]. This form of damage may

be reduced by increasing the incident electron energy E0, resulting in a reduction in

the electron scattering cross-section σ [65]. However, at higher accelerating voltages

knock-on damage is increased, as the energy transferred during inelastic scattering

events exceeds the atomic displacement threshold for the material being studied. In

the case of graphene, accelerating voltages less than 80 kV have been shown to pre-

vent knock-on displacement of individual carbon atoms during continuous exposure

to the electron beam [131].
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In addition to radiolysis, inelastic scattering events produce secondary dam-

age effects through the generation of phonons, secondary electrons, the accumulation

of charge, and free radical species, all of which may propagate through the sample,

causing heating and further damage [65, 90, 129, 132, 133]. For less-conductive

samples, damage can occur more rapidly due to the increased build up of charge

and heat from the generation of secondary electrons[90, 129, 132, 133]. For organic

specimens in particular, the buildup of gas (generally oxygen and hydrogen) pro-

duced from the cross-linking of carbon chains can lead to tertiary damage effects

[134]. Individual atoms and molecular fragments, as well as gaseous products of

cross-linking such as hydrogen and oxygen, may readily desorb into vacuum with

the energy provided by the electron beam, further degrading the local crystallinity

[128].

All of these damage effects lead to a loss of crystallinity in atomic/molecular

lattices, and hence to a weakening of the diffraction reflection intensities. As larger

areas of the sample damage, the diffraction reflections weaken further, until the sam-

ple no longer holds any of its initial crystallinity. The overall crystalline order of the

sample can be maintained whilst individual molecules still suffer bond breakage and

damage, leading to the reduction in higher-order reflection intensity more rapidly

than lower-order reflections [130].

There are several methods available for reducing the rate of damage induced

by the electron beam for soft matter samples, three of which are investigated here:

changing the accelerating voltage of the microscope, changing the temperature of

the sample, and encapsulating samples with graphene either side [65, 90]. Each of

these acts to reduce the effect of inelastic scattering on the sample through different

ways.

Reducing the accelerating voltage reduces the energy of the incident elec-

trons, thereby reducing the potential knock-on damage. However, the reduction in

energy, and velocity, of the incident electrons also can have the effect of increasing

the scattering cross-section of the sample σ, increasing the interaction between elec-

trons and specimen, thereby increasing the damage rate [65]. This balance between

reduction in electron energy and increase in sample interaction governs the overall

benefit, or hindrance, of using a reduced accelerating voltage, and varies between

molecular systems [65].

Cooling the sample helps compensate for the poor thermal conduction of

organic specimens, thereby mitigating phonon induced heating [130]. In addition,

cooling the sample reduces the motion of radicals and hence slows the growth of

damaged regions [65, 90].
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Encapsulating samples within graphene has a number of benefits. Firstly,

graphene has exceptionally high thermal and electrical conductivities, providing

effective heat sinks either side of the sample which act to reduce phonon-induced

heating effects [135–137]. In addition, graphene is atomically impermeable, allowing

it to restrict the desorption of free atoms and molecular fragments into vacuum

from the encapsulated molecular film [23]. Any damaged molecules are thus limited

to attacking neighbouring molecules and degrading into a fully amorphous state,

allowing the molecular crystal lattice to be maintained for longer periods.

Despite the development of techniques to minimise radiation damage in the

TEM, it remains an ongoing problem [90, 129, 133]. The use of a low-dose of

electrons presents several additional technical challenges in capturing images with

sufficient resolution and contrast, whilst operating within the dose limits of the

specimen. Many studies have been conducted commenting on the mechanisms of

damage and new techniques aimed at reducing it, although no study has yet focused

on combining such techniques to give the optimal effect in practice.

Considerations must also be made regarding the operating performance of

the electron detector used in conjunction with the TEM, especially when using low-

dose conditions. There are two distinct classes of electron detectors that are widely

available for use in TEM: indirect scintillator-based and direct electron detection

devices (DDDs).

Detecting electrons using an indirect device involves four stages. First, the

electron is incident on the scintillator part of the detector, producing a number of

photons. These photons are channeled through a fibre-optic coupling plate to the

CCD detector. The photons incident on the CCD produce an accumulation of charge

within each detector pixel. In order to read-out the charge image, a global-shutter

principle is implemented whereby all CCD pixels are exposed simultaneously. Once

a single exposure is complete, the charge from each pixel is transferred serially along

pixel columns once a new row has been completely transferred along the single ADC,

as shown in figure 4.1. This readout bottleneck limits the CCDs ultimate frame rate

- in the case of a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 to 14 fps [138]. In addition to the issues

relating to readout speed, the use of a scintillator-based detector presents a number

of other challenges when operating with a low-dose of electrons and limited exposure

time.

When electrons are incident on the scintillator they are scattered, producing

photons in a volume leading to a distribution of pixels receiving counts rather than a

single pixel. The photons distribution generated by the scintillator is also subject to

additional blurring due to scattering through the scintillator and optical coupling, as
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well as leakage into adjacent fibres in the coupling. In addition, due to the thickness

of the detector and support, electrons can scatter back into the active layer, resulting

in spurious photon creation. The sensor electronics detecting the photon counts also

introduce a source of Poisson noise due to their independent nature. These effects

may be quantitatively described by the detector quantum efficiency (DQE):

DQE =
SNRout
SNRin

(4.1)

where SNRin is the signal-to-noise ratio of the input signal and SNRout is the

signal-to-noise ratio of the output signal. The DQE may be expressed in terms of

measurable quantities:

DQE(q,N) = N
MTF (q)2

NPS(q,N)
(4.2)

where MTF (q) is the modulation transfer function, describing the effect of the

detector on the input signal, NPS(q,N) is the noise power spectrum, describing the

effect of noise sources on the output signal, and N is the dose rate of the incident

electron beam. The MTF and NPS may be readily measured using several methods

outlined in specific detail in previous literature [139–143]. Here, measurements were

made from a series of uniformly illuminated images, as described by de Ruijter and

Weiss [143]. Finally, the modulated image is subject to additional noise from dark

current and electronic amplification/readout [143]. The combined effects of DQE,

dark current, and readout noise combine to produce the final image [80]:

I(r) = Irn + Idc + CF · F−1
[
F

[
Poiss

(

φe · F−1
[
I0(q)

√
DQE(q.N)

])]
·NPSout(q,N)

] (4.3)

where Irn is the readout noise image, Idc is the dark current image, CF is a conver-

sion factor, φe is the electron flux, Poiss(x) returns a random value from a Poisson

distribution with expected value x, and I0 is the Fourier transform of the image

arriving at the detector.

The use of DDDs offers the possibility of significantly improving the image

quality. The structural makeup of back-thinned direct detectors allows electrons to

exit the active layer before significant lateral scattering has occurred, and also pre-

vents the scattering of electrons back into the active layer, leading to a considerable

improvement in DQE. Of particular interest for low-dose studies is the counting

mode implemented by several commercially available DDDs.
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Figure 4.1: Scintillator and Direct detection camera schematics and readout elec-
tronics circuitry.

Counting mode operation works through the detection of ionization trails

caused by an arriving electron, as illustrated in figure 4.2. The tracking of ionization

trails allows the arrival location of the electron to be pinpointed with pixel accuracy,

and allows binary registry of the detection event [144]. This method produces a

significant increase in DQE and also benefits from negligible sources of dark current

and readout noise [144–146]. An additional benefit of the CMOS-based design of

DDDs is the highly-parallelised readout electronics circuitry. The readout bottleneck

present for CCD-based devices, whereby a global shutter requires all pixels being
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read through a single amplifier and ADC, is eliminated by using an ADC for every

column of pixels. The reduction in readout times allows imaging to be carried

out with much faster frame rates, which is important when operating in counting

mode due to the large coincidence loss present: when too many counts are received

by individual pixels in the detector [145–147]. Finally, high frame rates provide

benefits in drift correction, compensating for beam-induced sample movement [145,

146].

e-
1. 2. 3. 4.

0.6 0.15

0.10.15

1.0

Primary electron arrives
at detector pixel

Primary electron 
produces ionization trail

Ionization trail counted
in pixels

Ionization trail used to
localize primary electron

Figure 4.2: DDD counting mode operation principle. Adapted from [144].

4.2 Chapter Outline

This chapter studies the effects of accelerating voltage, cryogenic cooling, and en-

capsulation within graphene, on the robustness of organic samples to the electron

beam. These parameters are studied in combination using low-dose selected-area

electron diffraction (LD-SAED), to gain insight into the optimal conditions for sys-

tems possessing different intermolecular bonding and structural makeup.

Cryogenic cooling, and encapsulation of samples within graphene, is shown

to always increase their lifetime substantially when exposed to the electron beam,

although the optimal choice of accelerating voltage varies between systems. The

relative increase in sample lifetime when using the optimal conditions also varies

between samples.

In addition to investigating the optimal sample protection conditions, the

DQEs of a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 CCD (the current detector mounted on the Uni-

versity of Warwick JEOL ARM 200F) and Gatan K2 Summit counting mode de-

tector (one of the current best performing and most widely used DDD), are studied

as a function of dose. Experimental images of monolayer graphene captured using

a variable electron dose with a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000, Gatan OneView (the new

Gatan scintillator-based detector implementing highly-parallelised readout electron-
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ics, mounted on a JEOL ARM 300F), and Medipix3 CMOS DDD (mounted on a

JEOL ARM 300F) are also compared. The quality of these images is studied using

a contrast metric, which demonstrates the substantial performance gains when us-

ing a DDD at low dose levels. Finally, simulated HRTEM images of a monolayer

assembly of Ni(II)-octaethylporphyrin (NiOEP) molecules using a dose of electrons

below the characteristic dose of the system, in combination with a Gatan K2 summit

counting mode detector, are shown to provide sufficient contrast and SNR to resolve

the constituent molecules and their atoms.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Dose-dependence of molecular systems

Characteristic Dose Measurement

When dealing with beam-sensitive systems, it is important to accurately and ef-

ficiently capture diffraction patterns before significant damage has occurred. For

many of the systems investigated throughout this thesis the time frames for captur-

ing images is limited to a few seconds, even when using optimal protection strategies.

It is therefore necessary to minimise unnecessary exposure to the electron beam.

This is achieved using a step-by-step procedure for capturing diffraction patterns,

as outlined in figure 4.3.

With the microscope aligned using a small area of sample and appropriately

low dose rate [90, 95], the displacement of the stage (∆x,∆y) required to move to

a new area of sample is measured and input into a computer programme linked

to the stage controller. Upon running the programme the beam is deflected into

the column using the projector lens, the stage is then moved through the measured

displacement and allowed to settle, the CCD begins capturing successive frames in

a live recording, and finally the beam is shifted back to its initial alignment. Having

the stage moved without exposure to the beam prevents any damage occurring before

imaging has occurred, and the use of a live recording allows the first moments of

exposure to the beam to be captured. These frames are the most important as they

contain information on the system prior to any damage occurring.

The current density of the beam incident on the focus screen may be mea-

sured using the standard magnification imaging mode, as shown in figure 4.4. The

current density Jscreen incident on the focus screen is automatically measured through

the microscope. The area of the focus screen is provided by the microscope manu-

facturer, allowing the current incident on the screen to be calculated:
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Figure 4.3: Low-dose acquisition protocol. Frames (a) - (d) show example images
from a live capture sequence of NiOEP molecules. Frame (a) shows the dark current
of the detector at the start of the recording sequence prior to the beam being shifted
back onto the sample.

Iscreen = JscreenAscreen ≈ Isample = JsampleAsample (4.4)

where the current passing through the sample is approximately equivalent to that

incident on the screen (with the exception of negligible backscatter and secondary

electron events). The area of the inserted aperture can be measured by the CCD in

standard magnification imaging mode, as shown in figure 4.4. Using the measured

screen current, Iscreen, and aperture area, Asample, the sample current density can

be calculated:

Jsample =
Iscreen
AAperture

(4.5)

When studying beam-sensitive systems using EM, the characteristic dose Dc

is introduced in order to quantify the robustness of the system to beam-induced
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Figure 4.4: Simplified schematic of the TEM showing the quantities measured in
order to calculate the sample-plane current-density Jsample.

degradation [90]. The characteristic dose is defined as the dose (e− Å
−2

) received

by the system after time Tc (the characteristic time), at which point the intensity

of a measured diffraction reflection has reduced by a factor e ≈ 2.71828. The char-

acteristic time Tc is measured through the fitting of decay curves to the measured

intensity changes of molecular diffraction peaks in diffraction movies. It is com-

monly assumed that such decay process follow an exponential relationship [90, 129].

However, the majority of systems studied here exhibited complex multi-stage decay

processes modeled by a cubic polynomial fit, as shown in figure 4.5. For matters of

consistency, the same criterion of characteristic time Tc measurement (the time at

which the measured signal has reduced by a factor e) was used for both exponential

and cubic polynomial fitted curves.
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In order to correctly measure the intensity changes of both the molecular

and graphene reflections, small windows (for instance, 5×5 pixels) are centred on

the diffraction peaks of interest, as well as a neighbouring region of background noise

at equal distance from the central beam, as shown in figure 4.5. The uncorrected

peak intensity is summed across this pixel window, as well as for the corresponding

background region, with the difference between the two giving the background-

corrected diffraction peak intensity:

I = I0 − IB (4.6)

where I is the background−corrected intensity, I0 is the uncorrected intensity, and

IB is the corresponding background intensity, as marked by the blue window in

figure 4.5. The background is assumed to be radially symmetric and decays from

the centre of the pattern due to inelastic scattering effects. Measurement of the

corrected intensity I then allows the characteristic time to be measured. Combined

with measurements of the dose rate, the characteristic dose may be calculated using

Equation 4.7. A plot of corrected intensity I versus time is shown in figure 4.5, with

the characteristic time (after which I has reduced by e) marked.

Using measurements of Tc and Jsample, the characteristic dose Dc may be

calculated:

Dc = JsampleTc (4.7)

The rapid loss of crystallinity of an assembly of NiOEP molecules is clearly

illustrated in figure 4.5. Initially, the graphene and NiOEP reflections are clearly

resolved, before the NiOEP pattern quickly decays. An amorphous halo remains,

indicating the complete loss of crystallinity of the molecular system, whereas the

graphene diffraction peaks remain constant in intensity with time, due to graphene’s

exceptionally high conductivity and consequent robustness to the electron beam.

The overall crystallinity of the sample can be maintained whilst individual molecules

still suffer bond breakage and damage, leading to the reduction in higher-order

reflection intensity more rapidly than lower-order reflections. For consistency when

comparing between molecular systems, only the characteristic doses relating to first

order diffraction peaks are used in the comparative values.

Strategies at maximising molecule lifetimes

Combining the three methods of protection mentioned in the introduction (choice

of operating voltage, cryogenic cooling, graphene encapsulation) together in each
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Figure 4.5: Characteristic time Tc measurement of NiOEP. (a), (b), (c) Diffraction
pattern frames at time 0 s, 2 s, 4 s from a single exposure movie. Red circles indicate
the peak location, and blue circles indicate the local background measurement area.
(d) Plot of corrected intensity versus time for the (100) NiOEP reflections.

available permutation, and for different samples, allows the optimal protection con-

ditions to be determined for different organic systems. The combined decay curves

measured for all systems are presented in figure 4.6. Here, samples sandwiched

between two layers of graphene are listed as Molecule+Gr. As already outlined in

the previous chapter, the restrictions placed by the cleaning steps prevented the

TMA and NiOEP systems from being sandwiched. A summary of characteristic

dose measured for each system from the curves in figure 4.6 is presented in Table

4.1.

As is to be expected, cooling each system increases the characteristic dose
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Table 4.1: Characteristic dose Dc values for different systems under different tem-
perature and accelerating voltage conditions.

V = 200 kV V = 200 kV V = 80 kV V = 80 kV
Molecule T = 300 K T = 100 K T = 300 K T = 100 K

(e−Å
−2

) (e−Å
−2

) (e−Å
−2

) (e−Å
−2

)

Pyr± 5.0±0.3 25±4 35±6 70±7
Pyr± + Gr 90±7 180±9 30±4 140±12

PLLA 2.0±0.2 4.5±0.5 0.5±0.2 1.9±0.3
PLLA + Gr 1.0±0.1 3.0±0.2 1.0±0.1 11.0±0.3

TMA 15±5 30±7 32±6 96±9
NiOEP 13±3 20±3 30±4 57±6

regardless of the accelerating voltage or whether the sample is coated in graphene

[65, 90, 130]. The average increase in characteristic dose when cooling from 300 K

to 100 K is a factor of 3.6 across all voltages and systems.

Reducing the accelerating voltage from 200 kV to 80 kV at both 300 K and

100 K increases the characteristic dose for all systems except PLLA and Pyr±+Gr,

illustrating the complex nature of the electron interactions [65]. In addition, the

encapsulation of graphene alters the characteristic dose of each system for each set

of temperature/voltage conditions, with some systems having lower doses except

for a specific temperature/voltage, as is the case for PLLA. PLLA+Gr has lower

characteristic dose values than PLLA, except at 100 K and 80 kV, where the dose

is improved by a factor 5.5 compared to 300 K and 200 kV.

As is clear from the table, the conditions for maximum characteristic dose

for each system are specific, indicating that the choice of sample and its properties

have a significant effect on characteristic dose Dc. In order to maximise the lifetime

of a system, the conditions must be tailored specifically.

4.3.2 Low-dose High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy

As has already been shown, there are fundamental limitations on the level of electron

dose that molecular systems can be exposed to before significant damage has been

caused, even when implementing the most optimal protection schemes as outlined

above. The limitations on molecular lifetimes hinder the use of HRTEM as a method

of study, predominantly due to the behaviour of common CCD cameras used with

the majority of HRTEM systems.

The current HRTEM CCD camera in operation at the University of Warwick

is a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 indirect detector system. As an indirect detector, the
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Figure 4.6: Decay curves for each molecular system obtained for the four combina-
tions of accelerating voltage and temperature. Characteristic dose Dc measurements
from each of these curves are presented in Table 4.1.

CCD is limited by its readout noise, dark current, and quantum efficiency (QE)

when operating with a low dose of electrons, as is evident from the dose-dependent

QE maps shown in figure 4.7.

The DQE map for the Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 was calculated using a series

of measurements of MTF and NPS obtained using the methods described by de

Ruijter and Weiss [143]. The DQE map for the Gatan K2 summit counting mode

DDD was calculated using published dose-dependent MTF and NPS [140, 145].

In order to investigate the performance of different detectors types in prac-

tice, a series of experimental HRTEM images of graphene taken at different dose
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Figure 4.7: Experimentally determined DQE maps as a function of electron dose for
Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 and K2 summit counting mode detectors. Below approxi-

mately 100 e− Å
−2

the ORIUS�SC1000 detector performance drops considerably,
whereas the K2 summit counting mode DDD maintains high performance at sig-
nificantly lower dose levels. K2 summit counting mode data used for calculation
sourced from [140, 145].

levels using three different detectors were compared (figure 4.8). The detectors used

were a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 (mounted on the JEOL ARM 200f at the Univer-

sity of Warwick), Gatan OneView, and Medipix3 DDD (both mounted on the JEOL

ARM 300F at the electron Physical Science Imaging Centre, Diamond Light Source).

There is a considerable improvement in image quality when using both the Gatan

OneView fast-readout scintillator detector and the Medipix3 DDD, particularly at

very low dose levels. Additionally, the Medipix3 device used for these measurements

was a prototype 256×256 pixel device with several dead pixels and a non-uniform

sensor film. Despite these hindrances, the Medipix3 DDD still provides substantial

enhancements in image quality at low dose levels.

In order to better quantify the quality of HRTEM images, a figure-of-merit

was defined using the background-corrected intensity of first-order lattice peaks in

the HRTEM image power spectrum:

metric =
I0 − IB
IB

(4.8)
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where I0 is the average intensity of the first-order lattice peaks and IB is the average

local background intensity to the first-order lattice peaks. The process of peak

measurement and background removal is identical to that described for diffraction

pattern data, as presented in figure 4.5. The metric can range from 0 − 1 based on

the signal-to-noise ratio in the HRTEM image, with good SNR giving I0 � IB and

poor SNR giving I0 ≈ IB. A plot of the contrast metric as a function of electron

dose is presented in figure 4.9. As shown, the metric drops off considerably for

the ORIUS detector at doses below approximately 100 e− Å
−2

, due to the drop in

DQE below this dose level, as shown in the DQE plots in figure 4.7. Comparing

to the OneView and Medipix3 metric, the Medipix3 performs substantially better

at low dose levels, as is to be expected from the DQE profile shown in figure 4.7

(although not a Medipix3 DQE profile, similar detection principles and engineering

are employed on both devices). The Medipix3 metric behaviour at low dose indicates

the possibility of achieving high-contrast, low-noise HRTEM images using a very low

dose of electrons, within the characteristic dose limits of many molecular systems,

when employing a DDD.

As a test example, a model system was constructed using a monolayer assem-

bly of NiOEP molecules deposited on both the top/bottom faces of a freestanding

layer of graphene. Using a limited dose of 40 e− Å
−2

80 kV electrons, below the

characteristic dose limit of the system under 300 K conditions, the simulated image

shown in figure 4.10 was obtained. The limited dose is implemented in clTEM using

equation 4.3. The simulation was carried out using C0 = -10 nm and C3 = -1 µm.

As shown in the simulated HRTEM image, the individual NiOEP constituent atoms

within the molecular lattice are well resolved, without requiring a dose level greater

than the characteristic dose of the system.

This is truly remarkable, given the limitations to all soft−matter specimens

when imaging using high-voltage electron microscopy under low−dose conditions.

Even without further image processing and unit−cell averaging the image provides

sufficient contrast and low noise to distinguish individual light atoms, suggesting

that for even lower dose conditions valuable information will still be available in

images following processing routines; there is the possibility of imaging even the

most fragile of organic systems using HRTEM techniques, which would lead to a

complete paradigm shift in the study of soft-matter systems.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental HRTEM images of graphene at different electron dose lev-
els. Column A shows images taken using a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 camera. Column
B shows images taken using a Gatan OneView camera model. Column C shows
images taken using a Medipix3 DDD.

4.4 Conclusions

The first part of this chapter investigated the best way to maximise the lifetime

of beam-sensitive samples using a combination of 80/200 kV, 300/100 K, and a

graphene coating. Several molecular assemblies with different properties were in-

vestigated, with results showing that a graphene coating and lower temperature

provide optimal protection regardless of accelerating voltage. The change in accel-

erating voltage between samples for ideal protection implies a complex relationship
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Figure 4.9: Experimental contrast measurements from HRTEM images of graphene
taken at different electron dose levels using Gatan ORIUS�SC1000, Gatan OneView,
and Medipix3 DDD.

between scattering cross section and energy deposition by knock-on/radiolysis of

the beam, as opposed to the common assumption of lower accelerating voltages pro-

viding better protection due to the absence of knock-on damage. Although lower

voltages indeed reduce the effect of elastic knock-on displacement, this mechanism

is not solely what drives the disintegration of molecular crystals and soft-matter

systems. The processes involved are clearly very complex, as observed by the widely

varying characteristic doses for the varying conditions of accelerating voltage, tem-

perature, and graphene encapsulation. In order to optimise probing conditions,

samples must be dealt with on a sample-by-sample basis.

As shown in the second part of this chapter, the use of a DDD provides

significant benefits in studying beam-sensitive systems such as supramolecular as-

semblies. Indeed, without the use of a DDD, the study of such systems via HRTEM

would in many instances be impossible, due to the poor performance of scintillator-

based detectors at low-dose that are implemented on many HRTEM systems. The

development of DDDs and their increase in availability is encouraging, and suggests
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Figure 4.10: Simulated HRTEM image of NiOEP monolayers assembled either side

of a layer of graphene using 40 e− Å
−2

80 kV electron dose. a) Image with indi-
vidual NiOEP molecule model overlays. b) FFT of the image in a), showing lattice
components present to approximately 7 nm−1 resolution. c) Magnified view with
overlaid molecular model of a NiOEP unit. Orange atoms indicate carbon, red
indicate nitrogen, purple indicate nickel.
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that within the near future HRTEM studies of the most beam-sensitive systems will

become routine, allowing the true potential of HRTEM to be unlocked in a field

that has been lagging behind the studies of inorganic specimens since the inception

of aberration corrected TEM.
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Chapter 5

Monolayer-to-thin-film

transition in supramolecular

assemblies: the role of

topological protection

5.1 Introduction

Supramolecular assembly is a well-established route for the controlled synthesis of

nanomaterials, utilizing non-covalent forces to direct the assembly of complex nanos-

tructures from functional molecular precursors that can be precisely tuned through

chemical design. Assembly on surfaces can result in well-ordered 2D molecular

crystals, with interactions with the surface stabilizing the molecular overlayer and

influencing the nanoscale organization and crystallography [48, 148, 149].

These structures can be further used to direct the assembly of host molecules,

acting as templates or traps for the formation of ordered arrays of molecules in sub-

sequent layers [150–153]. Such templated growth shows promise for creating nanos-

tructured films for applications such as organic electronics and optoelectronics,[154]

or to control surface reactivity [148, 155, 156].

The structure of the 2D molecular crystal, influenced by its interaction with

the surface, usually differs from the preferred 3D molecular crystallography al-

though, with increasing thickness, a molecular film will eventually adopt the 3D

crystalline structure. Understanding how this transition occurs, and at what thick-

ness, is essential since most applications of functional organic layers (e.g. in organic

electronics, organic photovoltaics, sensors, etc.) rely on films with thicknesses that
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fall precisely into this transition regime. On the other hand, studying the 2D-3D

evolution is particularly challenging because high-resolution analytical techniques

that are traditionally used are optimized either for near monolayers (scanning tun-

neling microscopy, STM) or for thicker films (X-ray diffraction).

Supramolecular self-assembly at surfaces has been extensively investigated

on single crystal metal substrates and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)

[59, 149], although more recently the study of molecular assembly on crystalline 2D

materials, such as graphene [96, 157, 158] and hBN [159], has become increasingly

important. For example, non-covalent molecular functionalisation has been widely

explored as a means to controllably alter the electronic properties of graphene [106,

160], either for electronic doping [161, 162] or in search of a usable semiconducting

band gap [98, 163]. Alternatively, graphene has been proposed as an electrode

material in organic electronics [164], with the ability to control molecular assembly

to increase the crystallinity and define the orientation of the organic thin film, hence

improving its electrical properties [1, 99, 154, 165].

STM has been the method of choice for resolving the 2D structure of the

molecular overlayer as it allows direct, non-destructive imaging with sub-molecular

resolution [148]. However, it is limited to monolayer (or close-to-monolayer) films

and is unable to resolve the crystallographic order in multilayer structures. Early

studies used TEM based electron diffraction to probe the structure of self-assembled

monolayers and free standing ultrathin molecular films, forming the basis of our

understanding of structural transitions from monolayer to multilayer crystalline films

[166–168]. These studies were technically challenging: supramolecular assemblies

are rapidly damaged by the electron beam, are extremely thin, and are typically

carbon-based making it difficult to acquire TEM data with acceptable signal to noise

levels. In addition, studying assembly on surfaces required fabrication of electron

transparent single crystal TEM supports [166] which was both time consuming and

complicated. On the other hand, analysis in the TEM through combined diffraction

and imaging experiments has in principle the potential to resolve organic structures

with sub-molecular resolution [169, 170].

Recent technical advances in TEM, such as aberration correction for sub-

angstrom resolution imaging and single electron detection cameras for low noise

acquisition, are opening up new possibilities for studying molecular systems at even

higher resolution [171]. For TEM, graphene is a particularly exciting and rele-

vant substrate as it is almost perfectly electron transparent, conductive, crystalline,

strong, and stable [172]. When grown on metal substrates, it is often atomically

smooth and hence also well-suited for STM imaging, enabling direct comparison
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between the two techniques.

5.2 Chapter Outline

Here the supramolecular assembly on graphene of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid

(terephthalic acid, TPA) and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (trimesic acid, TMA),

two molecules with planar phenyl cores that can form intermolecular hydrogen bonds

through their carboxylic moieties, is studied; both have been intensively studied as

prototypical systems for 2D supramolecular assembly on graphitic substrates [49,

58, 62, 158, 173–175].

*Add brief sentence about TMA/TPA applications *

It is found that both molecules self-assemble on graphene to form well-ordered

crystals from a 2D monolayer to thin films of several nanometer thickness. Com-

bining STM, electron diffraction, and HRTEM imaging, a structural transition is

identified that occurs as molecular deposition proceeds, and the critical thickness

beyond which the film structure is no longer defined by the molecular 2D crystal at

the substrate surface is determined. While the structure of TPA thin films varies

continuously towards the 3D lattice, TMA retains its planar monolayer structure

up to a critical thickness, after which a transition to a polycrystalline film occurs.

These distinctive structural evolutions can be rationalized in terms of the

topological differences in the 3D crystallography of the two molecules. The tem-

plated 2D structure of TPA can smoothly map to its 3D structure through con-

tinuous molecular tilting within the unit cell, whilst the 3D structure of TMA is

topologically distinct from its 2D form, so that only an abrupt transition is pos-

sible. The concept of topological protection of the 2D structure gives a new tool

for the molecular design of nanostructured films and demonstrate how recent ad-

vances in TEM make it a powerful tool for studying surface-driven supramolecular

self-assembly.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Monolayer structure of TMA and TPA

The packing density (number of molecules per unit area) of TPA is found to be much

higher than of TMA. Both were deposited onto CVD-grown graphene-on-copper foils

by OMBD and imaged in ambient conditions by STM at the liquid-solid interface

under a drop of heptanoic acid. STM images of TMA on Gr-Cu, as in figure 5.1(a),

show a hexagonal lattice, consistent with a monolayer of chicken-wire TMA structure
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(shown in figure 5.1(b)), with lattice parameters a = b = (1.65 ± 0.06) nm and γ

= (60 ± 1) ◦. These are consistent with the values previously reported for TMA

deposited on HOPG [58, 173] and on graphene [158, 176]. While other types of

TMA assemblies have been reported on various graphite and graphene substrates

[58, 173, 176, 177], only the chicken-wire packing on Gr-Cu was observed, as also

described by MacLeod et al. [158].

a TMA on Gr-Cu

TPA Molecule

2 nm

2 nm

TPA Molecule

a

b

γ

a
b
γ

b c

d e f

1 nm

1 nm1 nm
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TMA monolayer structure TMA 3D structure

TPA on Gr-Cu TPA 3D structure
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cTMA monolayer structureTMA monolayer structure TMA 3D structure

1 nm
TPA monolayer structure

Figure 5.1: STM images of TMA (a) and TPA (d) on Gr-Cu. (Tunneling currents
and voltages: (a) I = 50 pA, V = −1.3 V; (d) I = 80 pA, V = −1.5 V.) The insets
show enlarged regions with superposed molecular models. Schematics of the 2D
chicken-wire structure for TMA (b) and brickwork structure for TPA (e), and of the
3D structures for TMA (c) and TPA (f).

By contrast TPA packs more densely: Figure 5.1(d) shows the characteristic

brickwork arrangement of TPA molecules, with lattice parameters a = (0.95 ± 0.02)

nm, b = (0.75 ± 0.06) nm, and γ = (53 ± 3) ◦, consistent with previous reports

for TPA deposited onto graphene on Pt(111) [175]. For both TPA and TMA, the

supramolecular assembly on Gr-Cu is thus similar to that previously found for other

graphitic samples.

The difference in the 2D supramolecular packing between TMA and TPA is

driven by the difference in their chemical structure. The 3-fold symmetric carboxylic

acid moieties of TMA lead to hexagonal assembly, whilst dimeric hydrogen-bonding
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between the two linearly-aligned carboxylic acid groups in TPA creates strongly

bonded molecular rows with a weak interaction between them (figure 5.1 (b) and

(e)). The changes in packing are even more profound in their 3D bulk crystalline

structures [178, 179], as shown in figure 5.1 (c) and (f). While TMA forms crystals

of interweaving planes of TMA molecules that are hydrogen bonded in small units of

the chicken-wire structure, for TPA the bulk structure is formed of tilted hydrogen

bonded lamellar rows, that resemble quite closely the monolayer structure. Although

the molecular packing is denser in the 3D structure, its projected view (figure 5.1(f))

is very similar to the 2D structure shown in figure 5.1(e).

5.3.2 Resolving the structure of TMA thin-films

TEM analysis of TMA deposited on freestanding graphene was used to reveal the

structural changes that occur as film thickness increases. TMA and TPA were de-

posited by OMBD directly onto graphene TEM membranes, and the structures of

the resultant films were characterised by TEM imaging and diffraction, as shown in

figure 5.2. Simultaneously, the films were deposited on as-grown Gr-Cu for compar-

ative topographic imaging and film thickness measurements by AFM, as shown in

figure 5.3.

SAED patterns of TMA on graphene with increasing deposition times are

presented in figure 5.2: (a) 15 seconds (measured film thickness of 2.1 ± 0.2 nm,

equivalent to ≈ 6 monolayers, ML), (b) 1 minute (5.5 ± 0.2 nm, ≈ 15 ML), (c) 3

minutes (12.3 ± 2.0 nm, equivalent to ≈ 35 ML), (d) 5 minutes (14.7 ± 3.0 nm,

equivalent to ≈ 42 ML), (e) 6 minutes (16 ± 2 nm, ≈ 45 ML), (f) 9 minutes (32

± 4 nm, equivalent to ≈ 95 ML), (g) 12 minutes (36 ± 6 nm, equivalent to ≈ 110

ML), and (h) 18 minutes (60 ± 10 nm, ≈ 170 ML). Figure 5.2(a1 - d1) show low-

magnification TEM images for the deposition times: (a) 15 seconds, (b) 1 minute, (c)

6 minutes, (d) 18 minutes. For all deposition times less than 18 minutes, the TEM

images show uniform contrast and the only obvious features can be attributed to

residue from the transfer process used to make the graphene membranes, suggesting

the TMA is deposited as a uniform thin film, as also confirmed by AFM topography

images (figure 5.3(a)). For the 18 minute deposition, there are clear variations in

TEM contrast, with features of ≈ 100 nm, as also seen by AFM (figure 5.3(a)),

suggesting a granular structure and polycrystalline film.

Despite TEM images showing little contrast, SAED reveals the molecular

ordering in TMA layers and their orientation relative to the free-standing graphene

substrate. For all films except the 18 minute deposition, sharp diffraction spots are

seen with spacings and symmetry consistent with the 2D chicken-wire TMA struc-
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Figure 5.2: TEM analysis of thin films of TMA deposited onto freestanding
graphene. (a1) to (d1), brightfield TEM images of TMA thin films of increasing
deposition time as marked, with corresponding SAED patterns (a2, b2, e2, h2) on
which graphene and TMA diffraction peaks are labeled. SAED of thin films for 15
s to 18 minute depositions are presented in (a2) - (h2). (i) TMA film thickness, as
measured by AFM, with deposition time. (j) Radial line profiles of the diffraction
intensity through the TMA {11} diffraction peaks, as labeled by the dashed arc on
(b2); here 0◦ is defined by the graphene {01} spots. (k) Modulation of diffraction
intensity, ∆I/I0 along TMA {11} profile, as a function of film thickness.
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Figure 5.3: Tapping mode AFM images of TMA, (a) and (c), and TPA films, (b)
and (d), on graphene on copper for 6 minute depositions.

ture observed by STM. TMA lattice parameters calculated from these diffractions

spots are given in Table 5.1: using the graphene diffraction spots to calibrate the

diffraction patterns [88] allows the TMA lattice parameters to be easily measured

from the electron diffractions spots to a significantly higher accuracy and precision

than those obtained from STM images, as shown in Table 5.1.

Two distinct orientations of the chicken wire lattice are observed, equally

spaced (6.8 ± 0.1) ◦ either side of the graphene orientation, indicating an epitaxial

relationship between the TMA and graphene lattices. Two orientations of the TMA

lattice in STM images of monolayer TMA on Gr-Cu were also observed, as shown

in figure 5.4. The STM measured angles of (7 ± 1) ◦ relative to the graphene

lattice are consistent with the electron diffraction results. Macleod et al. [158]

studied supramolecular assembly of monolayer TMA on graphite and graphene by

STM, finding similar lattice parameters to those measured here also by STM, and

deduced the following epitaxy matrix relating the TMA lattice vectors, aTMA, to

those of graphene, aGr:
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Figure 5.4: STM of TMA on graphene. (a) Large scale STM image (100×100
nm2) of a TMA monolayer at the interface between heptanoic acid and graphene
on copper. Dashed line marks the boundary between two differently oriented TMA
grains. Tunneling parameters: V = −1.3 V, I = 50 pA. (b) FFT of the whole image
indicating the presence of two distinct orientations of the TMA chicken-wire lattice.

aTMA =

[
6 1

−1 7

]
aGr

This relationship predicts the TMA lattice parameter to be
√

43 times the

graphene lattice constant, i.e. a=b=0.2461
√

43=1.614 nm, and the angle between

the TMA and the graphene lattice to be cos−1 (13/
√

172) = 7.589◦. Although the

STM results are consistent, within uncertainties, with these values, the higher accu-

racy and precision of the SAED measurements reveals that, for the films analyzed

in figure 5.2, the relationship between TMA and graphene lattices is not exactly

described by such an epitaxy matrix.

This typifies van der Waals epitaxy [37]. Due to the weak van der Waals

interactions between surface and molecular overlayer, the 2D molecular structure is

not constrained to exactly follow the lattice parameters of the surface but is relaxed

and almost unstrained, allowing lattice mismatch and differences in symmetry be-

tween surface and overlayer. Despite this, the orientation of the 2D molecular layer

is defined relative to the graphene {01} spots.

For thick films, this epitaxial relationship no longer holds. Electron diffrac-

tion from 9 minute (≈ 95 ML) and 12 minute (≈ 110 ML) films (figure 5.2(f2,g2))

show many distinct TMA orientations, while the 18 minute (≈ 170 ML) TMA depo-
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Table 5.1: Film thicknesses (determined by AFM), lattice parameters and charac-
teristic dose calculated for the monolayer and thin films of TMA. For the 18 min
deposition, the angle γ is measured from 2D Fourier transforms of HRTEM images
(see figure 5.5).

Deposition Thickness a b γ Dc

time (nm) (nm) (nm) (◦) (e− nm−2)

Monolayer (STM) - 1.65±0.06 1.65±0.06 60±1 -
15 seconds 2.1±0.2 1.64±0.02 1.64±0.02 60.0±0.2 -
1 minute 5.5±0.2 1.64±0.02 1.64±0.02 60.0±0.3 13±3
6 minutes 16±2 1.65±0.02 1.65±0.02 60.0±0.2 100±50

sition shows rings rather than spots, as shown in figure 5.2(h2), though with similar

spacings, indicating a polycrystalline film with random in-plane orientation relative

to the graphene.

The SAED patterns can be analysed to give a more quantitative insight

into the degree of order in the thin films [168]. Figure 5.2(j) shows radial line

profiles through the {11} TMA diffraction peaks; here 0◦ is defined by the graphene

{01} spots. The two peaks corresponding to the two orientations of TMA are

readily apparent for all but the 18 min deposition. Defining I0 as the average

intensity and ∆I as the difference between maximum and average intensity, the

intensity modulation ∆I/I0 along the arcs gives a relative measure of the order

within the film and is plotted in figure 5.2(k) as a function of film thickness. The

apparent order increases up to a maximum at ≈ 15 nm, due to the diffraction

peak intensity increasing relative to the local background. Beyond this critical

thickness, the intensity modulation (I0) decays rapidly as more TMA orientations

appear, indicating a transition to a rotationally disordered phase with textured but

randomly oriented grains.

As expected, the thin films of TMA rapidly degraded upon exposure to the

electron beam. For such materials, structural analysis should be performed with

low levels of exposure to the electron beam, below the characteristic dose [90]. As

described in the previous chapter, the characteristic dose was calculated for each

film by measuring the decay in intensity of diffraction spots with exposure time, as

shown in Table 5.1. All diffraction results were acquired under low dose conditions

with total doses less than this characteristic dose, and so are representative of the

film structure after assembly.

Electron diffraction reveals the spatially averaged crystal structure of TMA

on suspended graphene, but leaves important questions open. Are the two orien-
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tations within the TMA thin films separated into domains (as suggested by STM

in the monolayer), or stacked one on the other? If in domains, what is the domain

size? Similarly for the thicker, polycrystalline film, what is the grain size and do they

persist through the film thickness? Here these questions are addressed by directly

imaging the TMA layers with HRTEM. All images were acquired such that the to-

tal exposure was less than the characteristic dose, as measured from the diffraction

patterns, to ensure that the observed structure was typical of the as-deposited film.

An example image from a 1 minute TMA deposition on graphene is shown in figure

5.5(a); although there are no immediately obvious features, a 2D fast Fourier trans-

form (FFT, inset in top right corner) shows clear spots and closely resembles the

SAED patterns in figure 5.2. This FFT of the whole image is consistent with the

expected 2D TMA structure with two orientations, labeled by red and blue circles

in the FFT (henceforth orientation 1 and 2). Selecting smaller areas of the image,

FFTs corresponding to only one orientation are found, as shown in figure 5.5 (b1)

and (b2) taken from the dashed boxes 1 and 2 in figure 5.5(a). By analyzing the

relative intensity of these two orientations in selected area FFTs, a map of the local

TMA orientation can be constructed, as shown in figure 5.6. Here, the intensity of

red gives the intensity of orientation 1 and, correspondingly, the intensity of blue

gives that of orientation 2. This color map (figure 5.5(c)) thus shows that the two

orientations are distinct - i.e. they are separated into domains, with stacked layers

of the same orientation in each domain - and reveals that the average domain size

is ≈ 40 nm in diameter for all film thicknesses, as measured from figure 5.6.

Unlike the diffraction patterns, the Fourier transform operation generates

both amplitude and phase information which, when recombined, can be used to

reconstruct a real space image. Individual structure factor amplitudes and phases

are measured in a Fourier transform (power spectrum) of an image of a unit cell or

multiple unit cells (these appear as the lattice spots in the power spectrum). The

original unit cell potential φ(r) is therefore related to the structure factor F (µ) for

the unit cell through a scaled inverse Fourier transform [64]:

φ(r) = F−1[F (µ)] =
h2

2πmeV

∞∑
i=1

F (µi) exp (µi · r) (5.1)

Truncating this series to some finite order of µ, and removing the scaling

factor, gives an approximation to the unit cell potential φ(r):

φ(r) ≈
N∑
i=1

F (µi) exp (µi · r) (5.2)
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Figure 5.5: HRTEM of TMA (1 minute deposition) on graphene. (a) Brightfield
TEM image. (b) Corresponding FFT. (b1) FFT of selected region 1 in (a). (b2) FFT
of selected region 2 in (a). FFT spots due to TMA are circled in red/blue showing
the two different TMA orientations present. (c) Colour map of TMA orientations,
as used in figure 5.6, formed from processing the image in panel (a); the red intensity
corresponds to the intensity of orientation 1 and, correspondingly, the blue intensity
is due to orientation 2. White regions indicate the presence of both orientations,
and dark regions indicate the presence of neither orientation.

This truncation results in a loss of resolution, resulting from the limited

resolving power of the microscope and finite number of structure factors present

in the image Fourier transform [64]. With knowledge of the lattice structure from

SAED, the amplitude and phases from peaks in the FFT of HRTEM images were

measured out to 0.7 Å
−1

resolution. Using Equation 5.2 and a set of real-space

co-ordinate positions, reconstructed TEM images of the lattice can be constructed

(figure 5.7(a)). This is, in effect, a modified Bragg filter averaging over the entire

crystal structure present in the HRTEM image.

The reconstructed image is consistent with a multislice image simulation,

figure 5.7(b), assuming an ‘AA’ stacked molecular structure, as shown in the molec-
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Figure 5.6: HRTEM TMA film structure colour maps, processed using the colour
map presented in figure 5.5. (a) 15 s, (b) 1 minute, (c) 6 minutes, (d) 18 minutes.
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ular model in figure 5.7 (d), but not with structures that do not assume direct

molecular stacking, figure 5.7(c,e). HRTEM imaging thus proves that the TMA

molecules are stacked vertically one on another, consistent with density functional

theory (DFT) calculations of the most energetically favorable stacking geometry

[174], and hence that initially TMA film growth proceeds via a layer-by-layer, or

Frank-van der Merwe, growth mode [45]. Significantly, this stacking is expected to

create well-ordered arrays of high-aspect ratio nanopores, around 1.5 nm in diameter

and up to 15 nm deep, open at the top and reaching the pristine graphene surface

at the bottom.

a b c

1 nm 1 nm 1 nm

d e

1 nm 1 nm

e

1 nm1 nm

reconstructed AA simulated AB simulated

Figure 5.7: High resolution reconstruction of the TMA film structure. (a) Recon-
structed high-resolution image of the TMA structure from the HRTEM image data
in figure 5(a). (b) Multislice image simulation from the ‘AA’−stacked molecular
model shown (d). (c) Multislice image simulation from the ‘AB’−stacked molecular
model shown in (e). Multislice simulations were performed using spherical aberra-
tion −1 µm and defocus −40 nm (as measured from HRTEM images).

For films beyond the critical thickness, where SAED shows polycrystalline

rings, high-resolution imaging shows a small grain size (< 30 nm) with evidence that

the grains do not normally persist through the film (figure 5.6), again indicative of

a polycrystalline film.
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5.3.3 Structural transition in TPA thin-films

A similar methodology was used to study structural transitions in TPA thin films

on graphene. Figure 5.8 (a) to (d) show brightfield TEM images and corresponding

SAED patterns of TPA thin films with increasing deposition times as marked. The

TEM images show a strikingly different trend to that observed for TMA: fiber-like

features ≈ 100 nm in length are apparent from 1 minute and persist at longer de-

position times, suggesting that TPA forms 3D islands from an early stage. These

features are also clearly visible in AFM images (figure 5.3). The presence of an initial

wetting monolayer, as suggested by STM (figure 5.1), combined with topographi-

cal changes revealed in AFM images (figure 5.3), suggest that TPA on graphene

is following either a layer-plus-island (Stranski-Krastanov) growth mode [45], al-

though this is not confirmed. It is possible that the film could be growing via an

island (Volmer Weber) mode. In order to investigate this, the presence of the ini-

tial wetting monolayer in electron diffraction patterns was investigated, although it

wasn’t observed. Due to the low SNR of the TPA signal, the lack of observation

was unusable as a growth mode probe.

The corresponding SAED patterns also show behavior distinct to that ob-

served for TMA. For the 15 s deposition, clear diffraction spots are apparent which

are consistent with the measurements taken for the brickwork 2D lattice observed for

the monolayer by STM, with 6 distinct orientations symmetrically arranged relative

to the graphene lattice (figure 5.9). This implies a similar brickwork structure grow-

ing in a templated fashion in three dimensions. As the deposition time increases,

although the graphene diffraction spots are still as clear and well-defined as before,

SAED from the TPA thin films gives short arcs rather than sharp spots. Radial line

profiles through the TPA {01} arcs are shown in figure 5.8 (f) with the correspond-

ing ∆I/I0 shown in figure 5.8 (g). The line profiles are roughly symmetric relative

to the graphene {01}, indicating that van der Waals epitaxy still plays an important

role in defining the growth orientations. Both the width of the TPA {01} diffraction

peaks and ∆I/I0 increase with deposition time. However, careful analysis of the

positions of these diffraction arcs shows an important difference compared to TMA:

the electron diffraction spacings, and hence the 2D projection of the lattice param-

eters, change with deposition time. This is also observed in FFTs of high-resolution

images (figure 5.10) which show the same lattice parameters as the corresponding

diffraction patterns. Interestingly, these FFTs show distinct spots rather than arcs,

indicating that the SAED diffraction arcs are due to small changes in orientation

between grains rather than molecular tilting within grains [180]. The sharp spots

in the FFTs enable accurate measurements of the angle between lattice vectors, as
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Figure 5.8: TEM analysis of thin films of TPA on graphene. (a1) to (d1), bright-
field TEM images of TPA thin films of increasing deposition time (15 s, 1 min, 6
min, and 18 min), with corresponding electron diffraction patterns (a2) to (d2) on
which graphene and TPA diffraction peaks are labeled. (e) TPA film thickness, as
measured by AFM, as a function of deposition time. (f) Azimuthal line profiles of
the diffraction intensity through the TPA {01} diffraction peaks; 0◦ is defined by
the graphene {10} spots. (g) Modulation of diffraction intensity, ∆I/I0 along TPA
{11} azimuths, as a function of film thickness.
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Table 5.2: Film thickness, lattice parameters and characteristic dose for TPA on
graphene. Also shown are the lattice projections looking down the c-axis of the
reported TPA bulk structure [179]. Note that the exact 3D crystallographic orien-
tation of the thicker films here is not known.

Deposition Thickness a b γ Unit Cell
time (nm) (nm) (nm) (◦) area (nm2)

Monolayer (STM) - 0.95±0.02 0.75±0.06 53±3 0.57±0.05
15 seconds 1.1±0.4 0.95±0.02 0.74±0.02 50±2 0.54±0.02
1 minute 1.2±0.2 0.90±0.02 0.72±0.02 53±2 0.52±0.02
6 minutes 12±3 0.85±0.02 0.62±0.02 57±2 0.44±0.02
18 minutes 25±1 0.86±0.02 0.60±0.02 56±2 0.43±0.02

Bulk projection - 0.92±0.01 0.65±0.01 52±1 0.47±0.01

presented in Table 5.2. The high-resolution images also show that the crystalline

grain size here is ≈ 20 nm (figure 5.11), consistent with the width of the fibers in

the low magnification brightfield images.

The key result from TEM analysis of TPA films on graphene is the change

in projected lattice parameters with deposition time, as summarized in Table 5.2.

The reduction in both a and b lattice parameters, and the subsequent contraction

of the unit cell area, is consistent with the molecules tilting with respect to the

graphene surface and hence packing more densely, as in the bulk structure. The

gradual change observed here reflects the smooth transition that can occur from the

2D, flat, structure to the 3D, tilted, structure.

The differences between the TMA and TPA film deposition are intriguing.

TMA deposition results in layer-by-layer growth, templating the 2D structure up-

wards and creating open nanopores up to ≈ 20 nm deep and ≈ 1.5 nm wide, until,

after a critical thickness of > 20 nm, the film abruptly becomes polycrystalline with

random in-plane orientations. By contrast, TPA rapidly forms fiber-like islands

after the first 2D molecular overlayer and its lattice parameters gradually reduce

from those of the 2D structure, smoothly becoming more consistent with the bulk

structure.

The origin of these differences is speculated on through inspection of their

2D structure (stabilized by interactions with their surface) relative to their 3D

crystallography (determined only by their intermolecular interactions). The TPA

bulk structure is characterized by parallel hydrogen-bonded lamellar rows and its

(001) plane displays a structural similarity with the 2D lattice of TPA-on-graphene

(the main difference being a contracted lattice parameter in 3D, through tilting of

the molecule towards the [223] direction). As the film thickness increases, surface-
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between simulated diffraction patterns and experimental
measurements for 15 s TPA deposition. Simulated electron diffraction patterns, as-
suming the 2D brickwork structure, are shown at six different orientations as labeled.
The sum of these simulations is presented in (a) and shows good correspondence
with the experimental pattern shown in (b). This indicates the presence of six TPA
grains within the selected area used for diffraction

interactions become less significant and the intermolecular interactions are expected

to increasingly dominate. This explains the observed behavior of TPA; the 2D struc-
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Figure 5.10: HRTEM of the 1 minute-deposition of TPA. Brightfield image, (a), and
corresponding FFTs from the large dashed box, (b), and the smaller dashed boxes
1, 2 and 3 as labeled.
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Figure 5.11: HRTEM TPA film structure colour maps. Polycrystalline grains are
apparent at all film thicknesses.

ture is a distorted (strained) component of the 3D structure and hence a smooth

transition can occur. This also explains the formation of crystallites (here fiber-like)

to reduce strain [57].

However, the 3D crystal structure of TMA is composed by interpenetrat-

ing non-planar chicken-wire frameworks and is thus very different and, crucially,

topologically distinct from the planar 2D molecular lattice of the monolayer. As

a result, the 2D layer cannot be thought of as a strained component of the 3D

structure, and no smooth transition is possible. Hence, the TMA templates from

the initial 2D layer until an abrupt transition to a polycrystalline phase; the 2D

structure is topologically protected against transitions to the 3D structure.
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5.4 Conclusions

A fundamentally new insight into the growth of supramolecular thin films on surfaces

is demonstrated through a detailed study into the structural evolution of layers of

prototypical benzenecarboxylic acids. To achieve this, an innovative combination of

low-dose HRTEM and STM was used to accurately determine molecular-resolution

structural information on films of increasing thickness from monolayer through to

tens of nanometers, a precision and range that is difficult to attain by other ana-

lytical techniques. For both TMA and TPA, the structure and orientation of the

first molecular overlayer are dictated by the comparatively strong hydrogen bonding

between molecules and the interactions with the graphene surface that determine

a weak van der Waals epitaxial relationship. As the film thickness increases be-

yond a monolayer, however, TMA and TPA display distinctly different behaviors,

despite their chemical similarities. TMA templates from the 2D structure, stacking

molecular layers directly on top of each other until, above a certain thickness, the

film transitions to a polycrystalline phase with random in-plane orientations. By

contrast, TPA forms fiber-like islands and the in-plane lattice parameters change

continuously with thickness, smoothly becoming more consistent with the bulk struc-

ture. It is proposed that these differences in behavior can be understood through

comparison between the 2D and 3D structures of the two molecules: the bulk struc-

ture of TMA is topologically distinct from the monolayer structure with no possible

smooth transition between the two, whereas, for TPA, tilting of the molecules with

respect to the surface gives a continuous transition from 2D to 3D structures. As a

result, the 2D TMA structure is topologically protected and templates through the

initial film growth. This new insight - topological protection of the 2D structure

- will help design functional structural features into molecular building blocks in

order to control the growth of organic thin films by supramolecular assembly.
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Chapter 6

Remote molecular epitaxy

across graphene

6.1 Introduction

The study of macrocyclic compounds such as porphyrins and phthalocyanines is

important due to their tendency to form organised self-assembled structures on a

wide variety of substrates. These are interesting from both a fundamental and

technological viewpoint, as the extended π-electron systems that are formed from

the large ordering of planar molecules makes them useful for a variety of organic

electronic applications such as photovoltaic cells [181], organic light-emitting diodes

[182], gas sensors [183], and molecular wires [184].

Directed assembly of molecules on surfaces occurs due to a combination of

molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate interactions, and can be utilized in the

formation of molecular thin films for a wide variety of purposes [96, 157, 185]. The

factors influencing the resultant assembly are numerous, and can be categorised

into three key groups: molecule properties, substrate properties, and environmental

factors. These are summarised in figure 6.1.

Molecule properties include its size, shape, and composition. These factors

determine the intermolecular bonding that exists, and can result in a host of different

intermolecular bonding mechanisms. These include electrostatic, hydrogen, and van

der Waals bonding. As shown in chapter 5, the crystal growth behaviour of TMA

compared to TPA is completely different, despite the chemical similarity between

the molecules [6]. Self-assembly of molecular films can be further influenced by the

state of surrounding molecular grains through Ostwald ripening effects. Ostwald

ripening, whereby molecules detach from small islands with high chemical potential
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Figure 6.1: Key driving factors determining the resultant molecular self-assembly
structure.

as monomers, diffuse on the support, and subsequently attach to larger islands with

a lower chemical potential, leads to the growth of larger islands at the expense of

smaller islands [186]. An initial monolayer can spontaneously crystallize via homo-

geneous nucleation in different locations with different network structures, before

evolving into a smaller series of much larger grains with a critical radius [187–189].

The deposition of multiple different molecular species can also have a significant

effect on the resulting assembly through host-guest architecture interactions and

limitations in the available substrate adsorption sites [59, 151, 190–192].

Substrate properties include its atomic structure and topography. These

factors can produce adsorption sites that are more favourable to certain molecules,

driving an epitaxial relationship in the resultant assembly [59]. The favourable

assembly sites can be produced from both topographical height differences as well

as electrostatic periodicities, and can result in residual charges being transferred

to the adsorbed molecule [59, 182, 193–195]. This can influence the state of the

adsorbed molecule, producing dipole moments [194] and chromatic shifts in the

fluorescence spectra [159].
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Environmental factors can include the temperature at which depositions are

carried out and the nature of the solvent used in liquid-phase deposition. Previous

studies have shown that very similar porphyrin-based molecules can have different

desorption rates at equal temperatures when deposited together [196]. Controlling

the temperature of the substrate during molecular film growth has also been used

to control the crystallography of the resulting film [197, 198]. Finally, entirely dif-

ferent TMA polymorph structures can be achieved when depositing using a specific

alkanoic acid [49].

As well as the substrate influencing the geometry of the self-assembly and

the state of individual molecules, the substrate can also be strongly modified by

the molecular adsorbate [59]. Previous investigations have revealed an organic layer

interacting strongly enough with a substrate such that its surface atoms rearrange:

The Au(111) herring-bone reconstruction is strongly modified when a tetrathiaful-

valene (TTF) derivative, a strong electron donor molecule, is adsorbed [59]. In

addition, the structure of the Cu(100) surface is distorted after the adsorption of

the strong electron acceptor tetracyanoquinodimethane TCNQ; coppers atoms in-

volved in bonding with the TCNQ cyano groups are pulled away from the surface

and towards the molecules [59].

Recently, the use of 2D materials, such as graphene, as molecular substrates

has received increasing attention [96, 177]. 2D materials are characterized by strong

in-plane bonding but only weak out-of-plane interactions. These weak interactions

can be sufficient for van der Waals epitaxy whereby crystalline molecular films are

grown with their orientation specified relative to the 2D substrate, but equally crys-

talline molecular film growth can proceed without an epitaxial relationship to the

2D layer [1, 152, 165, 199], demonstrating the importance of the weak interactions

between molecule and 2D substrate.

Interestingly, at a single atom thick, graphene can be considered as both a 2D

substrate and a membrane, with both top and bottom identical crystalline surfaces

separated by only a single atom. However, graphene is impermeable to atoms and

molecules, not even helium can pass through the lattice [23], which presents the

intriguing question: To what extent can interactions extend across the graphene

membrane?

As has been shown in previous studies investigating the wetting transparency

documented for graphene, it is possible for water molecules to feel an interaction

either side of a graphene monolayer in solution that diminishes on the order of 0.9

nm [200, 201]. The existence of a remote van der Waals interaction has been fur-

ther demonstrated in the homoepitaxial growth of zinc-blende GaAs(001) thin films,
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whereby GaAs(001) films can be grown with an epitaxial relationship to an underly-

ing GaAs(001) film coated in monolayer graphene [202]. During this study, density

functional theory (DFT) computations were performed to probe the transmission

of crystallographic information of GaAs through graphene, with significant charge

density existing between GaAs slabs. This charge density was shown to diminish

when the GaAs-GaAs separation was increased beyond 0.9 nm. Interestingly, this

study did not account for the effects of van der Waals interactions between layers,

which play a significant role in the formation of epitaxial films and molecules assem-

blies. Whether such a remote interaction can exist between molecular assemblies

remains unanswered.

6.2 Chapter Outline

This chapter investigates the existence of remote van der Waals interaction between

molecular assemblies. In this work the first TEM investigations of supramolecular

assemblies adsorbed onto both surfaces of a freestanding graphene membrane are

reported. Using a combination of LD-SAED and STM, the molecular structures

of self-assembled Ni(II) octaethylporphyrin (NiOEP) and 2H-octaethylporphyrin

(OEP) on metal-supported and freestanding graphene are studied. Both have been

intensively studied as prototypical systems for 2D supramolecular assembly on a

range of substrates, including HOPG [203–209].

STM measurements reveal that NiOEP and OEP assume a flat 2D lattice on

both copper-supported graphene and on HOPG. LD-SAED measurements of NiOEP

deposited on both the top and bottom faces of a suspended graphene membrane

reveal the same 2D molecular lattice. There is no epitaxial alignment between the

graphene lattice and the molecular layers but, crucially, the two molecular films

on either side of the graphene are aligned with each other. By contrast, when

the molecular layers are separated by two layers of graphene, they are randomly

oriented with respect to each other and with respect to the graphene. The same

results - ordered 2D molecular layer on each graphene surface, but aligned only when

separated by monolayer graphene - are found for self-assembled octaethylporphyrin

(OEP) without a metal centre.

These results demonstrate that graphene is at least partially transparent to

molecule-molecule interactions, but these are rendered ineffective once the barrier

width is increased to two layers of graphene. This new phenomenon of molecular

alignment through 2D films gives a new tool for the study and design of nanos-

tructured films, and demonstrates how molecular interactions can extend across the
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otherwise impermeable graphene membrane.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Porphyrin test systems

In order to verify the existence of a remote epitaxial interaction, a typical planar

porphyrin was selected that has been the subject of extensive studies [203–209].

Octaethylporphyrin (OEP) consists of a porphyrin core with eight ethyl groups

attached, four of which are oriented facing up, and four of which are oriented facing

down, as shown in figure 6.2. This leads to the molecule having an approximate

height of 600 pm, as verified from atomic models [203]. The OEP itself can contain

either a single metal atom (MOEP) or two H atoms. For this study, Ni(II)OEP

(NiOEP) and OEP assemblies were studied. Both a common metal-centred and

non-metal centred porphyrin were chosen in order to establish whether any remote

interactions were affected by the presence of a metal centre. Both systems have

been extensively studied previously and imaged using STM [204, 208], whereby

the molecules were deposited using liquid-phase deposition in a chloroform solvent.

Washing with chloroform following deposition was used to remove any additional

molecular layers, and the samples were then allowed to dry in a desiccator overnight.
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Figure 6.2: NiOEP and OEP molecule schematics with perspective views.

6.3.2 Monolayer structures of NiOEP and OEP

The monolayer ‘brickwork’ structures of NiOEP and OEP are found to be very

similar. Both were deposited onto CVD-grown graphene-on-copper foils, as well as

freshly-cleaved HOPG wafers, by solution-phase deposition. After drying in a desic-

cator overnight, the samples were imaged in dry ambient conditions by STM. STM
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images of NiOEP on Gr-Cu and HOPG, as shown in figure 6.3, reveal a brickwork

assembly structure. The images on Gr-Cu reveal the much rougher surface of the

underlying copper foil compared to the atomically flat HOPG steps. The lattice

parameters of the NiOEP brickwork structure can be accurately determined using

half-and-half imaging, whereby an image is taken using two sets of tunneling pa-

rameters in the top/bottom halves on an image. The different tunneling parameters

enable different electron states to be probed, revealing either the overlying molecular

lattice or the underlying graphene atomic lattice (figure 6.3c). The NiOEP is seen

to assemble with lattice spacings (2.4 ± 0.1) nm by (1.6 ± 0.1) nm with a lattice

angle of (86 ± 5) ◦, in agreement with previous reports [203, 204]. A very similar

lattice structure was measured for OEP, with lattice spacings (2.4 ± 0.1) nm by (1.6

± 0.1) nm with a lattice angle of (87 ± 5) ◦.

The STM images featured in figure 6.3 can be further analysed through

investigation of the image Fourier transforms, provided below each STM image. The

much larger scale image of NiOEP on HOPG provides reciprocal lattice peaks out to

≈ 3 nm−1, and reveals the true brickwork nature of the NiOEP lattice. The poorer

quality image on graphene does not reveal the subtle rotational differences between

molecules located at centre or corner sites in the lattice, and so information is lost

in the FFT in the form of missing reciprocal lattice peaks. The precise structure of

the brickwork lattice is further confirmed through SAED measurements in the next

section. A prior report on ultra-high vacuum high-resolution STM measurements of

NiOEP assemblies on Au(111) showed a very similar structure, with clearly visible

rotational differences between centre and corner sites in the brickwork unit cell [204].

Working in collaboration with Dr Tiffany Walsh at Deakin University, preliminary

computational molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have revealed a near identical

structure, with small rotational differences between centre and corner sites.

Although previous literature specifies that the solution-phase deposition

method is sufficient in providing specifically monolayer coverage of molecules, this

can be checked explicitly by measuring the thickness of the film using AFM. Using

a Gr-Cu foil coated in NiOEP molecules, the film is first imaged in tapping-mode

as shown in figure 6.4a. The faceted copper surface is clearly seen in the image,

indicating the presence of monolayer graphene [43]. A region is selected to ‘dig’ a

trench, whereby the AFM cantilever makes contact with the surface and repeatedly

scratches away any soft material using contact mode imaging. The graphene is not

removed in this procedure, enabling a measurement of the step height of the trench.

This corresponds to a measurement of the thickness of the film. A rectangle of

slightly lower height (darker colour) is visible in the centre of figure 6.4b, and there
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Figure 6.3: Molecular structure of NiOEP monolayer. a) STM image of NiOEP
monolayer deposited on CVD graphene. b) STM image of NiOEP monolayer de-
posited on HOPG. c) STM image using two sets of tunneling parameters in order
to resolve both the NiOEP overlayer and the HOPG lattice underneath. Top-half
scanning parameters: I = 0.3 nA, V = -0.5 V. Bottom-half scanning parameters: I
= 0.5 nA, V = 0.1 V. Each STM image has a corresponding FFT below it. d)Atomic
model of NiOEP molecule with schematic representation. e) NiOEP lattice model
based on STM unit cell measurements. A unit cell is marked by the black box.

is a clear build up of molecular debris at the top/bottom of the trench (white mate-

rial). The step height is measured by first averaging a profile taken across the white
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boxed region in figure 6.4b, as shown in figure 6.4c. The profile has an approximate

height of 600 pm, in agreement with a monolayer coverage of molecules.
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Figure 6.4: Determining the thickness of NiOEP films. a) AFM tapping-mode image
of NiOEP film deposited on CVD-graphene. b) AFM tapping-mode image of the
region imaged in (a) following contact-mode trench digging in the centre. Build
up of molecular material from the trench digging is visible at the top and bottom
centres of the image. The small change in contrast indicates a very shallow trench,
reflecting the very thin nature of the film. c) Height profile taken from the dashed
box in (b). The profile is averaged along the direction perpendicular to the step. As
shown, the step has an approximate height of 600 pm, consistent with a monolayer
coverage of NiOEP molecules.

6.3.3 Structures of NiOEP and OEP films on freestanding graphene

In order to further investigate the structure of NiOEP and OEP films, graphene

TEM grids were fabricated and then coated in NiOEP/OEP molecules using solution-

phase deposition. Interestingly, this process exposes molecules to both sides of the

2D graphene film. During deposition onto Gr-Cu or HOPG, only the top surface
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is exposed to molecules, allowing only one monolayer film to deposit (figure 6.5).

When immersing a freestanding graphene membrane in solution, molecules can as-

semble either side of the graphene, as shown in figure 6.5. This provides a system

that cannot be probed using STM, but which TEM is ideally suited to study.

Graphene on Copper Foil Freestanding Graphene

Molecules only able to adsorb
onto (top) graphene surface

Molecules able to adsorb onto
onto both graphene surfaces

Figure 6.5: Schematic illustration of molecule deposition on substrate-supported
and freestanding graphene.

Using low-dose diffraction, as outlined in chapter 4, SAED of NiOEP and

OEP-coated graphene were acquired. An example NiOEP SAED pattern is shown in

figure 6.6a (with inverted contrast for clarity), revealing a single highly-crystalline

molecular lattice alongside a single set of graphene reflections. The SAED pat-

tern was obtained from the area marked by the purple dotted line in figure 6.6b.The

molecular reflections may be indexed out to ≈ 4 nm −1 resolution, and reveal a brick-

work structure very similar to that determined by STM imaging. The large number

of reflections allow a more precise measurement of the reciprocal (and corresponding

real-space) lattice compared to STM. In addition, the small width (sharpness) of

the NiOEP/OEP reflections indicates that there is little deviation of NiOEP/OEP

molecules from their individual lattice sites even over the large areas probed [210].

The NiOEP spacings measured are (2.31 ± 0.01) nm by (1.52 ± 0.01) nm with a

lattice angle of (89.5 ± 0.1) ◦, and the OEP spacings measured are (2.37 ± 0.1)

nm by (1.53 ± 0.1) nm with a lattice angle of (89.7 ± 0.1) ◦, both in agreement

with the structures measured on HOPG using STM. These lattice measurements

are summarised in Table 6.1.

Intriguingly, the diffraction patterns show only a single set of molecular reflec-

tions, indicating a single molecular crystal grain. The majority of SAED patterns
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Figure 6.6: TEM SAED of co-deposited NiOEP monolayers. a) SAED pattern from
SL graphene with NiOEP monolayers deposited either side, showing a single set of
molecular lattice reflections (circled in pink) and graphene reflections (circled in pur-
ple). b) TEM image showing a circular hole with freestanding SL graphene stretched
across following molecule deposition (scale bar 1 µm). c) Histogram showing orien-
tation of aligned NiOEP lattice relative to SL graphene. No epitaxial relationship
is revealed between the graphene and molecular lattices.

measured revealed only a single molecular pattern, indicating a grain size of the

molecular film > 3 µm (the diameter of the TEM grid hole); significant ordering of

molecules over large distances is indicative of a very dominant source of bonding.

Even more intriguing than the grain size itself, however, is the fact that

only a single set of molecular reflections are present. Given that both sides of the

graphene membrane are exposed during molecule deposition (figure 6.5), it is clear

that molecular material must be present either side of the graphene membrane. If

two independent molecular films were present either side of the graphene membrane,

this would manifest itself in the form of two independent sets of molecular reflections

in the SAED pattern, unless the two films were perfectly aligned. The significant

ordering of the molecular films could be driven by an epitaxial relationship with

the graphene membrane, which would manifest itself in a specific rotational offset

between molecular film and graphene reflections in the diffraction pattern (As seen

for TMA and TPA in the previous chapter). In order to test for such a relationship,

the rotational offset between molecular film and graphene reflections was measured
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and plotted as a histogram for a series of different diffraction patterns (figure 6.6c).

As can be seen, the histogram is plat, indicating a random distribution of rotational

offsets, and therefore no epitaxial relationship between molecular layers and the

graphene membrane: something else must be driving the molecular ordering of the

two independent films.

Table 6.1: Lattice parameters of NiOEP and OEP self-assemblies measured on
HOPG through STM and freestanding graphene through SAED.

Molecule a (nm) b (nm) γ (◦)

NiOEP (STM) 2.4±0.1 1.6±0.1 86±5
NiOEP (SAED) 2.31±0.01 1.52±0.01 89.5±0.1

OEP (STM) 2.4±0.1 1.6±0.1 87±5
OEP (SAED) 2.37±0.01 1.53±0.01 89.7±0.1

Given the presence of a single set of molecular reflections, it is clear that

there must be two films that are aligned with each other over very large distances.

The driving force responsible for this molecular alignment must arise from either

an epitaxial relationship with the graphene, or from a remote interaction between

the two molecular films. Any epitaxial relationship with the graphene will result

in a specific rotational offset between the graphene and molecular lattices [43]. A

histogram of relative angle between graphene and NiOEP lattices is shown in figure

6.6c. There is no epitaxial relationship present between the NiOEP and graphene,

as indicated by the absence of a dominant peak in relative angle between lattices.

In order for the top/bottom molecular films to be aligned over large areas without

epitaxial influence from the graphene layer, the molecules must be remotely inter-

acting across the graphene membrane. The observation of a single, well-ordered

diffraction pattern across large areas and different graphene grains indicates that

the top/bottom NiOEP/OEP layers must experience a remote interaction across

the graphene membrane to form a single, highly-organised superstructure.

The 2D lattice structures revealed by STM, AFM and SAED provide enough

information to construct a hypothesised model of the remotely-interacting assem-

blies. The crystal system must contain a monolayer assembly either side of the

graphene, both organised into a brickwork structure with lattice parameters equal

to those presented in Table 6.1. Both top/bottom molecular layers must also be

orientated in the same direction. The remote interaction is likely van der Waals in

nature, and it follows that the molecules must sit above/below their mirror image as

shown in figure 6.7; DFT studies alongside experiments featured in chapter 5 have

shown the energetically favourable and significant π-coupling of TMA molecules
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when stacked on top of one another [6, 174]. In addition, the π-coupling interac-

tion between TMA molecules was shown to increase with the number of molecules

stacked. A similar Van der Waals footprint effect is expected to drive the large-scale

assembly of NiOEP/OEP molecules, following an Otswald-ripening behaviour.

Perspective 
View 1

Perspective View 2

Side View

Top
Molecule

Bottom
Molecule

dz
dz

Figure 6.7: Model structure for remotely interacting NiOEP/OEP molecules. The
top (blue) and bottom (red) assemblies align with eachother across the single-layer
graphene membrane (gray). Both monolayer assemblies adsorb onto the graphene
at a distance dz.

6.3.4 Probing the structure of NiOEP and OEP films on freestand-

ing graphene using tilted diffraction

In order to further probe the structure of NiOEP and OEP films deposited on

freestanding graphene, and to test the hypothesised structure presented in figure

6.7, diffraction analysis can be carried out with the sample tilted relative to the

optical axis of the microscope. Tilting of samples leads to several changes in the

resulting diffraction pattern. Firstly, the angle θhk through which electrons are

scattered for the Bragg (hk) reflection is inversely proportional to the projected
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separation between lattice planes dhk cosα [64]:

θhk (α) =
λe

dhk cosα
(6.1)

where λe is the electron wavelength, dhk is the separation between lattice planes

and α is the tilt angle of the specimen (figure 6.8). Thus, tilting of the sample

results in a contraction of the real-space lattice perpendicular to the tilt axis, and a

corresponding expansion of the reciprocal-space lattice in diffraction images.

θ

k

k’
θα

k

k’

ri ri’

Figure 6.8: Change in scattering angle θ of the emergent wavevector k′ following
titling of a crystal through an angle θ normal to the optical axis.

The change in projected view of the sample relative to the optical axis also

produces a change in interference conditions of the scattered wave. The structure

factor, which describes how a material scatters incident radiation, can be expressed

as a sum of scattering components from all N atoms in a unit cell: /

Fhkl =
N∑
i=1

Fie
−iq·ri (6.2)

where Fhkl is the structure factor of the (hkl) reflection, which has intensity I:

I ∝ [Fhkl]
2 (6.3)

The structure factor Fhkl is composed of a sum of amplitude and phase

components for each atom in the unit cell. The amplitude Fi is defined as the

atomic scattering factor, which describes the strength of scattering for a given atom

[64]. The phase component e−iq·ri describes the modulation of the scattering factor

based on its position within the unit cell, and is influenced by the atomic positions ri
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[64]. Upon tilting, there is a shift in atomic positions ri to a new set of positions r′i.

This shift in atomic coordinates leads to a change in the value of the phase factor,

and consequently to a change in the intensity I of the (hkl) reflection. It follows

that as well as the intensity I of the (hkl) reflection depending upon the tilt angle

α, it must also depend on the direction of the tilt axis relative to the sample. As

illustrated in figure 6.9, applying a 30 ◦ tilt to a double layer of graphene produces

significantly different projected views depending on the orientation of the tilt axis.

For simple crystal systems, the intensity I for a particular (hkl) reflection is

trivial to calculate when subject to a certain tilt angle α. However, for a complex

system such as the suggested NiOEP/OEP assembly described in figure 6.7, an

analytical approach is far more complex. Instead, we use multislice simulations

utilising a crystal model of the NiOEP/OEP assembly to carry out a computational

calculation; the crystal model can be further refined to achieve a more accurate

model. In order to carry out such a refinement, however, experimental data is

necessary.

Difficulty arises in measuring the intensity I for a set of {hkl} reflections for

a full range of tilts with the NiOEP/OEP systems. This is because each measured

diffraction pattern must be taken from a new location on the TEM grid, as each

diffraction pattern fatally damages the specimen region, and the TEM grid contains

a series of different molecular grains, as shown in figure 6.10. It is thus impossible

to measure a full range of tilted diffraction patterns for a single molecular grain

orientation. However, it is possible to capture diffraction patterns at a single tilt

angle across the whole TEM grid, and consequently for a large number of molecular

grain orientations.

As described earlier, the orientation of the tilt axis relative to the crystal

system, as well as the value of the tilt angle itself, greatly influence the intensity of

the measured (hkl) reflection. Therefore, the change in orientation of the molecular

assembly relative to the optical axis provides sufficient variation in the intensity of

scattered reflections. The intensity I is also dependent on the volume of scattering

material present [65], and so it is insufficient to measure only the absolute intensity.

Instead, the ratio of two reflections I1/I2 are measured for each SAED pattern [93].

This provides a set of data on the ratio of reflection intensities I1/I2 as a function

of molecular grain orientation relative to the optical axis. Two example SAED

patterns are shown in figure 6.10, alongside projected crystal models for each grain

orientation as measured in the SAED patterns. The two SAED patterns have been

background-corrected for accurate reflection intensity measurements and have been

rotated to the same alignment. Both show large differences in reflection intensities
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Stacked graphene (plan view)

Stacked graphene (side view)

Stacked graphene (plan view) 
tilted 30° about axis 1

Axis 2 
θ = 30°

Axis 1 
θ = 0°

Stacked graphene (plan view) 
tilted 30° about axis 2

Figure 6.9: Change in projected view of tilted crystal due to in-plane rotation. The
top image shows a plan view of a stacked graphene model. Top atoms (black) sit
directly above bottom atoms (green). If the crystal is tilted normal to the red axis
by 30◦, the projected view reveals the bottom graphene layer. If the crystal is tilted
normal to the blue axis by 30◦, which is rotated 30◦ relative to the red axis, the
projected view changes. This change in projection due to the orientation of the
crystal relative to the tilt axis causes a change in the scattering of electrons through
the crystal.

due to the change in structure factors for each.

With a number of SAED patterns obtained for a set 30 ◦ tilt angle, two

reflections (h1k1) and (h2k2) were selected that showed large changes in intensity
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tilt axis (pink arrow)

TEM grid is tilted 30° about
tilt axis (pink arrow)
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a2a1

Figure 6.10: Tilted Diffraction applied to molecular film composed of differently-
orientated grains. The molecular film has large grains of different orientations laying
across multiple TEM grid holes. a1,a2) Schematics showing how shifting the stage
provides SAED patterns from two different crystal grains. b1,b2) Projected views
of the tilted NiOEP films imaged in c1,c2), showing large differences. c1,c2) Tilted
SAED patterns taken from different areas of the grid will produce patterns with
different intensities of reflections due to the change in structure factors.

with changing grain orientation, and were also visible in all SAED patterns. The

reflections selected were (40) and (13), as labeled in figure 6.10 (c1,c2). The ratio

I40/I13 can be calculated for the experimental data and plotted as a function of

polar angle (orientation of grain relative to optical axis), as shown in figure 6.11.

In order to compare to experimental data, simulation models were created

for the models featured in figure 6.7 at a range of polar angles θ = [-90:90] ◦ for

a tilt angle α = 30 ◦. The models were created using a set separation z between
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Figure 6.11: Tilted diffraction data for NiOEP (top) and OEP (bottom). Both plots
contain experimental data (black), refined simulation data for monolayer films on
both sides of a graphene membrane (red), and simulation data for a single monolayer
film on one side of a graphene membrane (blue). There is a clear difference between
the two simulation curves, with the experimental data matching well with the refined
curve for monolayer films on both sides of the graphene.
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molecular layer and graphene. The full set of simulated SAED patterns based on

simulation models were analysed and the ratio I40/I13 calculated and plotted as

shown in figure 6.11. In order to refine the separation between molecular layers and

graphene, simulation series were produced for a range of separations z, as shown in

figure 6.12. To determine the best matching simulation model, the χ2 value for each

series was calculated:

χ2 =

N∑
i=1

[
yi − y (xi)

αi

]2
(6.4)

where yi is the experimental data with uncertainty αi, and y(xi) is the corresponding

simulation value. For both NiOEP and OEP data, a minima in χ2 is seen at z = 3.0

Å. The simulated curves for z = 3.0 Å are plotted against the experimental data in

figure 6.11, showing good correspondence.

As well as confirming the hypothesised unit cell and refining the intermolec-

ular separation distance, tilted diffraction simulations can be used to further prove

the existence of a monolayer assembly either side of the graphene membrane. AFM

analysis suggests a monolayer film coating the graphene on copper (figure 6.4), and

this is assumed to be true for the freestanding graphene due to the use of identical

methods of molecule deposition. However, this can be proved through simulating a

full tilt series using molecular models coating only one side of the graphene mem-

brane. Using a separation of z = 3.0 Å and tilt angle α = 30 ◦, a full tilt series

was simulated for a single layer of NiOEP/OEP molecules and plotted alongside

the corresponding top/bottom layer simulations, as shown in figure 6.11. As shown,

there is a significant difference between simulation curves for monolayer coverage

on one side/both sides of the graphene membrane, further proving the hypothesised

model shown in figure 6.7.

6.3.5 Probing the remote interactions of NiOEP and OEP molecules

across graphene

With the structure of the NiOEP/OEP molecular assemblies established, it is clear

that the molecular layers align through some form of remote interaction. To in-

vestigate the properties of this interaction further, samples were fabricated using

a double-layer graphene membrane (as described in Chapter 3). The double-layer

graphene membrane consists of two independent monolayers of graphene layered on

top of each other, producing two randomly oriented graphene films. The solution-

phase molecular depositions were repeated, with molecules now assembling at a

greater separation either side of the double-layer graphene membrane.
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Figure 6.12: Refinement of molecular layer separation through tilted diffraction
simulation. NiOEP (top) and OEP (bottom) simulation refinement.χ2 plots (right)
for both NiOEP/OEP show a minima around z = 3.0 Å.

With two non-identical surfaces now available, separated by two carbon

atoms, SAED reveals a completely different top/bottom molecular film structure

compared to the single-layer graphene case, as shown in figure 6.13. There are now

two individual sets of molecular reflections, relating to the top/bottom molecular

films, in addition to the two individual sets of graphene reflections, relating to the

randomly oriented sheets of single-layer graphene comprising the double-layer mem-

brane. Figure 6.13 shows histograms of both the relative angle between sets of molec-

ular reflections and the relative angle between molecular reflections and graphene

reflections, again revealing no epitaxial relationship between either of the molecular
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films and the double-layer graphene membrane. In addition, the absence of a rota-

tional relationship between individual molecular reflections indicates that the films

are no longer interacting, as a result of the second layer of graphene present in the

double-layer membrane. Combined with the SAED measurements from single-layer

membranes, it is clear that the additional separation causes the molecular interac-

tion to cease. The relative height different between bilayer and monolayer graphene

has been reported as 0.76 nm [211], which implies a very short-range force potential

for the remote interaction between molecules.
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Figure 6.13: TEM SAED of co-deposited NiOEP monolayers. a) SAED pattern from
DL graphene with NiOEP monolayers deposited either side, showing two distinct set
of molecular lattice reflections (circled in red, blue) and graphene reflections (circled
in purple). b) Histogram showing orientation of aligned NiOEP lattice relative to SL
graphene. No epitaxial relationship is revealed between the graphene and molecular
lattices. c) Histogram showing orientation of aligned NiOEP lattice relative to SL
graphene. No epitaxial relationship is revealed between the graphene and molecular
lattices.

6.4 Conclusions

All this is correct if Au9 and Ir4 behave as rigid rotators under 80 keV e-beam

Et to Au and Ir from e-beam should be considered and compared to Au-Au

and Ir-Ir bond dissociation barrier

This detailed study into the structural coupling of monolayers of NiOEP/OEP

across a single layer of freestanding graphene gives new insight into the growth and
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behavior of supramolecular thin films on surfaces. To achieve this, an innovative

combination of low-dose SAED/tilted SAED and STM was used to accurately deter-

mine molecular-resolution structural information on films deposited on both bulk

and freestanding substrates of different thicknesses, something that is difficult to

attain using other analytical techniques.

For free-standing graphene, the structure and orientation of the molecular

top/bottom-layers of NiOEP/OEP is dictated by remote van der Waals interactions

between molecules and the graphene has no epitaxial influence on the crystallogra-

phy of the assembly. STM measurements reveal that NiOEP/OEP assume a flat

2D lattice on both copper-supported graphene and on HOPG. SAED measurements

reveal that NiOEP/OEP layers on both the top and bottom surfaces of freestanding

single-layer graphene align through the graphene, producing a single, larger unit cell.

This molecular coupling produces a highly-organised, large-scale superstructure; the

two molecular films are oriented in the same direction and positioned on top of one

another due to mutual coupling across the graphene layer. The coupling interaction

is shown to diminish on a length scale of two carbon layers, with NiOEP/OEP layers

deposited on either side of a membrane consisting of two randomly-oriented layers of

graphene showing no alignment. Further work is required to understand the nature

of this interaction and establish the role of graphene - is it an inert spacer or does

it play an active role in enhancing the dipole interactions - and to quantify their

strength. As already mentioned, preliminary MD simulations undertaken by our

collaborator Dr Tiffany Walsh at Deakin University are fully consistent with these

experimental data and suggest that this will be a generic effect. Hence, this new

phenomenon of molecular alignment through 2D films gives a new tool for the study

and design of nanostructured films, and demonstrates how molecular interactions

can extend across the otherwise impermeable graphene membrane.
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Chapter 7

Atomically-resolved molecular

dynamics on graphene

7.1 Introduction

Materials studied at the nanoscale may be categorised into three main size-dependent

regimes: atoms/molecules, metal nanoclusters (M-NCs) and nanoparticles, and

larger bulk structures (figure 7.1). Typical bulk metals are good electrical conductors

and optical reflectors, whilst metal nanoparticles exhibit intense colours as a result

of surface plasmon resonance [212, 213]. Reducing the size of metal nanoparticles to

around 2 nm or less (M-NC regime) alters the band structure considerably. Consist-

ing of only a few atoms, the electronic structure becomes discontinuous and consists

of a discrete set of energy levels, similar to the electronic structure of molecules

[212–216]. As shown in figure 7.1, with a lack of plasmonic behaviour M-NCs bridge

the gap between atoms/molecules and nanoparticles [212–222]. M-NCs are of inter-

est due to their attractive electronic, optical, and chemical properties in comparison

to their larger nanoparticle counterparts [212, 213, 223, 224].

Due to their unique optical, electrical, and magnetic properties, there is

significant interest in the application of M-NCs. The fluorescence properties and

biocompatibility of M-NCs, along with their ultrasmall size, makes them ideally

suited for fluorescene bio-imaging and cellular labeling [217]. In addition, M-NCs

can be used in metal ion and biological entity detection and sensing applications.

The precise size controllability and consequent reactivity of M-NCs also provides a

way to tune the selectivity in catalytic applications [212–216, 223].

Recent developments in aberration-corrected TEM, low-dose imaging con-

ditions, and low-contrast 1D/2D carbon supports, have enabled atomic-resolution
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Figure 7.1: Size regime of different materials. Nanoclusters provide a bridge between
atoms/molecules and larger nanoparticle/bulk crystal systems.

imaging of single-molecules and M-NCs in real time [7, 69, 97, 225–229]. The use

of HRTEM to study single molecules/M-NCs provides a complete revolution in the

study of their behaviour; atomic-resolution real-time analysis of particle structures,

conformational and rotational changes, and chemical reactions is now possible.

There have been several strategies described in order to directly visualise

chemical and self-assembly processes with TEM, including chemTEM [69, 229] and

SMART-TEM [228]. Both of these methods exploit the use of the electron beam

in TEM as both an imaging tool and a source of energy in order to drive chemi-

cal processes. As shown by Koshino et al., the major energy source for observed

molecular motions in TEM is the electron beam used for imaging, and the sample

temperature has only a small effect on the observed conformational changes [226].

For particularly thin specimens, direct interactions of the electron beam with atomic

nuclei are the dominant sources of energy exchange, such that the kinetic energy of

the electrons is transferred directly to the atoms via ballistic collisions [229]. The

maximum energy transferred to a stationary atom during a collision is directly re-

lated to the accelerating voltage of the electron beam, and the rate of interactions is

proportional to the dose rate of the electron beam [229]. This allows moderation of

observed chemical reactions, in order to be properly captured by the TEM detector

[69, 229].

Graphene, as a two-dimensional system with outstanding electronic prop-

erties and a high surface area [230], offers the ideal platform on which to deposit

M-NCs [231]. Due to its atomic thinness, the electron beam may interact elasti-

cally with any supported molecules or NCs. Additionally, the low contrast nature
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of graphene allows supported molecules to be imaged with high resolution, and its

highly conductive nature allows it to serve as a sink for both charge and heat [69,

229]. In addition, the diversity of carbon chemistry offers many routes to produc-

ing chemically modified graphene (CMG) [230, 232, 233], which also facilitates the

stable attachment of M-NCs [234].

When analysing HRTEM images, identification of atomic positions through

direct interpretation of image contrast proves difficult, due to the effects of micro-

scope aberrations, particularly defocus [65]. To aid image contrast interpretation,

it is necessary to compare between experimental and simulated HRTEM images

[65]. This allows matching features of contrast to be linked to the particular atoms

responsible in the atomic model used for simulating the image.

When studying M-NCs that undergo rapid rotational changes, each frame in

an image series can be identified as the M-NC in a single rotational state. As time

progresses, the rotational state changes, and the M-NC is seen to switch between

states [7, 97, 225]. Furthermore, it is possible to identify specifically the rotational

state of the M-NC for each frame of an image series by matching to a specific

simulated image [7, 97, 225]. Constructing a catalogue of possible M-NC images

using multiple atomic models and a multislice simulation procedure, it is possible

to match each experimental frame to the best corresponding simulation image by

eye [7].

This process of matching images may be made more robust using a cross-

correlation routine [228], whereby a much larger catalogue of simulated images is

constructed, and a correlation metric is calculated for an experimental frame with all

entries in the catalogue. Firstly, experimental images are compared to a catalogue

of simulated images using a cross-correlation routine [235, 236], as described in

Equation 7.1 and figure 7.2. The 2D cross-correlation of an M -by-N matrix, X,

and a P -by-Q matrix, H, is a matrix, C, of size (M + P−1) by (N + Q−1). Its

elements are given by:

C(k, l) =
M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

X(m,n)H̄(m− k, n− l),=

−(P − 1) ≤ k ≤ (M − 1),

−(Q− 1) ≤ l ≤ (N − 1),
(7.1)

where the bar over H denotes complex conjugation. The output matrix, C(k, l),

has negative and positive row and column indices [237]. These negative and positive

indices result in directional shifts in the columns/rows of H and are automatically

compensated for when using MathWorks® MATLAB’s (version R2017a) inbuilt
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xcorr2 function.

M1 = (5x5) matrix

M2 = (3x3) matrix

C = (7x7) cross-correlation matrix
C-3,-3 C-3,-2 C-3,-1 C-3,0 C-3,1 C-3,2 C-3,3

C-2,-3 C-2,-2 C-2,-1 C-2,0 C-2,1 C-2,2 C-2,3

C-1,-3 C-1,-2 C-1,-1 C-1,0 C-1,1 C-1,2 C-1,3

C0,-3 C0,-2 C0,-1 C0,0 C0,1 C0,2 C0,3

C1,-3 C1,-2 C1,-1 C1,0 C1,1 C1,2 C1,3

C2,-3 C2,-2 C2,-1 C2,0 C2,1 C2,2 C2,3

C3,-3 C3,-2 C3,-1 C3,0 C3,1 C3,2 C3,3

=
Cross-correlation 

(M1 with M2) =

0.6345 0.4175 0.4607

Experimental Image
Experimental 

Image ROI

Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3

Cross-correlation 1 Cross-correlation 2 Cross-correlation 3

a

b

Figure 7.2: Cross-correlation between two images. a) Cross-correlation between two
matrices, M1 and M2, to produce a matrix of correlation values C. The maximum
value of C, Cmax may be obtained in order to calculate the position and value of
greatest correlation between M1 and M2. b) Cross-correlation between single ex-
perimental Au9 HRTEM image and 3 differently-orientated Au9 HRTEM simulation
images. The highest cross-correlation value allows the best matching simulation and
corresponding model to be selected, with other simulations and models rejected.

Defining X as an experimental image, and H as a specific simulation image, a
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normalised maximum value of correlation Cmax may be calculated, providing a value

between 1 and 0, with 1 being a perfect match and 0 being no match. A value of Cmax

can be calculated for all simulation images present in the catalogue, with the overall

maximum being selected as the best match to the experimental frame. This allows

each successive experimental image to be matched to an exact simulated image and

corresponding molecular model, providing information on the exact state of the

molecule at each moment in time. In figure 7.2 three different simulated images

are compared to a single experimental frame, with the simulation with greatest

correlation selected as best match. This corresponds to the first simulation, with a

cross-correlation value of 0.6345. The two other simulation images are rejected due

to their much lower cross-correlation values of 0.4175 and 0.4607.

7.2 Chapter Outline

In this chapter, in collaboration with the Rourke group (University of Warwick,

Department of Chemistry), two different M-NCs are studied using HRTEM and 2D

graphene-based supports. A gold-based M-NC is attached to a chemically-modified

graphene oxide support and simple comparisons are made between experimental and

simulated images, to accurately identify the M-NC and its structure. Insights into

the rotational behaviour of the M-NC are obtained through analysis of the rate of

change in the rotational state of the M-NC.

Further analysis is conducted on HRTEM images of an iridium-based M-

NC using cross-correlation methods, enabling a more rapid, extensive, and accurate

comparison between experimental and simulated images. Exact information on the

rotational state of the M-NC allows the most favourable orientations to be identified.

Both M-NCs are seen to rotate without lateral diffusion, as a result of a

covalent interaction between the M-NC and graphene support. The gold-based M-

NC is seen to rotate continuously between metastable states on the order of seconds,

whereas the iridium-based M-NC is seen to remain in metastable states on the order

of seconds before rapidly switching between unstable states.

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Au9 nanoclusters: An initial HRTEM study

Recently, the Rourke group reported an easy method to chemically modify graphene

with sulfur functionalities [238]. Chemically modified graphene with sulfur function-

alities is synthesized by treatment of graphene oxide (GO) with potassium thioac-
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etate, followed by an aqueous work-up. This route gives a single-layer material

with reactive thiol groups that offer anchoring points for further functionalisa-

tion, and is referred to as GOSH. In a collaboration with Dr Jon Rourke and Dr

Concha Bosch-Navarro, who synthesized the materials, GOSH was utilised, along

with the affinity between gold and sulfur, in order to perform stable attachment of

[Au9(PPh3)8](NO3) (abbreviated as Au9) NCs [239] to CMG [7].

The Au9 NC has D2h symmetry and is composed of nine gold atoms arranged

such that one central gold atom is surrounded by the remaining eight gold atoms,

each of which is coordinated by a monodentate phosphine ligand (figure 7.3). The

average metal-metal distance is around 0.27 nm, which results in a cluster diameter

between 0.45 nm and 0.54 nm [240], far smaller than that typically exhibited by Au

NPs (particle size > 3 nm) [241].

3.8 Å 

4.5 Å 

5.4 Å 

Au9 with ligand groups

Au9 (side view)

Au9 (top view)

Figure 7.3: Model schematics of Au9 NC. Left image shows coordinated monoden-
tate phosphine ligands. Right images show top and side views of the central gold
cluster only.

The binding between Au9 and CMG with sulfur functionalities is achieved by

simply mixing a dispersion of the two together. A covalent bond is formed between

sulfur and gold, which is accompanied by the displacement of a phosphine ligand.

As a result, a neutral GOSH-Au9 hybrid is formed, as shown in figure 7.3.
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A HRTEM image of a typical area of GOSH with Au9 is shown in figure 7.4.

Single Au9 nanoclusters are visible as shown in the boxed area, with clear structure

that can be used to unambiguously identify the image features as Au9 clusters.

2 nm

0.3 nm-1

b1 b2 b3

c1

a

c2 c3

0.5 nm 0.5 nm 0.5 nm

0.5 nm 0.5 nm 0.5 nm

0.5 nm 0.5 nm 0.5 nm

d1 d2 d3

Figure 7.4: HRTEM summary of Au9 nanoclusters deposited on GOSH. a) HRTEM
image of Au9 nanoclusters. Inset FFT showing the typical hexagonal pattern of a
graphene monolayer. b) Three different HRTEM images of single Au9 nanocluster
imaged over GOSH in three different orientations. b1, b2, b3) correspond to the
NC highlighted with a square in (a) at different times. c1, c2, c3) HRTEM image
simulations produced from the crystal-structure model depicted in d1, d2, d3).

In order to investigate the Au9 NCs further, a detailed experimental and

simulated image comparison is required. Using the known atomic structure of Au9

[240], a catalogue of multislice image simulations can be constructed by rotating

the molecule about two orthogonal symmetry axes (figure 7.5). For M-NCs such as

Au9, TEM image contrast is dominated by the central metal atoms (for Au, Z = 79),

which scatter the electrons to a greater extent than do the lower mass constituents

such as phosphorus (Z = 15) or carbon (Z = 6). However, for accurate comparison

between experimental and simulated images, all atoms are contained in the image

simulation, including the coordination sphere of ligands and a section of graphene

lattice [97]. Figure 7.4 shows a Au9 nanocluster with three different orientations,

taken from a single location with 0.3 s exposure. A comparison with the simulations

(figure 7.4c) allows identification of the orientation of the Au9 clusters (figure 7.4d).

Comparison between the image simulations and experimental images clearly

shows that the clusters are Au9, with a close match for the contrast arising from

the gold atoms and also subtler variations in contrast that are consistent with the
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Figure 7.5: Simulated image catalogue for Au9 NC on graphene showing atomic
model and corresponding multislice simulation. The Au9 is rotated about its two
orthogonal symmetry axes in 15 ◦ steps.

ligands still being present. Further confirmation comes from the measurement of the

spacings of the atoms within the clusters, which shows that the Au−Au distances
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in the experimental images are consistent with those expected for Au9 (figure 7.6).

This proves that intact, undamaged, Au9 nanoclusters are present on the GOSH

surface.
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Figure 7.6: Measuring Au9 interatomic spacings using HRTEM image line profiles.
Experimental (blue) and simulated (red) line profiles show good correspondence,
indicating consistent interactomic spacings between simulation model and the ex-
perimental structure.

As well as studying the structure of M-NCs, it is also possible to investigate

their dynamics. Matching between experimental and simulated images indicates

that the clusters are stationary on the GOSH surface for the period of that ex-

posure. However, inspection of subsequent images shows that the clusters are not

permanently fixed and their contrast changes over time. The Au9 clusters remain

fixed in place on the GOSH surface whilst undergoing orientational changes, indi-

cating that they are covalently bound to the GOSH and not simply adsorbed to the

surface.

Figure 7.7 shows a sequence of HRTEM images of a single Au9 nanocluster

on GOSH; images were acquired at 0.3 s intervals over a period of more than 10 s.

The images are from the same region and, through comparison with fixed points in

the larger image, show no apparent lateral displacement of the cluster relative to

the underlying GOSH [7]. The change in contrast is indicative of rotations of the

Au9 cluster relative to the GOSH surface, and comparison with the image simulation

catalogue (figure 7.5) enables each of the images shown in figure 7.7 to be identified as
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Figure 7.7: Selected HRTEM image frames taken from the dynamics of a single Au9

nanocluster with their corresponding molecular models.

a specific Au9 orientation. From this it is apparent that the Au9 cluster is rotating,

but without lateral displacement. This is consistent with covalent attachment of

Au9 to GOSH through the C−S−Au bond.

The inhibited rotation of the Au9 is induced by the electron beam, and is

indicative of a set of metastable orientations. Previous work has observed similar

electron beam induced molecular motion on graphene oxide [227, 229], on and inside

carbon nanotubes [225, 226], and for molecules attached to carbon nanohorns, where

it was shown that lower acceleration voltages in the TEM resulted in a higher

frequency of molecular motion as a result of a larger scattering cross-section [97,

228]. For Au9 imaging, an accelerating voltage of 80 kV was used here in order to

minimize damage to the chemically modified graphene by the electron beam. At this

acceleration voltage, the clusters are fixed in each orientation for timescales on the

order of seconds before switching to another orientation. This indicates that each

observed orientation is metastable, and corresponds to a local energy minimum.

In addition, the majority of images show well−defined atomic ‘spots’ rather than

blurred streaks, which would be the case if rotational transitions were slow. The

metastable orientational states must therefore change with a rapid transition. A

more detailed analysis of these molecular dynamics requires an improvement in

methodology.

7.3.2 Ir4 nanoclusters: An extended cross-correlation HRTEM study

The previous section featured a simple by-eye comparison between experimental

and simulated images, and allowed much information to be obtained regarding the

structure and behaviour of Au9 NCs. Recently, Nakamrua et al. have applied a more

robust and quantitative set of methods to the analysis of HRTEM images of a single
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organic molecule attached to a carbon nanohorn [228]. These methods facilitate

greater accuracy and precision in matching between experimental and simulated

images by providing a much faster route for comparing images, enabling a much

larger catalogue of simulations to be used.

In addition to matching experimental images with specific simulations, the

change in state of the M-NC can be further quantified using cross-correlation image

analysis between consecutive frames [235, 236]. Differences between successive ex-

perimental frames can be compared, which relate directly to changes in the state of

the NC, allowing the rate at which significant changes occur to be monitored. The

cross-correlation factor between two consecutive frames at times t and t′, γ(t, t′) can

be calculated:

γ(t, t′) =

∑N
ij

[
It (rij)− Īt

]
·
[
It′ (rij)− Īt′

]√∑N
ij

[
It (rij)− Īt

]2 ·√∑N
ij

[
It′ (rij)− Īt′

]2 (7.2)

where It(rij) and It′(rij) are the intensities of pixel (ij) in frames t and t′, and Īt and

Īt′ are the means of It(rij) and It′(rij). This value represents the degree of matching

between the two neighboring frames as a number (absolute value) between 1 and

0, 1 being a perfect match and 0 being no match. Thus, any sudden drops of the

γ value correspond to a big rotational change followed by small rotational changes

[228].

A series of successive HRTEM images of a Au9 nanocluster are shown in

figure 7.8, showing rotational changes occurring between frames. The graph of

cross-correlation between successive frames, as calculated using Equation 7.2, shows

a significant peak between the 9th and 10th frames, due to their close similarity.

This indicates a metastable state for this particular orientation due to its prolonged

lifetime. The cross-correlation between other successive frames is much lower due

to the large rotational changes occurring between frames.

In order to further investigate the use of cross-correlation methods for M-

NC HRTEM studies, an iridium-based test system was used. The tetrairidium

dodecacarbonyl NC [Ir4(CO)12], hereafter referred to as Ir4, consists of 4 iridium

atoms (Z = 77) arranged in a tetrahedron, with 3 terminal CO ligands attached

to each iridium atom [242]. Molecular models of the Ir4 nanocluster as well as a

perspective view are presented in figure 7.9. Due to their neutral charge, Ir4 NCs

were deposited onto pristine freestanding graphene supports using solution-phase

methods. Ir4 powders purchased from SIGMA-ALDRICH® (98 % purity, CAS

Number 11065-24-0, product code 299391) were dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane. A

HRTEM image of a single Ir4 NC is presented in figure 7.9, along with 3 individual
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Figure 7.8: Cross-correlation between successive time-series images. Successive
HRTEM images of Au9 nanocluster are cross-correlated with the values plotted
as a function of frame number. The significant peak corresponds to a relatively
stable orientation that undergoes only small rotational changes between frames 9
and 10. The lower correlation between other frames in the series indicates large
rotational changes occurring between frames.

snapshots taken at different times and matched with a corresponding simulation

and atomic model. A time series of individual snapshots is presented in figure 7.13

along with corresponding simulations and atomic models. The individual snapshots

reveal the cluster rotating rapidly between well-defined states, at a much faster rate

than previous Au9 nanoclusters imaged on GOSH [7].

The underlying assumption made for both the previous Au9 study and for
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the present Ir4 study is that the central metal clusters remain intact and rigid during

exposure to the electron beam. In order to verify that the metal-metal bonds within

the clusters are not disrupted by the electron beam, the maximum kinetic energy

transferred to an atom can be calculated using:

ET (θ) =
2maE(E + 2mec

2)

(ma +me)2c2 + 2maE
(7.3)

where ma is the mass of the atom and E is the energy of the electron beam. Cal-

culating for Au and Ir yields ET = (0.96 ± 0.01) eV and ET = (0.98 ± 0.01) eV

respectively. These values may be compared to known bond dissociation energies

for Au-Au (2.34± 0.05) and Ir-Ir (3.18± 0.02) [243]. The maximum kinetic energy

deposited in each case is lower than the bond dissociation energy threshold, and

so it is appropriate to assume that the metal clusters are stable under the electron

beam at 80 kV.

In order to investigate the behaviour of the Ir4 NC further, a catalogue of

simulated TEM images was constructed. Similar to the Au9 NCs in behaviour, the

Ir4 NCs rotate without lateral diffusion, as a result of a covalent interaction with

the graphene support [7]. Therefore, given knowledge of the M-NC structure, a

model can be constructed through rotating the M-NC by a specified angle along each

rotation axis and placing each new result in a well-defined array, as shown previously

for Au9 (figure 7.5). Implementing a cross-correlation routine for accurate and rapid

matching between experimental and simulated images allows a much larger catalogue

of simulations to be constructed for Ir4, as shown in figure 7.10.

Due to the symmetrical nature of some M-NCs, it is unnecessary to rotate

through 360 ◦ about each rotation axis. For the Ir4 NC with Td symmetry, it is

necessary to rotate only 120 ◦ about each rotation axis. This is carried out in 10
◦ steps, in order to provide sufficient precision for individual simulation matching,

whilst providing a simulation catalogue of manageable size (the number of simula-

tions is inversely proportional to the cube of angle step-size when rotating about

three independent axes).

There are factors that must be considered in addition to M-NC symmetry

and coarseness of angle step when constructing the simulation catalogue. There

is a limitation placed by the multislice simulation software on output image size

(4096×4096 maximum pixels). This in turn places restrictions on the number of

individual M-NCs that can be contained in a single image, in order to maintain a

certain resolution for the simulated image. Individual M-NCs cannot be placed in

too close proximity with each other, to allow for independent simulations. Therefore,
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Figure 7.9: HRTEM images of Ir4 NC on graphene. a) Single HRTEM frame with
the boxed region showing a single Ir4 NC. To the right of the image are 16 different
magnified frames showing the same individual M-NC at different times, taken from
the boxed region in the main HRTEM image. Clear rotational changes are visible
as indicated by the change in image contrast. b) Molecular models showing the Ir4
NC from different perspectives.

the simulation catalogue is broken down into a series of model frames, each contain-

ing a 10×10 array of equally-spaced M-NCs. With the M-NC models constructed, a

catalogue of possible TEM images can be simulated using experimentally-measured

imaging conditions (accelerating voltage, defocus, astigmatism), as shown in figure

7.10.

With the simulation catalogue established, the methods outlined by Equa-

tions 7.1 and 7.2 may be applied to the experimental image sequence. In order to

check the validity of the methods, however, a test sequence was first applied to the
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Figure 7.10: TEM image cross-correlation procedure. 1a) TEM image stack is
aligned and cropped around the molecule of interest. 1b) Catalogue of TEM simu-
lations is generated based on a set of atomic models. 2) Each experimental frame
is cross-correlated with the entire simulation catalogue. 3) The best-matching sim-
ulation entry in the catalogue is selected and compared to the experimental frame.
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simulation catalogue. The test sequence was constructed by compiling each indi-

vidual image contained in the simulation into a single image sequence, as shown

in figure 7.11. Applying Equation 7.1 to the test sequence, a score can be given to

each test sequence frame based on whether it is successfully matched to its duplicate

image in the simulation catalogue. A score of 1 is given if frames are successfully

matched, and 0 if they are not. The total score then gives a measure of the total

number of frames that have been successfully matched, and this can also be quoted

as a percentage of the total number of frames in the stack.
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Figure 7.11: Testing the tolerance of cross-correlation matching. Example test image
sequences (left) are constructed using the simulation catalogue, generated with a
specific dose of electrons. The test sequences are comprised of a full simulation
catalogue, with only 10 frames for each shown here for simplicity. The test sequences
are matched using cross-correlation to the original simulation catalogue, with the
accuracy of the matching plotted as a function of electron dose (right). The cross-

correlation techniques operate successfully above 100 e− Å
−2

electron dose.

The test sequence itself can be constructed using variable electron doses in

the simulation, providing a representation of experimental data obtained with sub-

optimal SNR. Test sequences examples with variable electron doses are shown in

figure 7.11. Applying the scoring method to the different series shown in figure 7.11,

it is clear that the correlation methods fail to work for electron doses less than 100

e− Å
−2

(when using a Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 detector). The experimental images
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obtained in figure 7.9 were captured with an electron dose of 500 e− Å
−2

, and so

the correlation methods of Equations 7.1 and 7.2 are expected to behave accurately.

It is noted that the Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 detector has a limited capture rate of

14 fps [138], and so any dynamic behaviour occurring at a faster rate than this will

not be sampled accurately; the use of DDDs with much greater frame rate capacity

and substantially higher DQE offer the potential to study dynamic M-NC systems

in much greater detail [144, 147].

With the tolerance levels of Equation 7.1 established, the experimental image

sequence summarised in figure 7.9 can be processed. A graph of correlation score

Cmax for every simulated image for a particular experimental frame is shown in

figure 7.12a. The range of correlation scores varies significantly between simulations,

allowing accurate discernment of the best-matching simulation. In order to quantify

the confidence at which a particular simulation can be selected as the best match,

a metric m is defined:

m =
Cmax − C̄
Cmax

(7.4)

where Cmax is the maximum correlation for all simulations, and C̄ is the average

correlation for all simulations. The metric m then has a range between 0 and 1,

with 1 indicating a very well-defined maximum correlation. A graph of m for the

experimental sequence is plotted in figure 7.12b, indicating the accurate selection of

matched simulation image for the majority of experimental frames.

The correlation value between best-matching simulation image and experi-

mental frame is plotted in figure 7.12c. The correlations are well-defined for the

majority of frames, with average value ≈ 0.55. Frames are visible with significantly

greater correlation, indicating a rotational state that is stable enough to exist for

the duration of a 0.1 s exposure. Frames are also visible with a significant drop in

correlation, which upon inspection indicate a blurred transition between rotational

states (and hence a poor correlation with all well-defined simulations). Finally, the

graph in figure 7.12d provides the correlation calculated between successive experi-

mental frames. Interestingly, the graph features several significant peaks, indicating

an orientation of relative stability that exists between experimental frames with

only small rotational changes. In addition, the graph features significant drops in

correlation between frames, indicating a large rotational change occurring between

experimental frames. It is clear from the combination of correlation metrics that

the Ir4 is behaving differently to the Au9 NC studied previously. The Ir4 exists in

several relatively-stable and long-lived states, but also undergoes rapid transitions
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Figure 7.12: Ir4 cross-correlation summary graphs. a) Cross-correlation results of
single experimental frame matched against the full simulation catalogue. The best-
matching simulation image is circled in red. b) Correlation metric m calculated us-
ing 7.4 for each experimental frame. c) Cross-correlation result of the best-matching
simulation image for each experimental frame. d) Cross-correlation result between
successive experimental frames. The large correlations are due to similar successive
frames, indicating only small rotational changes occurring. Large drops in corre-
lation indicate significant changes in images, due to substantial rotational changes
occurring.

between much less-stable rotational states. This behaviour can be visualised directly

by analysing the experimental frames and their simulation matches/models.

A sequence of experimental frames, their best matching simulation image,

and the corresponding molecular model, are presented in figure 7.13. The experi-

mental images correspond to the same M-NC imaged with 0.1 s successive exposures.

The image simulations match well with each experimental frame, with the Ir atoms
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Figure 7.13: Ir4 experimental TEM images, simulated TEM images, and molecular
models, as determined by cross-correlation. Experimental images are taken from a
single NC and separated by 0.1 s.
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clearly identifiable. Several particular M-NC orientations appear more often than

others, indicating rotational states with greater stability. In order to analyse the

preferred rotational states, histogram maps can be generated for each pair of or-

thogonal rotation axes using the full set of experimental data, as shown in figure

7.14. From these histograms, the most stable states of the Ir4 NC can be revealed

as having orientations (α = 60 ◦, β = 60 ◦, γ = 100 ◦) and (α = 0 ◦, β = 0 ◦, γ =

100 ◦). Molecular models for these two states are illustrated in figure 7.14.
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Figure 7.14: Summary of most stable rotational states of Ir4, as determined by
cross-correlation. (Top) Orientation maps for each pair of orthogonal rotation axes,
showing peaks at the most frequent (stable) rotational states. (Bottom) Molecular
model images showin the most stable rotational states.

Comparing the Ir4 and Au9 NCs, both appear to be covalently bonded to the

graphene surface and undergo rotational changes between metastable orientations.

The transitions between orientations are rapid, and the Ir4 cluster appears to have

two preferential orientations. With this work, the limitations of the detection device

have also become apparent. The Gatan ORIUS�SC1000 detector is limited to ≈
0.1 s acquisition rate [138], which prevents any higher time-resolved information on

the M-NC rotations being gathered. The simple use of a higher frame-rate device

such as the Gatan OneView with an acquisition rate of 0.005 s in (1024×1024) pixel

imaging mode [244] would allow far better time-resolved data to be obtained with a

much better DQE. Although successful in the study of small, rigid M-NCs, the cross

correlation methods applied here could be further extended with better modeling of

the specimen. For larger objects and nanoparticles, with more flexible structures, a

basic simulation catalogue could be obtained through molecular dynamics simula-
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tions, and this could then be further refined based on experimental image matching

[228].

As already mentioned, the electron beam acts as the dominant source of

energy driving these molecular motions, and so further work investigating the effect

of dose rate on the rate of rotational changes would be interesting. As well as

studying the rate at which rotational changes occur, the dose rate may also restrict

the specific orientations that can be accessed due to energy barriers.

Finally, for both the Ir4 and Au9 systems, the effects of beam-induced chem-

istry were not considered, except in driving the formation of a covalent bond with

the graphene surface. For the Au9 system in particular, with its shell of ligands, it is

reasonable to expect some chemical reactions or structural transformations to occur.

Due to the significantly stronger contrast provided by the central metal atoms, it

is hard to determine to what extent such processes are occurring, and is something

that must be considered for adapting the cross-correlation analysis procedure to

other molecular systems. Again, with the aid of molecular dynamics simulations

in order to provide a simulation catalogue and further refinement against experi-

mental images, it could be envisioned that the cross-correlation methods described

here could be applied to the study of structural changes and more exotic chemical

processes driven by the electron beam.

7.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, the time evolution and conformational changes of two types of M-

NC, Au9 and Ir4, have been observed by HRTEM imaging. As analysed by cross-

correlation analysis of consecutive images, as well as comparison to a catalogue of

simulated images, the motions of both M-NC were found to suggest covalent bonding

between the cluster and graphene surface. Both M-NCs were observed to rotate

between metastable states on a relatively short time scale, on the order of seconds for

Au9 and tenths of seconds for Ir4. For Ir4, two particularly stable orientations were

identified using cross-correlation matching to simulated images. The use of cross-

correlation techniques applied to time-resolved HRTEM data provides the means

for visualising chemical reactions and structural changes in real time at the atomic

scale, and will be further enhanced in capability through the use of new-generation

electron detectors with significantly improved DQE and acquisition frame rates.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis aimed to address some questions on the mechanisms controlling self-

ordering phenomena involving graphene. Specifically, it explored how graphene

interacts with a range of atoms and molecules. This included: the role graphene

plays in reducing beam-induced sample degradation, how hydrogen-bonded networks

interact with graphene, and how this interaction affects the transition from 2D

surface driven assembly to 3D films, the use of graphene as an impermeable 2D

membrane across which molecular assemblies can interact, and finally the use of

graphene as a low contrast support on which to observe atomically-resolved chemical

reactions occurring in real time.

In chapter 3, methods were outlined for the clean transfer of graphene from

as-grown CVD foils to TEM supports, including a new, simpler methodology for

high volume, high yield fabrication. In addition, techniques to fabricate double-

layered graphene membranes and samples encapsulated between two monolayers of

graphene were presented.

A method to alter the surface functionality of graphene using a self-limiting

monolayer film of pyr-modified ions was outlined. These enable control over elec-

trostatic interactions in solution to selectively bind charged macro-molecules, and

should be similarly effective for other charged species. This approach is expected

to be generically applicable to graphene on any surface or indeed as a free-standing

membrane, making it useful in a wide variety of fields including biomedicine, elec-

trochemical sensors or catalysis, as well as for selective adsorption to supported

graphene membranes for cryo- and HRTEM imaging.

In chapter 4, the best way to maximise the lifetime of beam-sensitive sam-

ples was investigated, studying the role of acceleration voltage, sample temperature,

and support substrate. Several types of molecular assemblies were investigated, with
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results showing that a graphene coating and lower temperature provide optimal pro-

tection regardless of accelerating voltage. The role of accelerating voltage was less

consistent, demonstrating a complex relationship between scattering cross section

and energy deposited by radiolysis of the beam. This contradicts the common as-

sumption that lower accelerating voltages causes less beam-damage. Although lower

voltages indeed reduce the effect of elastic knock-on displacement, this mechanism

is not the main drive for the disintegration of molecular crystals and soft-matter

systems. In order to optimise probing conditions, samples must be dealt with on a

sample-by-sample basis.

The use of a high-speed camera and DDD was shown to provide significant

benefits in studying beam-sensitive systems such as supramolecular assemblies. In-

deed, without the use of a DDD, the study of such systems via HRTEM would

in many instances be impossible, due to the poor performance at low-dose of the

scintillator-based detectors that are implemented on many HRTEM systems. The

development of DDDs and their increase in availability is encouraging, and suggests

that within the near future HRTEM studies of the most beam-sensitive systems will

become routine, allowing the true potential of HRTEM to be unlocked in a field

that has been lagging behind the studies of inorganic specimens since the inception

of aberration corrected TEM.

In chapter 5, a fundamentally new insight into the growth of supramolecular

thin-films on surfaces was demonstrated through a detailed study into the struc-

tural evolution of layers of prototypical benzenecarboxylic acids. For both TMA

and TPA, the structure and orientation of the first molecular overlayer are dictated

by the comparatively strong hydrogen bonding between molecules and the inter-

actions with the graphene surface that determine a weak van der Waals epitaxial

relationship. As the film thickness increases beyond a monolayer, however, TMA

and TPA display distinctly different behaviors, despite their chemical similarities.

TMA templates from the 2D structure, stacking molecular layers directly on top of

each other until, above a certain thickness, the film transitions to a polycrystalline

phase with random in-plane orientations. By contrast, TPA forms fiber-like islands

and the in-plane lattice parameters change continuously with thickness, smoothly

becoming more consistent with the bulk structure. It is proposed that these dif-

ferences in behavior can be understood through comparison between the 2D and

3D structures of the two molecules: the bulk structure of TMA is topologically dis-

tinct from the monolayer structure with no possible smooth transition between the

two, whereas, for TPA, tilting of the molecules with respect to the surface gives a

continuous transition from 2D to 3D structures. As a result, the 2D TMA struc-
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ture is topologically protected and templates through the initial film growth. This

new insight - topological protection of the 2D structure - will help design functional

structural features into molecular building blocks in order to control the growth of

organic thin films by supramolecular assembly.

In chapter 6, the structural coupling of monolayers of NiOEP/OEP across a

single layer of freestanding graphene gave new insight into the growth and behavior

of supramolecular thin-films on surfaces. The graphene has no epitaxial influence

on the crystallography of the molecular assembly. Despite this, on freestanding

graphene the orientation of the molecular layer on top is always identical to the ori-

entation of the layer below, dictated by remote van der Waals interactions between

the molecular layers. STM measurements reveal that NiOEP/OEP assume a flat

2D lattice on both copper-supported graphene and on HOPG. SAED measurements

prove that NiOEP/OEP layers on both the top and bottom surfaces of freestanding

single-layer graphene align through the graphene, producing a single, larger unit cell.

This molecular coupling produces a highly-organised, large-scale superstructure; the

two molecular films are oriented in the same direction and positioned on top of one

another due to mutual coupling across the graphene layer. The coupling interaction

is shown to diminish on a length scale of two graphene layers, with NiOEP/OEP

layers deposited on either side of a twisted bilayer graphene membrane showing no

alignment. Further work is required to understand the nature of this interaction

and establish the role of graphene - is it an inert spacer or does it play an active role

in enhancing the dipole interactions - and to quantify their strength. As already

mentioned, preliminary MD simulations undertaken by our collaborator Dr Tiffany

Walsh at Deakin University are fully consistent with these experimental data and

suggest that this will be a generic effect. Hence, this new phenomenon of molecular

alignment through 2D films gives a new tool for the study and design of nanos-

tructured films, and demonstrates how molecular interactions can extend across the

otherwise impermeable graphene membrane.

Finally, in chapter 7 the time evolution and conformational changes of two

types of M-NC, Au9 and Ir4, were observed by HRTEM imaging. As analysed by

cross-correlation analysis of consecutive images, as well as comparison to a catalogue

of simulated images, both M-NC were fixed in position on the graphene, suggest-

ing covalent bonding between the cluster and graphene surface. Both M-NCs were

observed to rotate between metastable states on a relatively short time scale, on

the order of seconds for Au9 and tenths of seconds for Ir4. For Ir4, two particularly

stable orientations were identified using cross-correlation matching to simulated im-

ages. The use of cross-correlation techniques applied to time-resolved HRTEM data
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provides the means for visualising chemical reactions and structural changes in real

time at the atomic scale, and will be further enhanced in capability through the use

of new-generation electron detectors with significantly improved DQE and acquisi-

tion frame rates.

The key challenge involved with all of the work featured within this thesis

has been the dose limitations of the organic specimens probed. As has been shown,

there is significant promise with the advent of fast acquisition and direct detection

devices, which will pave the way for a revolution in the study of molecular materials.

No longer relying on low-dose diffraction as the main source of information, direct

imaging of molecular systems at atomic resolution with high contrast and SNR is

expected to be routine within a number of years. The vast body of research focusing

on molecular materials, molecular dynamics modeling, and their applications will

undoubtedly benefit from this significant microscopy tool, building on the techniques

featured here that are already emerging from their infancy.
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